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Part 1: Tanium Console and Interact
Overview
Tanium Console

The Tanium™ Console is the graphical user interface that you use to manage the Tanium™
Core Platform and use Tanium™ solution modules, including Tanium™ Interact. The
Tanium Console is a web application that is installed with the Tanium Server; it does not
require separate licensing. You use the Tanium Console to perform the following key tasks:

l Import and use Tanium solutions and content

l Manage sensors, packages, and saved questions

l Manage actions

l Manage role-based access control (RBAC) configurations for users, user groups,
roles, computer groups, and content sets.

l Configure global settings that affect Tanium Console, Tanium™ Server, and Tanium™
Client behavior

Tanium Interact

You use Tanium Interact to issue questions to managed endpoints, analyze their answers,
and deploy actions to the endpoints based on the answers. Although it is licensed as part
of the Tanium Core Platform, Interact is a Tanium module, so you can update it separately
from the Tanium Console and the Tanium Server.

Additional Tanium deployment information

For information on installing the Tanium Core Platform servers, see the guide that matches
your platform:

l Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows

l Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide

l Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide (all platforms)

For information on deploying Tanium Client to endpoints, see the Tanium Client
Deployment Guide.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/overview.html
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/overview.html
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For information about installing and using particular Tanium modules, see the module
user guides.

This documentationmayprovide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services provided by third parties
(“Third Party Items”).With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such items, and expressly disclaim all
warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to
or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.

Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combinationwith Tanium products with any particular Third Party Items and neither
Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused byany such combination. You, and not Tanium,
are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate andwill not cause infringement of any third party
intellectual property rights.

https://docs.tanium.com/
https://docs.tanium.com/
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Part 2: Getting started with the Tanium
Console and Interact
Log into and out of the Tanium Console

Access the Tanium Console through a supported web browser on a computer that can
connect to the Tanium Server. For browser details, see Web browser requirements on page
27.

The first time you log in, you must enter the username and password of the initial Tanium
Console administrator account. The credentials for this account are set when the Tanium
Server is installed (see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Install the
Tanium Server, Set Administrator Account field description). This account has the
Administrator reserved role and can create additional users.

When you initially log in, your Tanium Console home page appears. This page serves as a
site map that shows the Tanium modules and Tanium Console administration pages that
you can access based on your role permissions (see RBAC overview on page 199) and on
which modules are installed (see Import or upgrade Tanium modules on page 51).

The steps to log into the Tanium Console depend on how the Tanium Server is configured
to authenticate your user account.

Log in using local or LDAP/AD authentication

For user accounts that you create locally on the Tanium Server (see Create a user on page
244), or that you import from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or Active
Directory (AD) server (see Integrating with LDAP servers on page 257), the steps to log into
the Tanium Console are as follows:

1. Open a web browser and go to the Tanium Server URL.
The URL has the format https://<Tanium_Server_FQDN>[:port]. If the
Tanium Server uses the default port (443), you do not need to specify the port.
If SAML is not configured for any user, the login page displays only the Username
and Password fields for local or LDAP authentication.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/installing_tanium_server.html#Install_Tanium_Server
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/installing_tanium_server.html#Install_Tanium_Server
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If the Tanium Server is configured to authenticate some users through a SAML IdP,
the login page displays a Login with SSO button and a Login with password link
below it.
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2. (Skip if SAML is not enabled) Click Login with password.
The Username and Password fields then appear.

3. Enter your Username and Password and click Log in.

Log in using SAML SSO authentication

If the Tanium Server is configured to serve as a Security Assertion Markup Language
(SAML) service provider (SP), the Tanium Console provides single sign-on (SSO) access
through a SAML identity provider (IdP). After logging into the IdP, a user can start new
Tanium Console sessions repeatedly without re-authenticating, until the IdP session times
out. Only Tanium Server 7.2 and later supports SAML. For details, see Integrating with a
SAML IdP on page 270.

Note: The IdP session timeout is configured on the IdP server. Consult your IdP
administrator for more information.

The steps to log in depend on whether the Tanium Server is configured for IdP-initiated or
SP-initiated SSO.

IDP-INITIATED SSO

1. Go to the IdP SSO portal.
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If you previously logged into the IdP and your IdP session is active, you do not need
to authenticate. If you never logged into the IdP or your IdP session has timed out,
the IdP prompts you to authenticate.

2. If necessary, log into the IdP using your username and password.
The IdP portal displays a tile for each application that you can access.

3. Click the Tanium Console tile.
The IdP redirects you to the Tanium Server and the Tanium Console opens in your
browser.

SP-INITIATED SSO

1. Open a web browser and go to the Tanium Server URL.
The URL has the format https://<Tanium_Server_FQDN>[:port]. If the
Tanium Server uses the default port (443), you do not need to specify the port.
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The login page appears.

2. Click Login with SSO.
If you previously logged into the IdP and your IdP session is active, you do not need
to authenticate: the IdP redirects you to the Tanium Server and the Tanium Console
opens in your browser. If you never logged into the IdP or your IdP session has timed
out, the Tanium Server redirects you to the IdP for authentication.

3. If necessary, log into the IdP using your username and password.
The IdP then redirects you to the Tanium Server, and the Tanium Console opens in
your browser.

Log out of the Tanium Console

When it is time to end your Tanium Console session, the best practice is to log out and
close the web browser. To log out, open the drop-down menu beside Logged
In: <username> at the top right of the Tanium Console and and select Logout.

Note: If the Tanium Server is configured to integrate with a SAML IdP, your IdP
session remains active even after you log out of the Tanium Console. This means you
can access the Tanium Console again without re-authenticating, until the IdP session
times out.
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Set up the Tanium Console and Interact

The Tanium Console and Interact are licensed as part of the Tanium Core Platform. The
Tanium Console is installed automatically during Tanium Server installation. If your license
is in the Tanium Server installation directory when you first open the Tanium Console,
Interact is installed automatically. Otherwise, you can install Interact from the Tanium
Solutions page. After installing Tanium Core Platform servers, perform the following tasks
to set up the Tanium Console, Interact, and Tanium Core Platform:

1. Review the system, network, security, and user role requirements for the Tanium
Console and Interact. For details, see Part 3: Tanium Console and Interact
requirements on page 27.

2. Import the Tanium modules and content packs that you will use: see Part 4: Managing
Tanium solutions on page 51. If you need to install Interact, see Tanium Interact User
Guide: Installing Interact.

3. (Optional) Customize the Tanium Console and Interact. For example, you can
customize the color and logo for the Tanium Console, set your user preferences, and
show, hide, or reorder sections of the Interact Home page. For details, see Part 5:
Customizing the Tanium Console and Interact on page 58.

4. (Optional) Configure Tanium Core Platform settings such as Tanium Client subnets,
proxy server settings, whitelisted URLs, and bandwidth throttling. For details, see
Configuring the Tanium Core Platform on page 65.

5. (Optional) Create custom content (such as sensors, packages and saved questions) to
complement the predefined content that you import through Tanium modules and
content packs. For details, see Content overview on page 137.

6. Set up role-based access control (RBAC) to determine what users can see and do with
the Tanium Core Platform. This involves configuring users, user groups, user roles,
computer groups, and content set permissions. For details, see RBAC overview on
page 199.

Use Tanium Interact

The following are regular tasks that you perform after the initial setup of the Tanium
Console and Interact:

1. Issue dynamic questions to retrieve information about the endpoints in your
network: see Part 6: Asking questions on page 79.

https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/installing.html
https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/installing.html
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2. Analyze and manage question results. For example, you can drill down into the
question results with additional questions, filter the Question Results grid, and
export its content. For details, see Part 7: Managing question results on page 96.

3. Manage actions. For example, you can deploy ad-hoc actions or schedule recurring
actions based on question results, and configure an action approval workflow. For
details, see Tanium actions overview on page 112.

4. Manage saved questions. For example, you can create saved questions, assign them
to dashboards, assign the dashboards to categories, and assign saved questions to
content sets based on RBAC requirements. For details, see Managing saved questions
on page 156.
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Part 3: Tanium Console and Interact
requirements
Web browser requirements

Use one of the following supported browsers to access the Tanium Console:

l Google Chrome (recent)

l Internet Explorer 11 and later

l Mozilla Firefox (recent)

l Safari (recent)

The Tanium Console is designed for a display resolution of at least 1280 pixels wide and at
least 720 pixels high. The Tanium Console might not appear as designed in browser
windows smaller than these dimensions.

Update the following Internet Explorer settings if their current configuration interferes with
the Tanium Console display:
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l Add the Tanium Server to the Trusted Sites list in the browser.
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l Ensure the browser is not configured to ignore fonts that the Tanium Console
specifies.

Tanium dependencies

Component Requirement

Tanium Server Interact 2.0 or later requires Tanium Server 7.2 or later. You can update
both Interact and the Tanium Console UI version independently from
the Tanium Server. For details, see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions
on page 51.
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Component Requirement

Tanium content The Interact module does not include content. Interact depends on
sensors, saved questions, dashboards, and categories distributed in
Tanium content packs and other Tanium modules.

License The license entitlement for the Tanium Core Platform includes the
Tanium Console and Interact.

Tanium Server computer resource and network requirements

Unlike other modules, Interact is installed on the Tanium Server, not the Tanium Module
Server. The Tanium Console is also installed on the Tanium Server. The resource
specifications for the Tanium Server include the host computer resource and network
requirements for the Tanium Console and Interact. For details, see the guide for your
deployment:

l Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Requirements

l Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Requirements

Host and network security requirements

Host and network security requirements for the Tanium Core Platform apply to the Tanium
Console and Interact. For details, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide:
Host system security exceptions.

User role requirements

Before using the Tanium Console or Interact to perform tasks, verify that your user account
has the necessary roles and permissions. To configure roles, see Managing roles on page
210.

l Tanium Core Platform configuration permissions on page 31

l Tanium Interact permissions on page 32

l Action management permissions on page 40

l Content management permissions on page 44

l RBAC management permissions on page 47

l Troubleshooting permissions on page 50

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/requirements.html
https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/requirements.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/security_exceptions.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/security_exceptions.html
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Tanium Core Platform configuration permissions

The following table summarizes the roles and permissions required to import or upgrade
Tanium modules, customize the Tanium Console, and configure Tanium Core Platform
settings. The listed permissions are advanced role permissions except where otherwise
noted.

Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Import or upgrade Tanium
modules and content packs

Upgrade the Tanium
Console

Tanium
Solutions

Administrator reserved role only

Customize the Tanium
Console color, logo, and
confirmation prompt

Configuration >
Miscellaneous

Administrator reserved role only

Manage whitelisted URLs Administration >
Whitelisted URLs

Write Whitelisted URLs (micro admin) permission
is required to create, modify, or delete the
whitelisted URLs configurations.

The Administrator reserved role has this
permission.

Manage proxy server settings Configuration >
Common >
Proxy Settings

Administrator reserved role only

Configure Tanium Client
subnets

Configuration >
Tanium Server >
Subnets

Administrator reserved role only

Manage bandwidth
throttling

Configuration >
Tanium Server >
Bandwidth
Throttling

Administrator reserved role only

Configure server logging
levels

Configuration >
Common > Log
Level

Administrator reserved role only

Table 1: User roles and permissions for configuring your Tanium deployment
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Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Configure global settings Administration >
Global Settings

Write Global Settings (micro admin) permission is
required to create, modify, or delete global
settings configurations.

The Administrator reserved role has this
permission.

Tanium Interact permissions

The Interact module has the following predefined module roles and associated module
permissions.

Permission Interact
Power
User
role

Interact
Basic
User
role

Interact
Read-
Only
User
role

Interact
Show
role

Show Interact

View the Interact workbench.

Interact Module Read

View Interact content.

This module permission provides these
advanced permissions: Read Sensor, Read
Saved Question, Read Dashboard, and Read
Dashboard Group.

Table 2: Interact user roles and permissions
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Permission Interact
Power
User
role

Interact
Basic
User
role

Interact
Read-
Only
User
role

Interact
Show
role

Interact Module Write

Add, edit, or delete Interact content.

This module permission provides the Interact
Module Read permission.

It also provides these advanced permissions:
Read Sensor, Read Saved Question, Read
Dashboard, Read Dashboard Group, Write Saved
Question, Write Dashboard, Write Dashboard
Group.

Interact Execute Action

Deploy actions in the Interact module.

This module permission provides the Interact
Module Read and Interact Module Write
permissions.

It also provides these advanced permissions:
Read Sensor, Read Saved Question, Read
Dashboard, Read Dashboard Group, Read
Package, Read Action, Write Saved Question,
Write Dashboard, Write Dashboard Group, and
Write Action.

The following table lists the provided advanced permissions and associated content sets
(see the table footnotes) for the Interact module permissions in Table 2.
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Permission Interact
Power
User
role

Interact
Basic
User
role

Interact
Read-
Only
User
role

Interact Show role

Read Sensor1

View and use sensors in the
Interact Question Bar,
Question Builder and
similar user interfaces
throughout the Tanium
Console.

Read Saved Question1

View saved questions in the
Interact workbench.

Read Dashboard1

View dashboards in the
Interact workbench.

Read Dashboard Group1

View categories in the
Interact workbench.

Table 3: Provided Interact advanced role permissions
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Permission Interact
Power
User
role

Interact
Basic
User
role

Interact
Read-
Only
User
role

Interact Show role

Ask Dynamic Questions

Issue questions through the
Interact Question Bar and
Question Builder. This is a
global advanced
permission: it applies to all
content sets.

Write Saved Question2

Create, edit, or delete saved
questions, and assign them
to content sets for which
the user has permission.

Write Dashboard2

Create, modify, or delete
dashboard configurations.
Read Saved Question
content set permissions
determine which saved
questions are available in
dashboards.
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Permission Interact
Power
User
role

Interact
Basic
User
role

Interact
Read-
Only
User
role

Interact Show role

Write Dashboard Group2

Create, modify, or delete
category configurations.
Read Dashboard content set
permissions determine
which dashboards are
available in categories.

Read Package1

Select packages for actions
in the Deploy Action page.

Read Action1

View the Actions pages. The
visibility of rows in the grid
depends on the Read Action
permission on the content
sets for the associated
packages.
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Permission Interact
Power
User
role

Interact
Basic
User
role

Interact
Read-
Only
User
role

Interact Show role

Write Action1

See and use the Deploy
Action button on the
Question Results grid for
dynamic questions and
saved questions.

View the Actions >
Scheduled Actions page.
Users can see rows for
actions they issued. If a
user has the Read Action
permission on the content
set for the underlying
package, that user can see
rows for actions that other
users issued.

Implies the Read Own
Action, Read Package, and
Show Preview permissions.

1 These permissions apply to the following content sets: AD, AD Query, Base, Client Management,
Default, File System, Hardware, Interact, MSSQL, Network, OS, Python, Registry, Reserved, Security,
Software, Tagging.

2 These permissions apply to the Interact content set.

The following table summarizes the permissions required to perform specific tasks in the
Tanium Interact module. The module workbench includes the Interact Home page and
Interact Content page. The Administrator reserved role has all the listed permissions. The
table also indicates whether other reserved roles have permissions for the features.
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Tasks Roles and permissions

Install or uninstall
Interact

Administrator reserved role only

All tasks in Interact Show Interact (module) permission is required for all Interact features, so
be sure to assign a role with that permission to all Interact users.

View Interact
content

Interact Module Read (module) permission is required to view content in
the Interact content set.

Manage Interact
content

Interact Module Write (module) permission is required to add, edit, or
delete content in the Interact content set.

Deploy actions in
Interact

Interact Execute Action (module) permission enables users to deploy
actions in the Interact module. It implies the advanced permissions Read
Package, Read Action, and Write Action.

Issue questions
through the
Question Bar and
Question Builder

Ask Dynamic Questions permission is required to issue questions through
the Question Bar and Question Builder. You can assign the permission
to any advanced role.

Read Sensor content set permissions determine which sensors are
available for you to select for questions.

The Administrator and Content Administrator reserved roles have all
these permissions.

Save a question Write Saved Question permission is required to assign a saved question to
content sets for which you have permission. Write Saved Question is also
required to create, edit, or delete saved questions. The Read Sensor
content set permissions determine the available sensors.

In addition to the Write Saved Question permission, users require the
Write Action and Write Package permissions to add associated actions
to a new saved question configuration. In addition to these three
permissions, users require owner permissions for the question if they
want to modify or delete the associated actions.

The Administrator and Content Administrator reserved roles have all
these permissions.

Table 4: Required permissions to perform Interact tasks
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Tasks Roles and permissions

Use Interact Saved
Questions

Read Saved Question content set permissions determine the saved
questions that you can see in the Tanium Console, such as on the Interact
Home page, Interact Content page, and Question Results grid drill-
down.

Read Sensor permission is required for the sensors specified in a saved
question that you want to issue.

Ask Dynamic Questions permission is required to use the drill down
feature in the Saved Question Results grid.

Use Interact
Categories

Read Dashboard Group content set permissions determine the categories
that you can see in the Tanium Console, such as on the Interact Home
page and Interact Content page.

Write Dashboard Group permission is required to create, modify, or
delete category configurations. Read Dashboard content set
permissions determine which dashboards are available in categories.

Use Interact
Dashboards

Read Dashboard content set permissions determine the dashboards that
you can see in the Tanium Console, such as on the Interact Home page
and Interact Content page.

Write Dashboard permission is required to create, modify, or delete
dashboard configurations. Read Saved Question content set
permissions determine which saved questions are available in
dashboards.

Note: By default, new dashboards are added to the Other Dashboards
category, which is visible only to users with the Administrator or
Content Administrator reserved role. Therefore, only users with one of
those roles, or the user who created the dashboard, can see the new
dashboard. To make the dashboard visible to users, you must move it
to another category.
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Tasks Roles and permissions

Deploy an action Write Action permission is required to see the Deploy Action button on
the Question Results grid.

Read Package content set permissions determine which packages are
available for you to select for actions.

Read Sensor and Read Saved Question permissions on the Reserved
content set are required to complete the deploy action workflow.
During the workflow, these permissions allow special saved questions
that the Tanium Server uses to track and report action status.

Use the Interact
Home page and
Interact Content
page

Users require the Ask Dynamic Questions permission to see theWelcome
and Best Practices sections of the Interact Home page:

To see the following sections of the Interact Home page and Interact
Content page, users require the specified permissions:

l Interact Content: Read Dashboard Group, Read Dashboard, and Read
Saved Question permissions control the summary counts.

l Favorite Categories: Read Dashboard Group permission

l Favorite Dashboards: Read Dashboard permission

l Favorite Saved Questions: Read Saved Question permission

Action management permissions

The following table summarizes the roles and permissions required to manage actions.
When you configure roles, specify the content sets that include the packages associated
with the actions. The listed permissions are advanced role permissions except where
otherwise noted.
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Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Deploy actions, including
action locks

Question Results

Saved Question
Results

Write Action permission is required to see the
Deploy Action button on the Question Results
grid.

Read Package content set permissions
determine which packages are available for
selection in actions.

Read Sensor and Read Saved Question
permissions are required on the Reserved
content set. The Tanium Server uses special
saved questions to track action status and
report action status within the deploy action
workflow. Therefore, these permissions are
required to complete the workflow.

The Administrator and Content Administrator
reserved roles have all these permissions.

Table 5: User role requirements for managing actions
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Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Manage scheduled actions Actions >
Scheduled
Actions

Read Action permission is required to view the
Scheduled Actions page. Visibility of rows in the
page grid depends on the Read Action permission
on the content set for the underlying package.
The permission enables users to re-download
package files and copy grid rows to the clipboard.

Write Action permission:

l Enables users to see rows for actions that they
issued. Users can see rows for actions that
others issued if the users have Read Action
permission on the content set for the
underlying package.

l Enables users to see and use the Deploy
Action button on the Question Results grid
for dynamic questions and saved questions.

l Enables users to export specific scheduled
actions for which they have Write Action
permission.

l Implies the Read Own Action, Read Package,
and Show Preview permissions.

Write Action for Saved Question permission:

l Enables users to see the Scheduled Actions
page, but the only rows are for the actions that
the user has deployed.

l Enables users to see and use the Deploy
Action button on the Question Results grid,
but only for saved questions that are
configured with an associated package. The
Read Package permission is not required for
the associated package. If the saved question is
not configured with an associated package, the
Deploy Action button does not appear.

Tip: Use the Write Action for Saved Question
permission instead of the Write Action
permission to limit use by action users who use
Tanium to execute standard operating
procedures that someone else created.

Read Sensor and Read Saved Question
permissions are required on the Reserved
content set for users to deploy, edit, or check
the status of actions. The Reserved content set
includes content used to ask preview and
polling questions.

The Administrator and Content Administrator
reserved roles have all these permissions, and
can export or import the complete scheduled
actions configuration.
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Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Manage action groups Actions >
Scheduled
Actions

Administrator reserved role only

Manage action history Actions > Action
History

Read Action permission is required to view the
Action History page. Visibility of rows in the page
grid depends on the Read Action permission on
the content set for the underlying package.

The Administrator and Content Administrator
reserved roles have this permission.

View action summary
(status)

Action Summary The following permissions are required to view
and use the Action Summary page. This page
appears when you deploy an unscheduled action.
You can access it from the Action History page
also.

l Read Saved Question permission (regardless of
content sets) is required to view the Action
Summary page of an action in the Action
History grid.

l Read Package permission on the content set
for the underlying package is required to view
files in the Action Summary page.

l Read Sensor and Read Saved Question
permissions on the Reserved content set are
required to view and use the Show Client
Status Details button in the Action
Summary page.

The Administrator and Content Administrator
reserved roles have this permission.
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Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Review and approve pending
actions , or bypass action
approval

Actions > All
Pending
Approval

Actions >
Actions I Can
Approve

Approve Action permission:

l Users require this permission to view the All
Pending Approval page.

l Users require this permission on the content
set for the underlying package to approve
actions that another user created. Users
cannot approve their own actions.

Read Action permission on the content set for
the underlying packages determines which
rows are visible on the All Pending Approval
page.

Read Own Action permission is required for
users to see their own actions on the All
Pending Approval page.

Bypass Action Approval permission enables
users to bypass approval for their own actions.
The permission does not apply retroactively.

The Administrator and Content Administrator
reserved roles have all these permissions
except Bypass Action Approval.

Content management permissions

The following table summarizes the roles and permissions required to manage sensors,
packages, and saved questions. The listed permissions are advanced role permissions
except where otherwise noted.
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Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Manage sensors Content >
Sensors > Sensor
Management

Content >
Sensors >
Quarantined
Sensors

Write Sensor permission is required to create,
modify, or delete sensor configurations. Users can
export sensors for which they have Write Sensor
permission. The Administrator and Content
Administrator reserved roles have this
permission, and can export or import the
complete sensors configuration.

Write Global Setting (global admin) permission
is required to enable or disable quarantine
enforcement. The Administrator reserved role
has this permission.

Computer group assignments determine on
which endpoints users can manually
quarantine or unquarantine sensors.

Manage packages Content >
Packages

Write Package permission is required to create,
modify, or delete package configurations. Users
can export specific packages for which they have
Write Package permission.

The Administrator and Content Administrator
reserved roles have this permission, and can
export or import the complete packages
configuration.

Table 6: User role requirements for managing content
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Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Manage saved questions Content > Saved
Questions

Write Saved Question permission is required to
create, modify, or delete saved question
configurations. Users can export specific saved
questions for which they have Write Saved
Question permission.

Write Action and Write Package permissions are
required, in addition to Write Saved Question,
to add associated actions to a new saved
question configuration. In addition to these
three permissions, a user also requires owner
permissions for the question to later modify or
delete the associated actions.

Read Sensor content set permissions determine
which sensors users can select for questions.

The Administrator and Content Administrator
reserved roles have these permissions, and can
export or import the complete saved questions
configuration.

Question history Administration
> Question
History

Read Question History (micro admin) permission
is required to see the Question History page.
However, a user with only the microadmin
permission cannot load a question from the
Question History page. Users assigned the
Administrator reserved role can see the Question
History page and load a question from the page.

Manage question and sensor
runtime indicator thresholds

Configuration
> Sensor
Thresholds

Administrator reserved role only

Manage content sets Permissions >
Content Sets

Permissions
> Content
Alignment

Administrator or Content Set Administrator
reserved role only
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RBAC management permissions

The following table summarizes the roles and permissions required to manage role-based
access control (RBAC) configurations. The listed permissions are advanced role
permissions except where otherwise noted.

Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Manage content sets Permissions >
Content Sets

Permissions
> Content
Alignment

Administrator or Content Set Administrator
reserved role only

Manage roles Permissions
> Roles

Administrator or Content Set Administrator
reserved role only

Note that a Content Set Administrator cannot
manage the assignment of reserved roles to
users and user groups.

Manage computer groups Administration >
Computer
Groups

Write Computer Group (micro admin) permission
is required to create, modify, or delete computer
group configurations.

Read Sensor permission on the Reserved
content set is also required to create a
computer group configuration. The Reserved
content set includes content used to ask
preview questions.

The Administrator and Content Administrator
reserved roles have these permissions.

Table 7: Tanium Console user roles and permissions
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Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Manage users Administration >
Users

Write User permission is required to create a new
user configuration, add properties, or save
changes to a configuration.

Write Computer Group permission is required
to change computer group assignment from the
user configuration page. To change the
computer group assignment, you also need the
Read Sensor permission on the Reserved
content set. The Reserved content set includes
content used to ask preview questions.

Write User Group permission permission is
required to change the user group assignment.

The Administrator or Content Set Administrator
reserved role is required to change the role
assignment. However, a Content Set
Administrator cannot manage the assignment
of reserved roles. Also, a user cannot manage
their own roles from the user configuration
page.

Only the Administrator reserved role has all of
these permissions.

Users cannot modify their own computer group
or role assignment.
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Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Manage user groups Administration >
User Groups

Write User Group permission is required to create
a new user group configuration, add properties, or
save changes to a configuration.

Write Computer Group permission is required
to change computer group assignment from the
user group configuration page. To change the
computer group assignment, you also need the
Read Sensor permission on the Reserved
content set. The Reserved content set includes
content used to ask preview questions.

Read User permission is required to change the
user assignment.

The Administrator or Content Set Administrator
reserved role is required to change the role
assignment. However, a Content Set
Administrator cannot manage the assignment
of reserved roles.

Only the Administrator reserved role has all of
these permissions.

Import users and user
groups from an LDAP server

Configuration >
Authentication >
LDAP Sync

Administrator reserved role only

Configure SAML
authentication

Configuration >
Authentication >
SAML

Administrator reserved role only

Manage API tokens Configuration >
Authentication >
API Tokens

View Token permission is required to see the
Configuration > Authentication > API Tokens
page.

Use Token permission is required to send
requests to the Tanium Server for new API
tokens.

Revoke Token permission is required to revoke
API tokens that are used to access the Tanium
Server.
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Troubleshooting permissions

The following table summarizes the roles and permissions required to perform
troubleshooting tasks in the Tanium Console. The listed permissions are advanced role
permissions except where otherwise noted.

Tasks Tanium
Console pages

Roles and permissions

Monitor Tanium Client
registration and
communication

Administration >
System Status

Read System Status (micro admin) permission is
required to see the System Status page and
filter the table.

The Administrator reserved role has this
permission.

Configure server logging
levels

Configuration >
Common > Log
Level

Administrator reserved role only

View plugins and plugin
schedules

Configuration >
Common >
Plugins

Configuration >
Common >
Plugin
Schedules

Administrator reserved role only

View cache usage Configuration >
Tanium Server >
Cache Info

Administrator reserved role only

View the info page https://
<Tanium_
Server>/info

Administrator reserved role only

Table 8: User roles and permissions for configuring your Tanium deployment
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Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions
The top section of the Tanium Solutions page displays the Tanium modules that you can
import, reimport, or upgrade. Below the modules, the Tanium Content section lists the
content packs that you can import or upgrade. The page header indicates whether Tanium
Console UI updates are available.

Note: Users require the Administrator reserved role to import a Tanium solution
module or content pack.

Import or upgrade Tanium modules

Tanium modules include content and workbenches that facilitate many operational and
security use cases. To see a list of the modules and a brief description of the purpose for
each one, go to https://docs.tanium.com.

To import or upgrade modules, go to the Tanium Solutions page. The tile for each module
shows the currently Installed version, if any, and an action button that varies by module
status.

Action/Status Description

Import You have purchased this module, but have not yet installed it. The Import
button displays the latest version you can import.

Reimport The latest version of the module is installed, but you can reimport it if
necessary.

Upgrade to <version> A new version of the module is available, and you can upgrade.

Available for Purchase Contact your Tanium Technical Account Manager (TAM) to purchase this
module.

When you click Import, Reimport, or Upgrade to <version>, the Tanium Console prompts
you to resolve any conflicts before proceeding. For details, see Resolve conflicts when
importing updates or configurations on page 54. After you import a module, the Tanium
Console displays it in the Main menu.

https://docs.tanium.com/
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Module synchronization in an HA deployment

The installation process for each module writes its workbench configuration to files on the
Tanium Server host. In a high availability (HA) deployment, you must import the module on
all Tanium Servers in the HA cluster for the workbench to be available in all Tanium
Console instances. When module versions differ among the servers in an HA cluster, a
message indicates the discrepancies when you access the Tanium Solutions page. Note
that the message appears only in the Tanium Console of the server that has the
discrepancies. To resolve the discrepancies, upgrade or downgrade the modules to the
same version on each Tanium Server.

Manage Tanium content packs

Tanium content is a set of configuration objects that Tanium develops and distributes for a
particular purpose. For example, Tanium Initial Content includes the key configuration
objects found on the Categories, Dashboards, Saved Questions, Sensors, Packages, and
Scheduled Actions pages. Tanium publishes two classes of content:

Production Content

The essential set of configuration objects you use to query endpoints and take
actions. The Tanium Server downloads a manifest of available Tanium content packs
from content.tanium.com. This manifest populates the Supported Solutions grid on
the Tanium Solutions page.

Labs Content

An experimental set of configuration objects that, as a best practice, you test and
qualify for your deployment in a lab environment before importing into production. If
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you specified a lab license when installing the Tanium Server, the Tanium Solutions
page displays a Labs grid that lists the labs content packs. The manifest that the
Tanium Server downloads from content.tanium.com populates this grid.

The Tanium Server automatically imports the Initial Content - Base and Client
Maintenance content packs when you start the Tanium Console for the first time after
installing the Tanium Server. If the Imported Version lags the latest Available Version for a
content pack, you can upgrade. Because content is written to the shared database, it is
available to all Tanium Console instances in an HA deployment after you import the content
on any single Tanium Server.

To perform actions related to Tanium content packs:

1. Go to Tanium Solutions.
2. Scroll down to the Tanium Content section.
3. Select a content pack for the action you want to perform.

4. Click the button above the grid for the action you want to perform: import, reimport,
upgrade, uninstall, or copy (copies the grid information to the clipboard).
For imports or upgrades, the Tanium Console prompts you to resolve any conflicts
before proceeding. For details, see Resolve conflicts when importing updates or
configurations on page 54.
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Import Tanium Console UI updates

Tanium might provide periodic updates to the Tanium Console User Interface (UI) module.
The Tanium Console checks content.tanium.com for updates and, if one is available,
displays a message under the Tanium Console header that indicates Upgrade
Available: Common UI Components. The message also indicates the currently
Installed UI version. Click the adjacent Upgrade button, which displays the update version,
to install the update. You do not need to restart the Tanium Server or your browser session
to initialize updates. As a best practice, always accept the updates.

Resolve conflicts when importing updates or configurations

When you import updates to Tanium solution modules and content packs, or import an
XML file that contains content, conflicts might occur with existing content. After you review
the Best practices for resolving import conflicts on page 55, perform the following steps:

1. Start the import, reimport, or upgrade workflow for one of the following:
l Module: See Import or upgrade Tanium modules on page 51.

l Content pack: See Manage Tanium content packs on page 52.

l XML configuration file: First, use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML file
before you import it, and copy the associated public key to the correct folder
(see Signing content XML files). Then go to any Content or Permissions page
and click Import from XML at the top right of the Tanium Console.

A dialog box itemizes any conflicts.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
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2. Select an Import Option to resolve each conflict:
l Overwrite: Replaces existing content with the imported content.

l Skip: Skips the import for that item.

l (Categories only) Merge: Unites objects included in the categories. As a best
practice, selectMerge and then go to categories to review the resulting
configuration.

l (Saved actions only) Overwrite and Disable Action: This option is useful if you
want the new action disabled by default. You can go to the Actions > Scheduled
Actions page, review the action, and enable it when you are prepared to test it.

The solution or content XML file might include content set definitions. When you first
establish your content sets, selecting Include content set overwrite is a best practice
to ensure that content is assigned to the content sets that the content pack designer
intended. After you implement your own role-based access control (RBAC) plan and
move content to the content sets that you plan to use, do not select this option;
otherwise, the assignments defined in the imported XML file will overwrite your
content set assignment.

3. Click Import to proceed after selecting all the conflict resolution options.

4. Click Close when the dialog box indicates the Import completed
successfully.

Best practices for resolving import conflicts

The following tips can inform your decisions regarding conflicts when you import content.

Tip 1: Read the release notes

Always read the release notes for every version that was release since your last update. The
release notes alert your to the scope of changes and may include notes that can help you
avoid issues.

Release notes also indicate the release date, which is important if you plan to import
multiple content packs. Different content packs might include updates to the same basic
sensors or packages. In this case, it is best to install the older content packs before the
newer ones.

Tip 2: Confirm you have good restore points

Before you update a Tanium solution module or content pack, confirm you have a recent
restore points you can use in case something goes wrong.

https://kb.tanium.com/Category:Release_Notes
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The configuration objects for content are stored in the tanium database. You should
schedule regular database backups.

The Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server installation directories include important
files, such as encryption keys, a license file, string files, and other data files. You should
schedule regular file system backups.

Before you import content, make sure you have backups you can use.

Tip 3: Update your lab deployment first

Always update your lab servers first and evaluate the impact changes might have on
endpoints before updating your production servers.

During your lab phase:

l Assess the impact on network utilization when the content gets distributed to
endpoints. Depending on the type of content, an update can result in additional
network traffic. In most cases, this is negligible.

l Test the functionality. If the content update includes sensors, saved questions,
dashboards, or categories, test by issuing questions and reviewing results. If it
includes packages, deploy them. If it includes saved actions, be sure to edit the
configuration to assign them to a proper action group.

After you have qualified the update, import the updates on the production server and spot-
test the behavior of new or changed content.

Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content

When you import Tanium updates, the configuration specified in the import overwrites the
current configuration. In almost every case, overwriting is preferable to maintaining the
current configuration because the updates include important changes that optimize
performance, avoid issues, and make the tools more useful.

Limit customizations to Tanium content so that updates are minimally disruptive. Maintain
notes of any changes you make. For example, keep a log of any changes to a sensor Max
Age setting, a package timeout, or a saved question reissue interval. Keep a log of the
Tanium objects that you clone as a source for your custom objects (see Clone a sensor on
page 140 and Clone a package on page 151). When a content pack update becomes
available, the best practice is to import it and then redo the customizations that the import
overwrote.
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Tip 5: Re-create saved questions and scheduled actions that are based on
parameterized objects

When an import overwrites a parameterized sensor or parameterized package, it does not
affect previously created saved questions or scheduled actions that reference them.

When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor definition, including
the substituted values, is saved in an object called a temp sensor. On the endpoint, the
Tanium Client runs the temp sensor when it computes answers to a saved question that
calls it. A saved question that is reissued according to a schedule continues to use the temp
sensor even if the sensor from which it was based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor is
updated, and you want the saved question to use the updated code, you must re-create the
saved question.

Likewise, when a scheduled action is based on a parameterized package, the package
definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object called a temp package. On
the endpoint, the Tanium Client runs the temp package when it has a directive to run the
scheduled action that calls it. A scheduled action continues to use the temp package even if
the package from which it was based is updated. Therefore, if a package is updated, and
you want the scheduled action to use the updated code, you must re-create the scheduled
action.

Tip 6: Avoid bulk overwrites to Tanium content

Do not simply export the current configuration and then re-import it after the content
upgrade is finished. This practice overwrites the sensor code with old versions and often
has unexpected consequences. For example, a Tanium content pack includes a scheduled
action to distribute patch tools when the patch tools version, reported by the Has Patch
Tools sensor, does not match a particular value. If the package that provides the patch
tools and updates the version uses a different version than expected by the Has Patch
Tools sensor, the patch tools will continuously be distributed until the Has Patch Tools
sensor is using the correct version.
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Part 5: Customizing the Tanium Console
and Interact
The following optional tasks describe how to customize the appearance and behavior of
the Tanium Console and Interact Home page.

Customize the Tanium Console color

Some enterprise deployments have multiple Tanium Servers deployed as lab servers, test
servers, and production servers. You can customize the Tanium Console color for each
server so that users know which one they are logged into.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages.

1. Go to Configuration > Miscellaneous > Console Color.
2. Use the Current Color selector to pick your custom color.

3. Save your changes.

4. Wait about 60 seconds for the change to take effect, and then refresh your web
browser to confirm the new color appears as expected.
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Tip: If you want the change to take effect immediately, restart the Tanium
Server service.

The following figure shows an example of how the colors differ between two Tanium
Servers.

Figure  1: Tanium Console background color

Select the confirmation prompt for Tanium Console tasks

Many tasks that users initiate in the Tanium Console require responding to a confirmation
prompt before the tasks proceed. Select the prompt type based on whether you want to
optimize the Tanium Console security (password prompt) or user experience (yes/cancel
prompt).

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages.
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1. Go to Configuration > Miscellaneous > Confirmation Prompt.
2. Select Show a password prompt or Show a Yes/Cancel prompt.

3. Save your changes.

Customize the Tanium Console help URL

By default, clicking the Help link at the top right of the Tanium Console opens a new
browser tab or window with the URL https://docs.tanium.com. In cases where that
URL is inaccessible (for example, if the Tanium Server does not have Internet access), you
can change the help URL.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages.

1. Go to Configuration > Miscellaneous > Console Help URL.
2. Enter the new URL in the Change URL field.

3. Click Save Change, wait two minutes, and refresh your web browser.

4. Click the Help link to verify that it opens the new URL.

Customize the Tanium Console logo

You can replace the default Tanium logo on the Tanium Console with the logo of your
organization, as shown in the following figure. Use the Tanium logo file as a guide to image
size. The Tanium Console supports all the standard image formats that your browser
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supports, such as PNG, JPG, and SVG. The maximum file size is 2 MB. The Tanium Console
automatically resizes the file to 27 pixels high and scales the width proportionately.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages.

1. Create your own logo file.

2. Go to Configuration > Miscellaneous > Console Logo.
3. Click Choose File, select the logo file, and click Open.
4. Click Save Change.
5. Wait about two minutes for the change to take effect, and then refresh your web

browser to confirm the new logo appears as expected.

Tip: If you want the change to take effect immediately, restart the Tanium
Server service.

Figure  2: Tanium Console logo

Set Tanium Console user preferences

The Tanium Server applies user preferences when a particular user logs into the Tanium
Console. The settings are user-specific; changes that you make to your settings do not
affect other users. The Tanium Console filters the settings on the Edit Preferences page
based on the effective permissions of the user who accesses the page. For example, if the
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user does not have permission to ask questions, many of the settings do not apply. For
details on user permissions, see RBAC overview on page 199.

1. Click Logged In: <username> at the top right of the Tanium Console and select
Preferences.

2. Configure the settings described in Table 9 and click Save. The changes apply
immediately.

Settings Guidelines

Consider question results complete at The default is 99%.

Number of answer rows to load per request The default is 100.

Table 9: User preferences
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Settings Guidelines

Suspend console automatically if no activity
detected for

The default is 10 minutes and the maximum
is 24 days. The value must be equal to or
less than the timeout for all users, which is
specified in themax_console_idle_seconds
setting (Administration > Global Settings).
The global setting has a default of 3,600
seconds (1 hour) and a maximum of 24 days
(2,073,600 seconds). If you set the user
preference to a lower value than the global
setting, the Tanium Server applies the user
preference.

Submit filter text after After the user starts typing in a filter field in
the Tanium Console, the Tanium Server
does not start searching for the text string
until the specified time period passes. The
default is 700 ms.

Hide error results from questions Enabled by default.

Hide duplicate columns in Question Results
grid

Not enabled by default. By default, the
Question Results grid shows columns of
the same name when a question has
multiple sensors that use the same column
name.

Copy/Export with headers by default Enabled by default. Select this option to
include the grid header row when you copy
or export grid rows. You can override this
setting when you perform an export
operation.

Enable multiple column sorting Not enabled by default.

Customize Tanium module home pages

Each Tanium module, including Interact, has a Home page that appears when you navigate
to the module or click the Home page link from a page within the module workbench. The
module Home pages have sections that might include guidance on getting started, reports
related to module health, or reports related to deployment metrics. Perform the following
steps if you want to show, hide, or reorder sections of a module Home page.
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Note: Because Home page settings are stored in browser local storage, they are not
persistent across users, devices, or browsers.

1. Click the Manage Home Page link at the top right of the module Home page to open
the Home Page Management dialog box.

2. Select (show) and deselect (hide) the sections as desired.

Tip: You can also hide a section directly in the Home page by hovering over a
section header and clicking x on the right.

3. Drag-and-drop the sections to reorder them.

Tip: The Interact Home page displays categories, dashboards, and saved questions
that you selected as favorites. To change the content that appears on this page, see
Filter by favorites on page 163.
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Part 6: Configuring the Tanium Core
Platform
Configuring the Tanium Core Platform

After you install the Tanium Core Platform, you can use the Tanium Console to configure
the following settings that affect Tanium Console, Tanium Server, and Tanium Client
behavior:

l Global settings, which you typically do not modify unless your Technical Account
Manager directs you

l Whitelisted URLs for Tanium Client download requests

l Proxy server settings, if your deployment uses a proxy server

l Separated and isolated subnets for Tanium Clients

l Bandwidth throttling for data sent to Tanium Clients

l Answer strings (question results) storage on the Tanium Server

For the user roles and permissions required to configure these settings, see Tanium Core
Platform configuration permissions on page 31.

To configure Tanium Core Platform settings that are not exposed in the Tanium Console,
see the appropriate guide for your deployment:

l Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows

l Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide

l Tanium Client Deployment Guide

l Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide (all platforms)

Managing global settings

Global settings can affect Tanium™ Client, Tanium™ Server, and Tanium™ Console
behavior.

Important: Do not modify global settings unless your Technical Account Manager
(TAM) instructs you to do so.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/overview.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/index.html
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Note: Users require a role with the Write Global Settings (micro admin) permission to
create, edit, or delete global settings. The Administrator reserved role has this
permission.

Go to the Administration > Global Settings page to view global settings. When you select a
row, the Selected System Setting section displays the setting details.

Managing whitelisted URLs

When the Tanium Client executes content, the script might request a file from an Internet
URL. The Tanium Client API uniquely identifies the download by URL, including filename.
For security, the Tanium Client sends a message to the Tanium Server, which checks the
requested URL against its lists of package file URLs and whitelisted URLs. The package file
URLs are known URLs that the package author specified. You use the whitelisted URLs to
account for dynamic URLs—for example, URLs that a Tanium Client script computed. If the
URL does not match either list, the request fails.

The first time the Tanium Server handles a Tanium Client file download request that passes
the whitelisted URL check, the server downloads the file and stores a temporary package
file and metadata so that it can distribute the file to endpoints through the client chain. The
whitelisted URLs configuration includes settings that affect how often the Tanium Server
checks for changes to the requested URL files and how often the server clears temporary
files.

Note: You must be assigned a role with the Write Whitelisted URLs (micro admin)
permission to create, modify, or delete the whitelisted URLs configurations. Users
that are assigned to the Administrator reserved role have this permission.

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/overview.html#File_distribution
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Add whitelisted URLs

1. Go to Administration > Whitelisted URLs.

2. Configure the following settings.

URL/regular
expression

Specify a URL. You can use a regular expression to whitelist multiple files from a
base URL. For example, to whitelist any download from www.microsoft.com, use
the following regex:

http\:\/\/www\.microsoft\.com\/.*

Note that the value is case sensitive. For example, the regex
https\:\/\/192\.0\.2\.1\/abc\.csv whitelists
https://192.0.2.1/abc.csv but not
https://192.0.2.1/ABC.csv. The regex to whitelist both files is
https\:\/\/192\.0\.2\.1\/abc|ABC\.csv.

When a Tanium Client initiates a download that passes this check, the
Tanium Server downloads the file so that it can distribute it to Tanium
Clients through the linear chain.

Download
Interval

Specify an interval at which the Tanium Server checks the URL for changes to the
requested file. The default is every 6 hours. If the check indicates there are
changes to the file, the Tanium Server updates its copy of the file and restarts the
"expiration" clock. For URLs that are specified regular expression, a timer is
maintained for each match.

Expiration Specify the interval for clearing stale packages. The default is seven days.
This means that the Tanium Server deletes files that it has not downloaded
and that Tanium Clients have not requested in the past seven days. If a
Tanium Client subsequently requests the URL, the Tanium Server downloads
it again and resumes the update checks. For URLs that you specify with a
regular expression, the Tanium Server maintains a timer for each match.
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3. Save the configuration.

Import or export a whitelisted URLs configuration

You can use the import and export features to facilitate migration from a lab environment
to a production environment.

EXPORT SPECIFIC CONFIGURATIONS

1. Select one or more rows in the table and click Export in the toolbar above the
table header.

2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

EXPORT THE COMPLETEWHITELISTED URLS CONFIGURATION

1. Click Export All in the table header.

Tip: Alternatively, or if you want to export other configuration objects in
addition to whitelisted URLs, go to any Content or Permissions page, click
Export to XML in the top right of the Tanium Console, selectWhitelisted URLs
and any other object types, and click Export.

2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT A CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. Go to any Content or Permissions page and click Import from XML at the top right of
the page.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
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4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the
Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices, or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Configuring proxy server settings

Some organizations use proxy servers for traffic between internal servers and the Internet.
If your organization uses proxies and its security policy does not allow Tanium Core
Platform servers to access Internet locations directly, you can configure access through the
proxies. The Tanium Server must connect to the Internet to download content updates
from Tanium and to download necessary files from other trusted suppliers. The Tanium
Module Server must connect to the Internet to download module software updates from
Tanium. Individual Tanium modules might also have requirements to access the Internet.
For a list of sites that Tanium Core Platform servers access, see Tanium Core Platform
Deployment Reference Guide: Internet URLs required.

Note: Only users who have the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration > Common > Proxy Settings page.

Figure  3: Tanium deployment with proxy server

Types of proxy servers

Tanium Server supports two types of proxies:

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/internet_URLs.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/internet_URLs.html
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l Basic: Basic proxies might require authentication. A strictly IP-address-based proxy
server allows a specified list of servers to traverse the proxy and access the network
or Internet. Add the IP address or hostname of the Tanium Server to the access list of
the proxy server. If the proxy server requires authentication, you can configure the
account ID and password.

l NTLM: If the proxy server is set up to use NTLM, and you configure the Tanium Server
service to run in the context of a service account that has sufficient permissions to
traverse the proxy server, you do not have to configure account ID and password.

IMPORTANT: The proxy server configuration is stored in configuration files on the
Tanium Server host. Tanium Servers do not automatically synchronize the
configuration files among high availability (HA) peers. If you change these settings in
HA deployments, be sure to perform the procedure on all Tanium Servers in the HA
cluster.

Configure and test proxy server settings

In most cases, the best practice is to use the Tanium Console to configure proxy settings, as
follows. However, if you need to configure proxy settings before you have access to the
Tanium Console, you can configure proxy settings on the Tanium Server or Module Server
host as described in the Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Proxy server
settings.

1. Go to Configuration > Common > Proxy Settings.
2. Configure the following Tanium Server Proxy Settings and save your changes.

Proxy Server IP address of the proxy server.

Proxy User ID Account username that is used to establish the connection with the proxy
server. This field is required if the Proxy Type is Basic. NTLM proxies use the
credentials of the user context that runs the Tanium Server service.

Proxy Type Select the proxy type:
l None (disables the proxy server settings)

l Basic
l NTLM

Port Number Port number of the proxy server.

Proxy
Password

Password that is used to establish the connection with the proxy server. The
password is stored in clear text within the registry.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/server_proxy_settings.html#proxy_settings_Windows
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/server_proxy_settings.html#proxy_settings_Windows
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Bypass Proxy
Host List

If you configure a proxy server, you might need to configure exceptions so that
connections to specified hosts do not go through the proxy server.

For example, a proxy server should not be used for traffic between Tanium
Servers in an active-active cluster.

A proxy server can cause problems with other traffic to a destination
Tanium Server. For example, a package configuration can specify file URIs
that are local to the Tanium Server. It is important to bypass the proxy
server for these URIs.

Use this setting to specify destinations that should not use the proxy
servers. In most cases, specify localhost, 127.0.0.1, and all Tanium Server
names and IP addresses.

For example:

ts1.example.com,

ts2.example.com,localhost,127.0.0.1,10.10.10.11,10.10.10.15

Tanium Core Platform 7.0.314.6242 and later support wildcards.

Bypass CRL
Check Host
List

Use this setting to list servers that the Tanium Server can trust without
checking the Certificate Revocation List (CRL). Unless a server is specified in this
list, the Tanium Server performs a CRL check and does not download files from
a server that does not pass.

Trusted Host
List

Unless a server is specified in this list, the Tanium Server does not download
files from a server without a valid SSL certificate.

Add the FQDN or IP address of any servers that you want to trust. In a high
availability (HA) cluster, enter the address or FQDN of each Tanium Server
in the cluster. Tanium Core Platform 7.0.314.6242 and later support
wildcards.

Mirror all
changes to
Module
Server except
Trusted Host
List and
Bypass CRL
Check Host
List

Select this option if you want to propagate all the values for Tanium Server
proxy settings, except the Bypass CRL Check Host List and Trusted Host
List values, to theModule Server Proxy Settings.

3. Configure the Module Server Proxy Settings and save your changes.
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4. Test the settings by configuring the Validate Proxy Settings fields and clicking Start
Download.

Component Tanium Server or Module Server.

File Source l From Tanium—Use predefined settings for a
connection to content.tanium.com.

l From Random Site—Use predefined settings
for a connection to www.msftncsi.com.

l Specify URL/Hash—Configure your own test
settings.

URL If you selected Specify URL/Hash, specify the
URL.

Hash If you selected Specify URL/Hash, specify the
hash.

Download Time If you selected Specify URL/Hash, specify a
maximum download time before returning a
failure message.

The Tanium Console returns a message that indicates success or failure. If the test fails,
check that the proxy server is up and is configured as expected. Also, check that the
Tanium settings you specified match the settings that the proxy server expects. The
TDownloader log has detailed event messages (see Tanium Core Platform Deployment
Reference Guide: Logs).

Configuring client subnets

Separated subnet and isolated subnet configurations affect how Tanium Clients peer with
each other. Before making changes, be sure you understand the default behavior and the
impact of your changes: see Configuring Tanium Client Peering.

IMPORTANT: The Tanium Server stores subnet settings in configuration files on its
host computer and does not automatically synchronize the settings with its high
availability (HA) peers. If you change these settings in HA deployments, perform the
procedure on all Tanium Servers in the HA cluster.

Note: Users require the Administrator reserved role to see and use the Configuration
> Tanium Server > Subnets page.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/logs.html#logs_Windows
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/logs.html#logs_Windows
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/client_peering.html
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Configure separated subnets

Tanium Clients can peer only with neighbors that are within the same Separated Subnet,
not outside it. Configure a subnet for each neighborhood of clients that must peer only
with each other. Clients use the separated subnets configuration for peering based on
whether they connect to the Tanium Server or Zone Server. Each server uses the
configuration to manage the peer list for clients that register through it. You do not have to
restart the Tanium Server or Zone Server services after configuring separated subnets.

1. Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Subnets.
2. Enter each Separated Subnet in CIDR format (such as 192.168.2.0/24). Tanium Core

Platform 7.3 and later supports IPv6 subnets (consult your TAM), which you must
enter within square brackets followed by the prefix (such as [2001:db8::]/32).

Note: Use either the ; or # character at the beginning of a line or immediately
following an entry to add optional comments or documentation.

3. Save your changes. The Tanium Server stores the configuration as a file named
SeparatedSubnets.txt in the installation folder.

4. Copy the file to the Zone Server installation folder on each Zone Server. In most
environments, the file requires the same content for all Zone Servers and Tanium
Servers, and the best practice is to keep the files synchronized across servers to
avoid confusion. In complex environments with overlapping subnets, you might have
to segregate subnets differently for Zone Servers. If necessary, you can modify the
SeparatedSubnets.txt copy on each Zone Server that requires a unique
configuration.

Note: It takes up to four hours for Tanium Clients to register and receive an updated
peer list (registration reset interval).

Configure isolated subnets

Because network communication between VPN clients has significantly greater latency than
a client-to-server connection, configure an Isolated Subnet for each of the VPN client
subnets to prevent client peering on those subnets. Tanium Clients use the isolated
subnets configuration based on whether they connect to the Tanium Server or Zone
Server. Each server uses the configuration to manage the peer list for Tanium Clients that
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register through it. You do not have to restart the Tanium Server or Zone Server services
after configuring isolated subnets.

1. Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Subnets.
2. Enter each Isolated Subnet in CIDR format (such as 192.168.2.0/24). Tanium Core

Platform 7.3 and later supports IPv6 subnets (consult your TAM), which you must
enter within square brackets followed by the prefix (such as [2001:db8::]/32).

Note: Use either the ; or # character at the beginning of a line or immediately
following an entry to add optional comments or documentation.

3. Save your changes. The Tanium Server stores the configuration as a file named
IsolatedSubnets.txt in the installation folder.

4. Copy the file to the Zone Server installation folder on each Zone Server. In most
environments, the file requires the same content for all Zone Servers and Tanium
Servers, and the best practice is to keep the files synchronized across servers to
avoid confusion. In complex environments with overlapping subnets, you might have
to segregate subnets differently for Zone Servers. If necessary, you can modify the
IsolatedSubnets.txt copy on each Zone Server that requires a unique
configuration.

Note: It takes up to four hours for Tanium Clients to register and receive an updated
peer list (registration reset interval).

Managing bandwidth throttling

Bandwidth throttling overview

You can configure throttles to limit the bandwidth and the number of concurrent
connections that the Tanium Server or Tanium™ Zone Server uses to send data to Tanium
Clients. In deployments where numerous Tanium Clients connect with the server at the
same time to download sensors and packages, spikes in bandwidth usage might occur.
Throttles prevent the spikes from degrading network performance by ensuring that the
Tanium Server or Zone Server never exceeds a specific bandwidth across your entire
network or in specific subnets when sending Tanium data. To enforce the limits, the server
delays sending data that would exceed the maximum bandwidth and rejects connections
beyond the allowed maximum number.
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Note: Bandwidth throttles control only the rate at which the Tanium Server or Zone
Server sends data to Tanium Clients, not the rate at which the Tanium Clients send
data to the server. The throttles do not affect data exchanges between any other
Tanium components.

Only users who have the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration > Bandwidth Throttling page.

Before you begin

When you configure throttles, strike a balance between providing the Tanium Server
enough resources (bandwidth and concurrent connections) to complete tasks in a
reasonable timeframe and mitigating the impact of those tasks on your network. Setting
limits too low might prevent the Tanium Server from sending all the sensors and packages
that endpoints need in time to respond to questions and perform actions. Setting limits too
high might allow spikes in Tanium traffic to hinder other tasks the endpoints must
perform. Therefore, work with your network administrator and Tanium Technical Account
Manager (TAM) to:

l Evaluate bandwidth trends for data that the Tanium Server sends to endpoints. The
trends will enable you to gauge how much the traffic affects your network and
determine the maximum resources that the Tanium Server requires for sending the
data. You can configure separate throttles for all data that the Tanium Server sends
and for sensor or package data. Note that the throttles for all data must
accommodate every type of outbound data (such as registration information), not
just sensor and package data. For example, if you set the sensors bandwidth throttle
to 200 megabits per second (Mbps) and the packages throttle to 400 Mbps, you must
set the all-data throttle sufficiently above 600 Mbps (or leave the throttle
unconfigured) to accommodate all additional data types. Work with your TAM to
determine the throttles required for all data types.

l Determine whether you need site throttles: subnet-specific throttles that are more
restrictive than the throttles for the rest of your network. For example, you might
want to set a lower bandwidth limit for Tanium traffic in sites that are dedicated to
high priority tasks or that experience more non-Tanium traffic. Note that more
restrictive throttles override less restrictive ones when multiple throttles apply to the
same Tanium Server-to-endpoint connections. For example, if you set a site-specific
throttle to 1 Mbps and the global (network-wide) throttle to 5 Mbps, the Tanium
Server applies the 1 Mbps throttle to the site.
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l Determine whether the sites that require separate throttles have overlapping IP
address ranges. Only the throttle for the site with the smallest IP address range
applies to an endpoint that has an address within the ranges of multiple sites. For
example, the endpoints in subnet 192.168.2.0/24 are a small subset of the endpoints
in subnet 192.168.2.0/8. Therefore, the 192.168.2.0/24 site throttle would override the
192.168.2.0/8 site throttle for an endpoint that is in both subnets, such as IP address
192.168.2.1.

Configure global throttles

Configure bandwidth and connection throttles for the data that the Tanium Server sends to
all the endpoints in your network. Repeat these steps for each data type that requires a
distinct throttle: all data combined (packages, sensors, and all other types), just package
files, or just sensors.

1. Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Bandwidth Throttling.
2. In the Global Throttles section, click Edit beside the data type you want to throttle.

3. Enter the maximum bandwidth in Mbps. For a new Tanium Server installation, the
default is 0 (no limit) for all data, 45 Mbps for packages, and 45 Mbps for sensors.
Existing settings are preserved after upgrades.

4. Enter the maximum number of concurrent Tanium Server-to-endpoint connections.
For a new Tanium Server installation, the default is 0 (no limit) for all data, 300 for
packages, and 10 for sensors. Existing settings are preserved after upgrades.

5. Save your changes.

Configure site throttles

Configure bandwidth throttles for the data that the Tanium Server sends to specific Tanium
Client subnets.

BASE THROTTLES ON LOCAL OR NAT-TRANSLATED IP ADDRESSES

When defining sites for bandwidth throttling, you can specify local or NAT-translated
IP addresses, but not both. By default, the Tanium Server treats the IP addresses as NAT-
translated. If you need to change this setting:

1. Go to Administration > Global Settings.
2. Select site_throttles_use_local_ip and click Edit.
3. Set the value to 0 (NAT IP addresses) or 1 (local IP addresses).
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4. Ensure the setting Affects the Server (Tanium Server or Zone Server) and save your
changes.

ADD SITES

Add a site for each group of Tanium Client subnets that require the same bandwidth
throttles.

1. Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Bandwidth Throttling.
2. In the Site Throttles section, click Add Site.
3. Enter a Site Name to identify the site.

4. Enter one or more Subnets in CIDR format (such as 192.168.2.0/24 or
2001:db8::/32). Enter one subnet per line.

5. Select whether to apply throttles for the site to the Total bandwidth shared across
all subnets in bundle or to the Individual bandwidth of each subnet in bundle.

6. Save your changes. The Tanium Console then displays each subnet you added to the
site.

ADD SITE THROTTLES

Configure site-specific bandwidth throttles that apply to all data combined (packages,
sensors, and all other types), just package files, or just sensors.

1. Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Bandwidth Throttling, and then scroll down
to the Site Throttles section, which has a <site_name> subsection for each site that
you added.

2. For each data type that you want to throttle, click Add in the <site_name> subsection,
enter the maximum bandwidth in Mbps (default is 0, which specifies no limit), and
save your changes.

Verify throttle delays

After you configure bandwidth throttles, the Configuration > Tanium Server > Bandwidth
Throttling page displays the current delays (Queue delay values) that the Tanium Server
applies to enforce the throttles on the data it sends to endpoints. For example, if you set
the bandwidth limit for the Global Throttle for All Data to 1 Mbps and the Tanium Server
starts sending 1 megabit of data, the Global Throttle for All Data section initially displays a
Queue delay of 1,000 milliseconds (ms). After the download completes, the Queue delay
drops to 0 ms until the Tanium Server sends more data. The Queue delay uses the
following icons to indicate the severity level of the delay. The severity levels indicate the
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likelihood that the delay will prevent the Tanium Server from sending all the sensors and
packages that endpoints need in time to respond to questions and perform actions.

l 0 to 9,999 ms: Little or no risk of disrupting Tanium functions.

l 10,000 to 44,999 ms: Moderate risk of disrupting Tanium functions.

l 45,000 ms or more: High risk of disrupting Tanium functions.

To see the delays associated with specific subnets within a site, hover over a subnet in the
corresponding <site_name> subsection.

Figure  4: Queue delays associated with bandwidth throttles
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Part 6: Asking questions
Using Tanium Interact to ask questions enables you to retrieve information from
endpoints. For example, you can ask a question that determines whether any endpoints are
missing critical security patches. Based on the question results that the endpoints return,
you can then deploy actions, such as installing security patches. For the user roles and
permissions required to ask questions, see Tanium Interact permissions on page 32.

What is a question?

A Tanium question is a query that you issue from the Tanium Server to managed endpoints.
A dynamic question is one that you create and issue through the Ask a Question or
Question Builder features in Interact. A saved question is a configuration object that
enables you to reissue a question without retyping its text.

The Ask a Question feature is built on a natural language parser that enables you to get
started with natural questions rather than a specialized query language. You do not need
to enter questions as complete sentences or particularly well-formed inquiries. Word forms
are not case sensitive and can even include misspellings. The parser interprets your input
and suggests a number of valid queries that you can use to formalize the question that is
sent to Tanium Clients. Interact provides the Ask a Question feature as a text-entry field in
the Question Bar at the top of the Interact Home page and Interact Content page.

The following figure shows an example of how natural language input is parsed into
proposed queries. First, the user enters the fragment last logged in user and clicks
Search. In response, Interact returns a list of queries cast in valid syntax.

Figure  5: Natural language parser
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Questions have a get clause that specifies the information to retrieve and a from clause
that specifies the target endpoints. Basic questions include the following:

l One or more sensor names (such as Last Logged In User) in the get clause

l From all machines (all endpoints that host the Tanium Client) in the from clause

Advanced questions include filter clauses and parameterized sensors.

For more information about question syntax, see Reference: Example questions on page
289 and Reference: Advanced question syntax on page 293.

What is a sensor?

A sensor is a script that runs on an endpoint to compute a response to a Tanium question.
The Tanium Server distributes sensors to endpoints during Tanium Client registration.
Sensors enable you to ask questions that collect information such as the following:

l Hardware and software inventory and configuration

l Running applications and processes

l Files and directories

l Network connections

The installation process for the Tanium Server automatically imports Initial Content packs
that include sensors for a wide range of common questions. Other Tanium solutions that
you import might add more sensors, depending on which Tanium content packs or Tanium
solution modules you import. If you cannot find a sensor you need within Tanium-provided
content, you can create custom sensors.

For more information, see Managing sensors on page 138.

Counting and non-counting questions

A counting question is designed to return results that can be meaningfully counted. A
counting question can have only one sensor. For example, Get Tanium Client Logging

Level from all machines is a counting question. The sensor returns the value of the
LogVerbosityLevel setting. When a managed endpoint is prompted to add its answer to the
answer message, it increments the tally of the answer that its value matches. The Tanium
Server maintains a table of answer strings. In many cases, like logging level, there are just a
few common answers, so the question has a relatively small footprint.
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Figure  6: Counting question

A non-counting question has sensors that return unique strings. For example, Get Tanium

Client IP Address from all machines returns IP addresses, which are unique. When a
Tanium Client is prompted to add its answer to the answer message, it adds a new string.
On the Tanium Server, the data footprint for a non-counting question can be quite large.

Figure  7: Non-counting question

Tip: When using the Question Builder to construct a question, you have the option
to convert a counting question to a non-counting question for cases where a
counting question returns the too many results answer.

Questions with multiple sensors

Use the AND operator in the get clause to specify multiple sensors. The Question Results
page groups results by the first sensor, then by the next sensor, and so on. The following
example shows a question that uses multiple sensors.
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Figure  8: Question with multiple sensors

Questions with parameterized sensors

A parameterized sensor uses a value that you specify when entering the question in the
Question Bar or Question Builder. The following example shows the File Exists sensor. The
Tanium Console prompts you to specify a file path and file name.

Figure  9: File Exists parameterized sensor

Another example is the High CPU Processes sensor. You can specify a parameter that is the
number of CPU processes to return from each machine. Let's say you want to get the top 5
highest CPU utilizing processes. The question has the following syntax:

Get High CPU Process[5] from all machines

For sensors with multiple parameters, you can pass an ordered list separated by a comma.
For example, if you want to see the first 10 lines from the action log for the action with ID 1,
specify a parameter list as shown in the following example:

Get Tanium Action Log[1,10] from all machines
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Questions with filters

You can use filters to create questions that target fewer endpoints than the default all
machines. For example, the following advanced question targets only endpoints that have a
specific process name or value.

The left side (get clause) is a complete and valid query; the right side contains a filter: the
from all machines with expression. Filters in the from clause are the first part of a
question that an endpoint processes. If the endpoint data does not match the filter, the
endpoint does not process the question any further. If the question has multiple filters, the
endpoint evaluates each filter. The filter expression must evaluate to a Boolean true or
false. For example, the expression with Running Processes contains explore evaluates
to true if the specified string matches the result string, or false if it does not. If a filter
evaluates to true, the endpoint runs the sensors on the left side of the question and
returns the results.

A parameterized sensor like File Exists[] returns the string File Exists:
Filename or File does not exist, so be careful how you enter the sensor in a
filter expression.

Figure  10: Example: Question with parameterized sensor

The filter expression with File Exists[c:\a.txt] containing "Exists" evaluates to
true when the result is File Exists: c:\a.txt and false when the result is File
does not exist, so you can use it to filter the set of responses.
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Figure  11: Example: Filter with parameterized sensor

Filter expressions can match strings or regular expressions. The following table describes
the supported filter operators as they appear when you use the Question Builder. The
table also describes how some operators are normalized after you load them from the
Question Builder or enter the expressions in the Question Bar.

Filter operator Usage

contains Sensor value contains the specified string.

Example: running processes contains "explore"

does not contain Sensor value does not contain the specified string.

starts with Sensor value starts with the specified string.

Example: starts with "explore"

does not start
with

Sensor value does not start with the specified string.

ends with Sensor value ends with the specified string.

Example: ends with "explore.exe"

does not end with Sensor value does not end with the specified string.

matches Sensor value matches the specified regular expression (in Boost syntax).

does not match Sensor value does not match the specified regular expression.

Table 10: Filter operators

http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_54_0/libs/regex/doc/html/boost_regex/syntax/perl_syntax.html
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Filter operator Usage

in Sensor value matches one of the specified strings. Use commas without spaces to
separate the strings. When you load the question, the expression shown in the
question bar uses equals and or operators in place of in.

Example: The filter in "10.10.10.10,10.10.10.11" in the Question
Builder becomes IP Address equals 10.10.10.10 or IP Address

equals 10.10.10.11 when you load the question.

is equal to Sensor value is equal to the specified value or string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses equals in place of is
equal to.

is not equal to Sensor value is not equal to the specified value or string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses not equals in place of
is not equal to.

is less than Sensor value is less than the specified value. When you load the question, the
expression shown in the question bar uses a symbol (<) in place of the operator
words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] < 12

is less than or
equal to

Sensor value is less than or equal to the specified string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses symbols (<=) in place of
the operator words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] <= 12

is greater than Sensor value is greater than the specified value. When you load the question, the
expression shown in the question bar uses a symbol (>) in place of the operator
words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] > 12

is greater than or
equal to

Sensor value is greater than or equal to the specified string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses symbols (>=) in place of
the operator words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] >= 12

See Reference: Advanced question syntax on page 293 for examples of complex filter
expressions, including questions with multi-column sensors.
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Issue a question through the Question Bar

1. Go to the Tanium Console home page, Interact Home page, or Interact Content page.
2. (Interact Content page only) Open the collapsed Question Bar to display the Ask a

Question field.

3. Enter your question in the Ask a Question field at the top of the page.
Interact uses a natural language parser to interpret your entry. The question text can
be in natural English and does not require complete sentences, case sensitivity, or
strictly correct spelling.
Unless you specify a from clause in the question, Interact uses the default from all

machines. This default value specifies that all managed endpoints for which you have
computer group management rights will answer the question.

4. Click Search.
Interact displays a set of proposed questions in valid syntax, listed from top to
bottom in the order of how closely they approximate your question text. For example,
if you entered last logged in user, the top-most question might be Get Last

Logged In User from all machines.

If your question text includes a parameterized sensor, Interact indicates the number
of parameters for each proposed question.

5. Click a proposed question to issue it. If the question has a parameterized sensor,
click Expand , enter the parameter value, and click Go to issue the question.
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The Question Results page opens to display the answers from endpoints.

Note: For details on question syntax, see Reference: Example questions on page 289
and Reference: Advanced question syntax on page 293. For details and tasks relating
to question results, see Part 7: Managing question results on page 96.

Issue a question through the Question Builder

The Question Builder provides a guided method for creating a question. It has form fields
to help you complete the get statement and the from clause, including any filters.

Figure  12: Question Builder
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1. Open the Question Builder page:
l To create a new question, click Question Builder at the top right of the Ask a
Question box.

l To refine a question that you already issued, click Copy to Question Builder
below the Question field.

2. Click + beside Get the following data to create the get statement. A row appears with
a text field for entering a sensor name.

3. Start typing in the sensor name field, use the typeaheads to select a sensor, and click
Apply.

Alternatively, click Browse all Sensors below the sensor name field to open the
Browse Sensors dialog box and select sensors. When you use the dialog box, you can
review sensor descriptions.
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4. For a sensor that produces data across multiple Question Results columns, you can
add filters based on column data matches. In the Question Builder, click Add Filter
below the sensor field to configure a filter. By default, filter matching applies to a
single column, which you select in the first drop-down list below the sensor name.
Note that single-column filtering works only if the sensor definition specifies column
delimiters with a single character (such as "|"), not multiple characters (such as
"|:"). To apply matching to all the columns for a sensor, enable Row filter.
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You can select matching operators and specify regular expressions to match strings.
To match on substrings, select the Substring box and specify a starting position
(where 0 is the first position) and number of characters.

5. (Optional) If you add a filter in the Get the following data or from computers with
sections, you can click Advanced Sensor Options below the filter to configure the
following settings:
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Settings Guidelines

Case Sensitivity Group strings:
l Ignore case: Group and count result values regardless of differences in

upper-case and lower-case characters.

l Match case: Group and count result values with strict attention to
lettercase.

Matching This option is valid in the from computers with clause.
For some sensors, a Tanium Client might compute multiple results.
When the sensor is used as a filter in the from clause, specify whether
any or all of the results must match the filter:
l Match Any Value: Any value in the answer must match the value

specified in the question.

l Match All Values: All values in the answer must match the value
specified in the question.

For example, in response to the IP Address sensor, it is possible for a
Tanium Client to return both an IPv4 address and an IPv6 address. A
question based on the IP Address sensor containing 192.168 for
example could possibly match the IPv4 address but not the IPv6
address. In this case, you probably want to match "any".

Treat Data As Sensor values are treated as the type of data you specify:
l Date/Time (BES)

l Date/Time (WMI)

l File Size

l Integer

l IP Address

l Numeric

l Text

l Time Duration

l Version

Table 11: Advanced Sensor Options
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Settings Guidelines

Maximum Data
Age

Maximum amount of time that the Tanium Client can use a cached result to
answer a question. For example, the maximum data age for the File Size
sensor is 15 minutes by default. When a Tanium Client is asked a question
that executes the File Size sensor, it caches the result. Over the next 15
minutes, if the Tanium Client is asked a question that includes the File Size
sensor, it responds with the cached answer. After 15 minutes, if the Tanium
Client is asked a question that includes the File Size sensor, it executes the
sensor script again to compute a fresh answer.
Use shorter ages for sensors that return values subject to change
frequently, such as status and utilization sensors. Use longer ages for
values that typically change infrequently, such as the chassis type or
Active Directory Domain membership.

6. Beside from computers with, click +, select one of the following options to create the
from clause, and click Apply:

l Add Row: Add one or more conditions.

l Add Group: Select this option to nest a Boolean operator and then use Add
Row to build the nested expression.

You can configure multiple filters, including nested filters. For example, to investigate
the web browsers installed on computers, you can use Boolean ANDs and ORs in the
from clause to target modern browsers.

7. (Optional) Click Advanced Question Options and enable Force Computer ID if you
want to convert a counting question into a non-counting question by forcing Tanium
Clients to include the computer ID in their answers. Converting to a non-counting
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question is a workaround that resolves cases where a counting question returns the
too many results answer. For details, see the KB article Troubleshooting Errors
/ Informational Messages (too many results message).

For a non-counting question, the Tanium Console aggregates the results for each
reporting Tanium Client.

For a counting question, the Tanium Console displays a row for each unique result.

8. Click Ask Question to issue the question.
The Question Results page opens to display the answers from endpoints.

https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/231604407-Troubleshooting-Errors-Informational-Messages-e-g-TSE-Error-
https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/231604407-Troubleshooting-Errors-Informational-Messages-e-g-TSE-Error-
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Question expiration

Upon issuing a dynamic or saved question, the Tanium Server assigns a question ID to the
question. In your web browser, the question ID appears in the URL field.

Figure  13: Question ID

The question ID expires after 10 minutes, and its corresponding URL becomes invalid. This
means that for up to 10 minutes, you can refresh the page or share the link. After 10
minutes, if you navigate to the link, Interact displays a message indicating the question has
expired, and it gives you the option to copy the question text to the Question Bar so you
can reissue it.

Figure  14: Question Expired message

Question history

Use the Administration > Question History page to perform the following tasks:
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l Review a chronology of issued questions, as well as their syntax and expiration
timestamps. By default, the Tanium Server maintains an entry for a question in the
chronology for seven days.

l Copy an issued question to the Question Bar to reissue it: select the question and
click Load.

l Copy the selected chronology entries to your clipboard.

Note: Users require a role with the Read Question History (micro admin) permission
to see the Question History page. However, a user with only this permission cannot
load a question from the Question History page. Users who have the Administrator
reserved role can see the Question History page and load a question from it.

Saved questions

After issuing a dynamic question, you can click Save this question below the Question Bar
to save the question syntax as a configuration object. Tanium content packs that you
import also provide predefined saved questions. You can issue saved questions manually,
through Tanium modules, or through custom applications that use the Tanium XML API.
For details, see Managing saved questions on page 156.
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Part 7: Managing question results
Question results overview

After you use Tanium Interact to issue a dynamic question, the Question Results page
opens and displays a grid with the answers (results) from endpoints. The page facilitates
analyzing the results by providing display options such as live updates, filters, and charts.
You can also use the page to retrieve additional information from endpoints by merging
questions and by drilling down into the results. When you issue a saved question, the
Tanium Console opens the Saved Question Results page, which has similar display
options. When you issue a dashboard of saved questions, the Tanium Console opens the
dashboard results page, which also resembles the Question Results page, but has
additional options: see Issue a dashboard of saved questions.

In the Question Results grid, each row is an aggregation of the endpoints that reported the
same answer. The Count column shows the number of Tanium Clients with that answer.

Figure  15: Question Results grid

Set the number of rows in the Question Results grid

After you issue a question, the Question Results grid displays the first 100 answer rows by
default. If you want to change the number of rows, perform the following steps:

1. Open the drop-down list beside Logged In: <username> at the top right of the
Tanium Console, and select Preferences.

2. Enter the Number of answer rows to load per request and click Save.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_saved_questions.html#issue_dashboard
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Enable or disable live updates

In the Question Results grid toolbar, the Live Updates field shows the percentage of
Tanium Clients that reported results. By default, the Tanium Console updates the grid as
more Tanium Clients report results.

You can click Pause to stop the grid from updating and click Play to resume updating.

Even after 100% of Tanium Clients have reported, some answer rows might indicate
incomplete results.

[no results]

This result indicates that the Tanium Client was instructed to answer but does not
have a value that matches the sensor filter. This occurs if you apply a filter to the get
clause and not the from clause. For example, if the question is Get IP Address

ending with 2 from all machines, all endpoints would report answers and all
endpoints that did not have an IP address ending in 2 would report [no
results]. As a best practice, put the filter in the from clause. For example, Get IP

Address from all machines where IP Address ends in 2 would not return
unexpected [no results] rows. You might also see [no results] if the
sensor does not return a value, or the sensor could not execute the script.

[Current Result Unavailable]

If an endpoint takes longer than usual to evaluate a sensor, it might pass [current
results unavailable] to its peer. The sensor process continues on the
endpoint, and when it is complete, the endpoint sends its updated answer. The
Tanium Console then updates the Question Results grid.

[Results Currently Unavailable]

This result indicates that the Tanium Server cannot correctly parse an answer. If this
occurs, contact your technical account manager (TAM).

Display current or recent question results

When you issue a saved question from the Interact Content page, the Tanium Console
displays the Saved Question Results grid. In addition to all of the features of the results
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grid for dynamic questions, the results grid for saved questions includes a Zoom option:
Current or Recent. Current data includes responses only from endpoints that are currently
online. In addition to data from online endpoints, recent data includes responses from
offline endpoints if those responses still reside in the Tanium Server cache. The Tanium
Server caches responses for seven days by default. If an endpoint is offline when the
Tanium Server issues a question, Tanium Server passes any cached value for that endpoint
to the results grid.

Filter question results

Use the filter controls in the header of the Question Results grid to display only results that
match the specified criteria.

Figure  16: Question Results grid filters

Note: The Question Results grid includes multiple grid filters. The Tanium
Server combines the filters with a Boolean AND. For example, if you select a
computer group filter and also configure an advanced filter, the server
combines the logic of both filters.

Use a text filter

When you use the Filter By Text field, the Tanium Server filters the Question Results grid
without reissuing the question. Select the Contains or Does not contain operator, enter a
search string, and click Search .

Use a computer group filter

After you select a Computer Group from the drop-down list, the Tanium Server issues a
new question with the added filter. Select All Computers, No Computers, a user-
configured computer group, or the Create Ad Hoc Filter option, which enables you to
create a custom filter. If the list of computer groups is long, you can use the text filter
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within the Computer Group drop-down list to filter by group name. If you save the
question, the question text includes the Computer Group filter but not the text filter within
the drop-down list.

Note: The list of computer groups includes all computer groups configured in the
Tanium Console, even ones for which you do not have computer group management
rights. However, if you select a computer group for which you do not have
management rights, the new question returns no results.

Use an ad-hoc filter

An ad-hoc filter is a one-time only filter; you cannot save it.

1. In the header of the Question Results grid, select Computer Group > Create Ad Hoc
Filter.
Interact displays the Group Builder dialog box.

2. Use one of the tabs to create a filter and then click Apply.
The Filter Bar tab includes a natural language parsing search box that helps you
build a valid filter expression.
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The Filter Builder tab includes fields that enable you to add a filter, apply it, and
issue the resulting question. The question is always Get computer name and IP

address from all machines with the filter added to the from clause.
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The Manual List tab includes fields that enable you to specify a list of computers by
hostname or IP address.

Use an advanced filter

Use advanced filters to filter question results based on match conditions, including column
values.

1. In the header of the Question Results grid, click Advanced Filtering.
2. Click + and use the controls to add filter conditions:

l Add Row: Add one or more conditions.

l Add Group: Select this option to nest a Boolean operator and then use Add
Row to build the nested expression.

After you click Apply, the grid refreshes.
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Manage row sorting and columns for question results

To display the menu for sorting rows and showing or hiding columns in the Question
Results grid, click the menu icon in a column header. Click the Clear Sort button to clear
sorting criteria.

Figure  17: Question Results grid row and column controls

Display question results in charts

By default, the Question Results page displays results as a grid. You can use the View
button bar to add a pie chart or bar chart view of the results, and to hide the grid.
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Mouse over a pie slice or bar to display the result string and count. If the result count is
less than 3% of the total, it is included in the Other group.

Figure  18: Pie chart

Figure  19: Bar chart

Export and copy question results

The Question Results page provides several options for copying and exporting the results
grid contents. The following figure shows the buttons and menu options for these
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operations. Use the Moremenu (options 1 in the figure) to copy or export specific results.
To capture the entire grid contents, click (icon number 2 in the figure) to export or click

(icon number 3 in the figure) to copy.

Figure  20: Copy or export question results

Copy question results to the clipboard

You can copy question results to the clipboard in text format. To include sensor names
(displayed in the grid as column headers) in the copied text, see Set Tanium Console user
preferences.

l To copy specific results, select the rows, and selectMore > Copy.
l To copy the complete results, click Copy Table .

l To copy the contents of a grid cell, press the Alt key (Windows) or Option key
(macOS) and click in the grid cell. The Tanium Console then displays a message
indicating that the clipboard has a copy of the cell contents. This operation works for
most grids in the Tanium Console.

Export question results

You can export question results to a .csv file.

1. Select one of the following export options:
l To export specific results, select the desired result rows and selectMore
> Export. Skip the remaining steps, which describe options that are available
only if you are exporting the complete results.

l To export the complete results, click Export Table .

2. Enter a File Name for the .csv file.

3. To include column names in the .csv file, select Include Table Header. To set this
option as enabled or disabled by default, see Set Tanium Console user preferences.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_customizations.html#User_preferences
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_customizations.html#User_preferences
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_customizations.html#User_preferences
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4. Select how the .csv file displays results for questions where a single sensor generates
multiple results for each responding endpoint. As an example, for the question Get

Computer Name and High CPU Processes[5] from all machines, the High CPU
Processes sensor would list five processes for each endpoint.

l Single Rows - Flattened: Display a row for each result that a sensor generates.
For the example question, this would mean five rows per endpoint: one row for
each process that the High CPU Processes sensor returned. Note that this
option works only if just one sensor in the question has multiple results;
flattening does not work if multiple sensors each have multiple results.

l Multiple Lines Per Row - Stacked: Display one row for all the results that the
sensor generated for an endpoint. For the example question, this would mean
each row lists all the top five processes for each Computer Name.

5. Click OK to proceed with the export.
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Merge questions

Question results often lead to additional questions. For example, say you ask for a list of
computer names and running processes, and the results indicate a suspicious process is
running on some endpoints. You can merge the question with another question to learn
more, such as the last logged-in user. The Tanium Server issues the merge question in the
background, and the Tanium Console redisplays the Question Results grid with one or
more additional columns containing data for the sensor associated with the merge
question. Perform the following steps to merge questions:

1. Click Merge in the upper right corner of the Question Results grid toolbar.

Interact displays the Select Merge Questions dialog box.

2. Use one of the tabs to add one or more questions and then click the red Merge
button.

l Saved Questions: Includes a list of saved questions for which you have Read
Saved Question permission.
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l Create a Question: Includes fields that enable you to start a new question.

l Build a Question: Includes fields that enable you to select sensors for the
merge question.
Notice that you add sensors to the get clause but you do not add filters to the
from clause. The from clause is built from the rows that you selected in the
Question Results grid when you clicked Merge.
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Drill down into results

In the Question Results grid, you can drill down into selected results to retrieve additional
information from the selected endpoints. Adding a drill-down question essentially means
adding sensor filters. A typical use case is targeting a smaller group of endpoints for an
action. For example, let's say you ask for a list of chassis types and operating systems. You
can drill down into these results to the list of computer names for the matching records.

1. In the Question Results grid, select the results for which you want additional
information. The Drill Down button then appears above the grid.

2. Click Drill Down to open the Select Drilldown Question dialog box.
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The Saved Questions tab includes a list of saved questions for which you have Read
Saved Question permission.

The Create a Question tab includes fields that enable you to start a new question.
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The Build a Question tab includes fields that enable you to select sensors for a drill-
down question.

3. Select or configure a drill-down question and click Drill Down.

Interact displays the progression of results, including a new Question Results grid for
the drill-down question. You can then drill down further, deploy an action, save the
question, or copy it to the Question Bar or Question Builder for further refinement.
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Part 9: Managing actions
Tanium actions overview

After you use Tanium Interact to issue a question, analyze the question results, and
determine which endpoints require administrative action, you can deploy a package to
those endpoints so that the Tanium Client can run the associated action. In a Tanium
deployment, a package comprises a command, a script, and any related files required to
execute an action on a managed endpoint. For example, the package named Clean Stale
Tanium Client Data includes a Windows command-line command that executes a Visual
Basic Script that removes stale data from the Tanium Client directory and safely kills any
stale sensor or action processes. The Tanium Server distributes package files to endpoints
based on their Tanium Client neighborhoods (for details, see Tanium Client Deployment
Guide: File distribution). The endpoints store all package files for an action in the
<Tanium_Client>/Downloads/Action_<ID> folder, where <ID> is the action
identifier. When the action runs, it generates status indicators that you can monitor in the
Tanium Console and generates client-side logs that you can use to troubleshoot failures.
For details about packages, see Managing packages on page 149.

Note: For the user role permissions required to manage actions, see Action
management permissions on page 40.

The following are key terms and concepts relating to actions.

Action group

Action groups are designed to target actions so that they are issued to only
appropriate computer groups. For example, you can create a computer group for
Windows computers and then an action group that targets that computer group.
When you configure scheduled actions to deploy packages that use Windows
commands, you can specify the action to be issued only to the action group for
Windows commands.

Action lock

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_packages.html
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/index.html#File_distribution
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/index.html#File_distribution
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/actions_scheduled.html#action_status
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/troubleshooting.html#Action_logs
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Action locks are designed to suspend actions on the endpoint. You can deploy action
locks if you encounter unexpected behavior and want to turn off actions while you
debug it.

Action approval

Action approval supports organizations that have policies requiring an approval
stage. When action approval is enabled, the logged in user that deploys the
scheduled action cannot also approve it. The action is put on hold until it is approved
by another user that has been assigned the Approve Action permission. Once
approved, the approval remains in force until the schedule ends or the scheduled
action configuration is modified.

Scheduled action

Scheduled actions are actions that the Tanium Server reissues periodically. These
actions are designed to promote hygiene. For example, after you import the Client
Maintenance content pack, the Tanium Server reissues the Clean Stale Tanium Client
Data action every four hours.

Policy action

Policy actions are scheduled actions that you use to enforce policies on endpoints.
For example, your enterprise policy might require a specific Tanium™ solution
module on all endpoints. Each policy action is based on a saved question. At each
scheduled action interval, the Tanium Server determines which endpoints match the
current results of the question. If any endpoints match, the Tanium Server deploys
the action to all endpoints but only the matching endpoints try to perform the action.

For example, say you configure an action that installs Tanium™ Trace only on
endpoints that match the question Get Tanium Trace Status equals needs
installation from all machines with Tanium Trace Status equals needs

installation. When first deploying this action, the Tanium Server installs the
module on a potentially large number of endpoints that do not have Tanium Trace
installed. However, few if any endpoints will match that condition in subsequent
scheduled deployments (perhaps only endpoints added after the first action
deployment). If no endpoints match, the action does not deploy, which conserves
bandwidth and avoids clutter in the Actions > Action History grid. By contrast, non-
policy actions (based on dynamic questions) deploy even when no endpoints match.
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Furthermore, all the endpoints in the action group will attempt to perform a non-
policy action even if, having run previously, the action is unnecessary and therefore
never finishes.

Note that the Tanium Server does not deploy policy actions to endpoints that were
offline when it sent the saved questions and that then come online while the actions
are in progress. The Tanium Server deploys only non-policy actions to endpoints that
come online while the actions are in progress. Non-policy actions are also useful in
cases where you want all endpoints in an action group to perform the action without
filtering the endpoints based on particular conditions (such as whether a particular
module is installed).

Note: If you delete a saved question, the Tanium Server continues reissuing it for any
policy actions that use the question, and the Administration > Question History grid
continues displaying the question for the scheduled action intervals.

Deploying actions

After you use Tanium Interact to issue a question, analyze the question results, and
determine which endpoints require administrative action, you can deploy actions to those
endpoints.

Note: For the user role permissions required to deploy actions, see Action
management permissions on page 40.

IMPORTANT: Do not deploy an action unless you completely understand its scope,
impact on an individual endpoint, and impact on the environment given the number
of targeted endpoints. Furthermore, be sure your organization has authorized you to
perform the action. Some organizations require a second administrator to review
and approve actions. For details, see Managing action approval on page 133.
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1. Issue a question.

Tip: If you want to deploy a policy action, issue a saved question instead of a
dynamic question.

2. In the Question Results grid, select the rows for the endpoints that require the
action, and click Deploy Action.
Interact displays the Deploy Action page.

3. Use the Deployment Package search box typeaheads to select packages.
Alternatively, click Browse Packages to review package descriptions and then select
them.

4. Complete the Action Details section.

Settings Guidelines

Name Specify a name to identify the action. The name appears in the record
for the action on the Scheduled Actions, Action History, and Action
Approval pages.

Description Optional. A description helps other administrators understand the
purpose of the action.

Tags Optional. Use the controls to add tags, which are name-value pairs.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/actions_overview.html#policy_action
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_saved_questions.html
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5. Complete the Schedule Deployment section. For policy actions, you must schedule
repeating deployments.

Settings Guidelines

Start at / End at Required for policy actions, optional for other actions. Specify a
start time when it is important to deploy the action to targeted
clients during a maintenance window. The time refers to the
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) of the system clock on the
Tanium Server host system, not on the Tanium Client host systems.
For example, if you specify the action to deploy at 1:00 am, it
deploys when the Tanium Server system clock time is 1:00 am.
Note the following behavior:
l If you omit a start time, the action deploys immediately upon

completion of the deploy action workflow.

l If you omit a start time and action approval is enabled, the action
deploys immediately after it is approved, provided other action
conditions do not preclude the Tanium Server from deploying it.

l If you specify a start time and action approval is enabled, the action
deploys at the next start time following the approval. For example,
if you set the action to deploy at 1:00 am every day and it is
approved at 2:00 am, the action deploys the next day at 1:00 am.

As a best practice, specify an end date/time if you configure reissue
intervals for the scheduled action, unless you are sure it is the type
of action that you want to reissue indefinitely. If you are not sure,
configuring the schedule to end in six months is better than
running indefinitely.

Distribute over The Tanium Server distributes packages to Tanium Clients in
batches. This option randomizes the distribution over the specified
duration to avoid spikes in network or other resource utilization.
For example, if an action depends on a sensor that queries Active
Directory (AD), an action that is not distributed over time can cause
a flood of traffic to the AD server. Similarly, an action that targets
clients in a virtual machine farm could exhaust the shared CPU or
memory resources if all clients simultaneously run a resource-
intensive program. Distributing over time attenuates the impact a
massive orchestration might have on the networked or virtualized
environment.
Specify a number and unit: Minutes, Hours, Days.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/action_approval.html
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Settings Guidelines

Reissue every You can schedule the action to repeat at intervals, which is
appropriate when:
l Action approval is enabled and you are not certain it will be

approved before the action expires.

l You want to be sure software or configuration updates are made
not only to the clients currently online but also to those currently
offline that will be predictably online within a window that the
reissue interval defines.

l The action is a continual hygiene practice. For example, you want to
check periodically that a client service is running or a client
configuration has a particular value.

Specify a number and unit: Minutes, Hours, Days.
Note: The Reissue every interval must exceed the action
expiration period, which is the larger result from the following
calculations:
l The package Command Timeout + Download Timeout values
l The package Command Timeout + the scheduled action
Distribute over value

6. Complete the Targeting Criteria section to specify the endpoints where the action
must run.
For a repeating action based on a saved question (a policy action), only the endpoints
that match the latest results of the Starting Question will perform the action.

7. Click Show preview to continue, review the affected endpoints, and click Deploy
Action.

8. If the Estimated Number of affected endpoints exceeds the configured threshold (the
default is 100), enter that number. The Tanium Server enforces this confirmation step
to ensure that you understand the impact that an action will have on your network.
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Tip: To change the threshold that controls whether the Tanium Console
prompts users for the Estimated Number, edit the prompt_estimate_
threshold setting (Administration > Global Settings). Note that changing the
value to 0 causes the Tanium Console to prompt users whenever they deploy
actions regardless of the number of affected endpoints.

The page reloads to display the Action Summary page, which shows the action
status. For details, see View action summary and status.

9. Review the status to confirm expected results.

10. (Policy actions only) Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions and verify that the Policy
column displays Yes for the action you just added. If the column does not appear (it
is hidden by default), click the Column menu and select Columns > Policy.

The action deployment workflow creates a scheduled action configuration object, and the
action is entered on the Scheduled Actions, Action History, and (if applicable) Action

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/actions_scheduled.html#action_status
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Approval pages in the Tanium Console. For details, see Managing scheduled actions and
history.

Managing scheduled actions and action history

A scheduled action configuration has the following components:

l Package

l Schedule settings, including start and end times, and reissue intervals

l Targeting criteria specifying the endpoints that will run the action

The Tanium Server creates a scheduled action when you deploy an action from the
Question Results grid and specify a reissue interval. When you install the Tanium Server, it
automatically creates a set of scheduled actions while importing initial content packs.
These predefined actions relate to the hygiene of the Tanium environment. The Tanium
Server creates additional scheduled actions when you import certain other Tanium content
packs and Tanium solution modules.

Note: For the user role permissions required to manage scheduled actions and see
action history, see Action management permissions on page 40.

Manage scheduled actions

Perform the following steps to manage scheduled actions that are already defined. To
create a new scheduled action, see Deploying actions on page 114.

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Select the action that you want to manage. Action buttons for administrative tasks

appear above the grid. The available buttons depend on the row you select. For
example, the unlabeled status column displays a green checkmark to indicate
enabled actions and a red minus to indicate disabled actions. When you open the
More drop-down list for an enabled action, the options include Disable Action, but
not Enable Action. If the status column indicated a disabled action, the More list
would include Enable Action but not Disable Action.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/actions_scheduled.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/actions_scheduled.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_packages.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_results.html#Deploy_Action
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3. Click a button to perform one of the following tasks.

Button / Task Guideline

Reissue Displays the Reissue Action page. You can change the name, schedule, and
targeting criteria.

Edit Displays the Edit Action page. You can change the schedule and targeting
criteria.

Package Status Displays package details. You can use this dialog box to re-download
package files if you had encountered issues with out-of-date files: see Re-
download package files on page 150.

More >
Enable/Disable
Action

Enables/disables the scheduled action.

More > Change
Group

Assigns the scheduled action to a new action group. An action group
contains one or more computer groups.

More > Copy
Action

Copies the scheduled action to a new action group.

More > Copy Text Copies the grid row data to the clipboard.
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Button / Task Guideline

More > Export Exports the configuration details for the selected item as an XML file.

More > Delete Displays the Delete Action page. You can review the configuration before
you delete it.

Manage actions that are completed or in progress

The Action History page provides a chronology of initiated, completed, and scheduled
actions. You can also use the page to show the status of actions, display action log data,
stop actions that are in progress, and reissue actions.

1. Go to Actions > Action History. The page displays the Status of each action:
l Open: The time window for the action has not expired. The expiration period is

the larger result from the following calculations:
l The package Command Timeout + Download Timeout values
l The package Command Timeout + the scheduled action Distribute over

value

l Closed: The time window has expired. If an action is reissued, the grid
displays a new row based on the new start time.

l Stopped: An administrator stopped the action.

2. Use data range filters, computer group filters, text filters, and row sorting to find
actions that require administrative action.

3. Select the action that you want to manage. Action buttons appear above the grid,
indicating the administration tasks you can perform for the selected action.
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4. Click a button to perform one of the following tasks.

Button / Task Guideline

Show Status Display the Action Summary page to see additional status details and get
information from action logs: see View action summary and status on
page 122.

Stop Stop the action.

Reissue Display the Reissue Action page. You can change the name, schedule, and
targeting criteria.

Copy Copy the grid row data to the clipboard.

Table 12: Action History administration tasks

View action summary and status

The Action Summary page opens automatically when you deploy an unscheduled action so
that you can track its progress. You can also open the page from the Actions > Action
History page by selecting an action and clicking Show Status. The Action Summary page
displays details about actions that are completed or in progress, and enables you to Re-
download package files on page 150.
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Figure  21: Action Summary page

ACTION STATES

Tanium Clients report the following states for actions:

l Waiting: Waiting to download files necessary to start the action.

l Downloading: Files necessary to start the action are downloading. This state applies
only if the action has files to download.

l Running: Action is currently executing.

l Waiting to Retry: Action will be retried shortly.

l Completed: Action has successfully been completed.

l Expired: Action did not start or complete within the available time window.

l Failed: Action was not successfully completed.

l Verified: Action completed and a verification question was used to verify success.
This state applies only if the action has files to download.

INVESTIGATE ACTION-RELATED ISSUES

Perform the following steps to investigate issues related to an action:
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1. Open the Action Summary page for the desired action, and click Show Client Status
Details.

2. Select up to 50 endpoints in the preview list, and click Get action log for selected
machines.
The Tanium Server then issues the question Get Computer Name and Tanium
Action Log[<action_ID>, 100] from all machines with (Computer Name equals

<computer_name>) through the Interact Question Bar. Endpoints that ran the action
respond with the first 100 lines of the corresponding action log. Endpoints that did
not run the action respond with Error: Cannot read Action_<ID>.log.

Track the Action IDs

The Tanium Server assigns an action ID to each action that you deploy. Knowing the ID is
useful when you want to see details about an action. For example, if you want to investigate
unexpected outcomes related to actions (such as package scripts that failed to run), you
can use action IDs to find and review actions logs and action history log entries. The
Tanium Console displays action IDs in multiple places.
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l The Actions > Action History page displays an action ID column.

l The Action Summary page displays the Action ID in the Details section and in the
browser URL (see View action summary and status on page 122).
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On managed endpoints, the Tanium Client displays action IDs in the action status file and
log files.

l In the
<ClientInstallationFolder>\Downloads\config\ActionStatuses
.ast file, action IDs map each action to its status.

l In the <ClientInstallationFolder>\Downloads folder, each action log
display the associated action ID in its filename.
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l In the <ClientInstallationFolder>\Logs folder, action history logs
identify actions by their IDs.

Import or export a scheduled action configuration

As a best practice, test scheduled actions in your lab before importing them into your
production environment.
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EXPORT SPECIFIC ACTIONS

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Select one or more actions and selectMore > Export.
3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server

exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

EXPORT THE COMPLETE SCHEDULED ACTIONS CONFIGURATION

1. From any Content or Permissions page, click Export to XML in the top right of the
Tanium Console.

2. Select Saved Actions and click Export.
3. Enter a File Name or use the default name, and then click OK. The Tanium Server

exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT AN ACTIONS CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. Go to any Content or Permissions page and click Import from XML at the top right of
the page.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices, or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Managing action groups

You use action groups to define which managed endpoints are the targets for actions.
Before creating, editing, or deleting action groups, see the associated Best practices on
page 130.

In Tanium Core Platform 7.1 and later, the default definition for the action group named
Default includes the wildcard group named No Computers. This means that actions that
target the Default action group have no impact. In previous releases, the Default action

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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group included the wildcard group named All Computers. The previous behavior enabled
deploying many core Tanium™ Initial Content packages to a wide set of endpoints. Tanium
changed the Default definition in version 7.1 to force users to manage action groups
before issuing actions to Tanium Clients.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved roles can create, modify, or
delete action group configurations.

Create an action group

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Click New Group to display the configuration page.

3. Specify a Name and Visibility option, and select Computer Groups. You can combine
the sets of computers using a Boolean AND or Boolean OR.

4. Click Save.

Edit an action group

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Select the action group in the left pane.

The console displays the group details in the right pane.

3. Click Edit to display the configuration page.

Change the action group assignment

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Click a row in the grid to select the action you want to change.

3. Click More > Change Group.
4. Select the action group and click Confirm.

Delete an action group

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Select the action group in the left pane and click one of the following buttons. Both

buttons open a dialog box that displays the action group details so that you can
evaluate the impact of deleting.

l Delete: This button appears if the action group has no existing scheduled
actions. Click Delete Action Group to proceed.
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l Migrate and Delete: This button appears if the action group has existing
scheduled actions. When the Action Group dialog box opens, select another
action group in the Migrate existing scheduled actions to below selected
action group drop-down list. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the
endpoints that are currently included in the action group to which you will
migrate actions (Preview section). Also review the Actions associated to this
Action Group. After assessing the impact, click Transfer Actions and Delete
Action Group.

Best practices
MOVE TANIUM ACTIONS TO THEIR OWN GROUP

The Tanium Initial Content and Client Maintenance content packs and other Tanium
solutions include scheduled actions to ensure the endpoints have the tools needed to
perform the functions in the sensors and packages deployed. You must reissue these
scheduled actions to all endpoints to catch any new endpoints that do not have Tanium
installed, endpoints that were rebuilt or had Tanium uninstalled, or virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) endpoints that refresh on a regular basis. After the initial deployment,
create an action group that includes All Computers, and move the Initial Content and Client
Maintenance scheduled actions to this new group.

DEFINE SPECIFIC USE FOR EACH ACTION GROUP

Action groups comprise one or more computer groups. You can create an action group for
a particular event and add computer groups over time: first a test group, then OS type
groups or region groups.

LIMIT ACCESS TO EDIT ACTION GROUPS

Coordinate changes you make to the action groups configuration with all affected
administrators. An administrator might have configured scheduled actions that target the
set of computers that belong to the action group as it existed when the scheduled action
was last configured.

MINIMIZE ACTION GROUP COMPLEXITY

When the Tanium Server issues a recurring action, action groups with long and complex
targeting conditions use more resources and network traffic than groups with short and
simple conditions. To reduce resource usage and traffic, minimize the number of computer
groups associated with each action group, and keep the definitions of those computer
groups as simple as possible. Consult your Technical Account Manager (TAM) for options to
simplify computer groups.
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Managing action locks

When you want to prevent the Tanium Client from running Tanium package scripts on
certain endpoints, you can deploy an action lock. An action lock prevents any actions from
running except those associated with packages that have the Ignore action lock option
enabled (see Create a package on page 151). The Initial Content - Base content pack
includes action lock packages for Windows and non-Windows endpoints. This content pack
also includes a sensor named Action Lock Status and saved questions that use this sensor,
which enable you to track Tanium Clients that have the action lock turned on.

Turn on action lock

1. Ask a targeting question, such as Get Computer Name and Action Lock Status

from all machines.

2. Select the result rows for endpoints that require the action lock, and click Deploy
Action.

3. Select the Tanium Client - Set Action Lock On package and select the appropriate
Action Group.

4. Click Show Preview to Continue and then Deploy Action. The Action Summary page
opens and displays the action status.

5. Monitor the action status. If you want to test the action lock, record the Action ID and
wait for the action to complete.

Test the action lock

1. Issue the saved question Clients That Cannot Take Actions - Action Lock On.
2. Log into an endpoint that is included in the question results, and review the settings.

Turning on the action lock creates an ActionLockFlag setting on endpoints and sets
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the value to 1. On Windows endpoints, this setting is a registry key.

3. On the endpoint, open the associated action log and look for a message that
indicates the action lock is on. Action logs are in the <Tanium_Client_
installation_directory>/Downloads folder. You can identify the log for a
specific action by the log filename (Action_<ID>.txt), which contains the Action
ID displayed in the Action Summary page or Actions > Action History page.

4. Deploy an action to the endpoint (see Deploying actions on page 114). After the
Action Summary page opens, the action eventually times out and its status changes
to Expired. The Action History page shows the Status as Closed after the action
expires.
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Turn off action lock

1. Issue the saved question Clients That Cannot Take Actions - Action Lock On.
2. Select the result rows for endpoints that require the action lock turned off, and click

Deploy Action.
3. Select the Tanium Client - Set Action Lock Off package and select the appropriate

Action Group.
4. Click Show Preview to Continue and then Deploy Action. The Action Summary page

opens.

5. Monitor the status and wait for the action to complete.

Verify that action lock is off

1. Issue the saved question Clients That Cannot Take Actions - Action Lock On, and
verify that the results do not include the endpoints for which you turned off the
action lock.

2. Log into an endpoint that is not included in the question results, and review the
settings. Turning off the action lock removes the ActionLockFlag setting on
endpoints.

3. On the endpoint, open the associated action log and look for a message that
indicates the action lock is off. Action logs are in the <Tanium_Client_
installation_directory>/Downloads folder. You can identify the log for a
specific action by the log filename (Action_<ID>.txt), which contains the Action
ID displayed in the Action Summary page or Actions > Action History page.

Managing action approval

Some organizations implement two-person integrity, which means that actions a user
initiates cannot run until another user approves those actions. A pending action is one that
is initiated but not yet approved. Approvers can be users with the full Administrator role or
users with the special action approval role. If your organization allows exceptions to
approval requirements, you can assign a bypass approval role.

Create an action approver role

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Create an advanced role that grants Approve Action permission on the content sets

you specify.

3. Save the configuration.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-man_rule
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Create a bypass action approval role

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Create an advanced role that grants Bypass Action Approval permission on the

content sets you specify. Actions created by a user with this permission are not
subject to approval requirements.

3. Save the configuration.

Assign the action approval and bypass roles to users

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the row for a user and click Edit.
3. Assign one of the roles you created for action approvers or users who can bypass

action approval.

4. Save the configuration.

Enable or disable action approval

1. Go to Administration > Global Settings.
2. Select the require_action_approval setting and click Edit.
3. Change the setting value to 1 (enable) or 0 (disable), and click Save.

IMPORTANT: If you disable action approval, actions pending approval cannot be
completed. To avoid this, ask your approver to clear the list of actions pending
approval before disabling the feature. Alternatively, review the actions on the Actions
> Action History page and reissue actions as necessary for the desired results.

Review pending actions

When action approval is enabled, users with the Administrator reserved role can display
the Actions > All Pending Approval page. The page has the same fields and action buttons
as the Actions > Scheduled Actions page (see Manage scheduled actions on page 119), but
displays only the actions that are waiting for approval.
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Figure  22: All Pending Approval page

Approve pending actions

After you approve a scheduled action, the approval remains in force until the schedule
ends or someone modifies the scheduled action configuration.

1. Log in as a user with the Administrator reserved role or an action approver role. The
Tanium Console displays the number of actions requiring approval.
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2. Go to Actions > Actions I Can Approve.
You can use text filters and row sorting to find actions that you want to review.

3. Select the action you want to approve and click Approve.
4. Review the action configuration and click Approve Action.

The Tanium Console indicates the estimated number of endpoints that the action will
affect, as entered by the user who created the action. Note that the Tanium Server
does not recalculate this estimate during the approval workflow; the displayed
number is the same as when the action creator configured the action, regardless of
how the actual endpoint count might have changed since then.

5. If the Estimated Number of affected endpoints exceeds the configured threshold
(default is 100), enter that number.
The Tanium Server enforces this confirmation step to ensure that you understand
the impact that the action will have on your network.

Tip: To change the threshold that controls whether the Tanium Console
prompts approvers for the Estimated Number of affected endpoints, edit the
prompt_estimate_threshold setting (Administration > Global Settings). Note
that changing the value to 0 causes the Tanium Console to prompt approvers
regardless of the number of affected endpoints.
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Part 10: Managing content
Content overview

In a Tanium™ deployment, content refers to sensors, packages, saved questions,
dashboards, categories, and plugins. You can create custom content to extend Tanium use
cases for particular environments or objectives. For example, when a new application
comes into use in an environment, a content developer can write a sensor script that
maintains data about the installed or running application and a package script that takes
action to stop or start it. Content developers require the following knowledge and
experience:

l Understand the Tanium platform

l Expert knowledge of the endpoint operating system

l Experience writing and testing scripts written in VBScript (Windows), shell script (non-
Windows), or Python

Your team might include content developers who create saved questions that you can
reissue at scheduled intervals or that you can associate with packages for deploying
actions. These content developers do not necessarily write scripts, but they must be aware
of the systems and processes running on endpoints, understand the impact that scheduled
questions and actions might have on endpoints, and make any necessary adjustments.
Most customers leverage the content provided in Tanium content packs and solution
modules as much as they can, and work with their Technical Account Manager (TAM) on
customizations and new use cases.

IMPORTANT: When developing content for the Tanium Core Platform, examine the
content in the Tanium content packs as examples of code and settings that were
tested for best results. Use the tested sensors and packages as a models for your
custom content. As a best practice, do not edit content that is provided through
Tanium content packs; create custom content instead. For details, see Tip 4: Limit
customizations to Tanium content on page 56.

All content is assigned to content sets for which you configure permissions according to
the role-based access control (RBAC) setup of your Tanium deployment. For details, see
Managing content sets on page 205.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_deploying_actions.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_deploying_actions.html
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Managing sensors

Sensors overview

A sensor is a script that runs on an endpoint to compute a response to a Tanium question.
The Tanium Server distributes sensors to endpoints during Tanium Client registration.
Sensors enable you to ask questions that collect information such as the following:

l Hardware and software inventory and configuration

l Running applications and processes

l Files and directories

l Network connections

The installation process for the Tanium Server automatically imports Initial Content packs
that include sensors for a wide range of common questions. Other Tanium solutions that
you import might add more sensors, depending on which Tanium content packs or Tanium
solution modules you import. If you cannot find a sensor you need within Tanium-provided
content, you can create custom sensors.

A sensor configuration includes settings, script content, and script parameters. Sensors use
industry-standard scripting languages rather than proprietary coding syntax. The best
practice is for sensors to use the scripting engine available on the largest number of
managed endpoints. On Windows endpoints, VBScript typically provides the most
comprehensive out-of-the-box coverage because it is installed by default in every desktop
release of Microsoft Windows since Windows 98 and in every Windows Server release since
Windows NT 4.0 Option Pack. On macOS and Linux endpoints, shell script generally
provides the most comprehensive out-of-the-box coverage. Of course, you can develop
sensors using any other scripting language that the operating system supports (such as
PowerShell on Windows), as long as the associated scripting engine already exists on the
endpoint, or you can deploy and configure the engine on the endpoints that do not have it
installed. You cannot edit the configurations of Tanium reserved sensors, which are core
system sensors that include Computer Name, Action Statuses, Computer ID, and Download
Statuses.

Note: For the role permissions required to manage sensors, see Content
management permissions on page 44.

View sensor configurations and runtime metrics

To see sensor configuration settings and runtime metrics:
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1. Go to Content > Sensors.
To help you assess the impact that sensors have on endpoint resources, the top of
the page displays Sensor Runtime Metrics. For each runtime threshold, the metrics
indicate the number of sensors that exceeded it, the average runtime for those
sensors, and the maximum runtime for any of those sensors. The Overall metrics
indicate the average and fastest runtimes among all the sensors. For details and tasks
related to runtime thresholds and indicators, see Managing question and sensor
thresholds on page 170.
Below the runtime metrics, the grid shows the configuration settings of each sensor.

2. (Optional) Use the text field above the grid to filter by sensor name or use the Filter
Results options to filter by Runtime thresholds, Content Set, Category (such as
module, tags, or SQL), and user (Modified by). You can also click the Sensor Runtime
Metrics to filter the grid based on sensors that exceeded the High, Medium, or Low
runtime thresholds

.

Edit a sensor

As a best practice, do not edit predefined sensors that are provided through content packs
imported from Tanium. For details, see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on
page 56. Consult your Technical Account Manager (TAM) if editing the Tanium-provided
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sensors is necessary. Alternatively, you can clone Tanium-provided sensors (see Clone a
sensor on page 140) and edit the copies. You can also edit custom sensors that you created
from scratch. To edit a sensor:

1. Go to Content > Sensors.
2. Use the search and column sorting features to find the sensor that you want to edit.

3. Select the sensor row, click Edit, and configure the settings described in Table 13.

4. Save your changes.

Move sensors between content sets

You can move sensors between content sets as necessary to accommodate changes to the
role-based access control (RBAC) configuration of your Tanium deployment. For example,
you might want to move certain sensors to a content set that only highly privileged users
can access.

1. Go to Content > Sensors.
2. Use the search and column sorting features to find the sensor that you want to move.

3. Select the sensor row and selectMove to Content Set > <content_set_name>.

Clone a sensor

Cloning is useful when you need to:

l Create a modified version of a predefined sensor from a Tanium content pack. As a
best practice, do not modify the original Tanium sensor.

l Create a new sensor with settings that differ only slightly from an existing sensor; this
is often easier than creating a new sensor from scratch.

Perform the following steps to clone a sensor:

1. Go to Content > Sensors.
2. Use the search and column sorting features to find the sensor that you want to clone.

3. Select the sensor row, click Clone, and configure the settings as described in Table
13.

4. Save your changes.

Create a sensor

1. Go to Content > Sensors.
2. Click New Sensor and complete the configuration as described in Table 13.
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3. Save the configuration.

Settings Guidelines

Name Specify a configuration name. The name appears in sensors lists on the
Tanium Console. Observe the existing naming scheme so that you and other
administrators can find it easily. Do not use an underscore character (_),
which is a delimiter for sensor subcolumns. If the sensor name has an
underscore, sensor-sourced packages cannot use the sensor as a sensor
variable.

Important: If you change the sensor name, be sure to reconfigure
content that references it. For example, you must update the sensor
name in any saved questions that are configured with the previous
name.

Description Enter a description. Include examples of formatted results. The description
appears in the Sensors page and in the Browse Sensors dialog box of the
Question Builder.

Content Set Assign to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which
you have Write Sensor permission.

Category Specify one of the categories that appears on the Sensors page and in the
Browse Sensors dialog box of the Question Builder.

Result Type The Question Results grid treats values that the sensor returns as the type
of data you specify:

l Date/Time (RFC822)

l Date/Time (WMI)

l File Size

l Integer

l IP Address

l Numeric

l Text

l Time Duration

l Version

Table 13: Sensor configuration guidelines
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Settings Guidelines

Max Age Enter the maximum time for which the Tanium Client can use a cached
result for this sensor when answering questions that use the sensor. For
example, the maximum data age for the File Size sensor is 15 minutes by
default. When a Tanium Client receives a question that executes the File Size
sensor, it caches the result. Over the next 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client
receives a question that includes the File Size sensor, it responds with the
cached answer. After 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client receives a question
that includes the File Size sensor, it executes the sensor script again to
compute a fresh answer.

Use shorter ages for sensors that return values that change frequently,
such as status and utilization sensors. Use longer ages for values that
typically change infrequently, such as the chassis type or Active
Directory domain membership.

Max Strings If you want to reduce the impact that question results have on Tanium
Server disk space, select Enable and enter the maximum number of answer
strings that the server stores for this sensor before removing the oldest
strings. The server includes the string count for temporary sensors when
calculating the string count for their source sensors. The default is 0, which
specifies no limit. The string age is based on when the Tanium Server last
used the string or received it from Tanium Clients.

Important: When limiting string growth, the best practice is to set the
Max Strings Age instead of the Max Strings (see Manage sensor string
growth on page 306). In extreme cases that might require a string count
limit for individual sensors, consult your TAM before setting the Max
Strings.

Max Strings Age If you want to reduce the impact that question results have on Tanium
Server disk space, select Enable and specify the maximum age that answer
strings can reach before the server removes them. The default is one week.
The string age is based on the number of minutes since the Tanium Server
last used the string or received it from Tanium Clients. For details, see
Manage sensor string growth on page 306.

Ignore case in result
values

Group and count result values regardless of differences in upper-case and
lower-case characters.

Hide this sensor from
sensor lists and parse
results

Select this option if you want sensor lists throughout the user interface to
exclude the object.
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Settings Guidelines

Split into multiple
columns using
delimiter

(Multicolumn sensors only) If the sensor script returns multiple results,
display them in multiple columns on the Question Results grid. Specify the
delimiter character used to separate result values in the script. Enter
column names and corresponding result types, and arrange them in the
order you want them displayed in the results grid. Select the Hide option to
hide the column from the default view of the results grid. The following
figure shows the settings for the Running Applications sensor.

Note: When creating questions that filter multi-column sensors, single-
column filtering works only if the sensor definition specifies column
delimiters with a single character (such as |), not multiple characters
(such as |:).

Scripts For each target platform:

1. Click + to add a target platform.

2. Set the Query Type to the desired scripting engine.

3. Paste in script text.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_multicolumn_sensor.html
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Settings Guidelines

Parameter Inputs (Parameterized sensors only) Click + and then Add Parameter to configure
a parameter. Options include:

l Checkbox—User enables a setting by checking a box. 0 or 1 is entered
into the variable. Returns 1 if checked and 0 if not checked.

l Date,Date Time,Date Time Range—User selects a date and time or a
range. The date time format is epoch with milliseconds. For a range, the
user specifies two date times separated by a pipe.

l Drop Down List—User selects only one option from a list.

l List—User selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a
pipe.

l Numeric—User enters a number. The input can be controlled with
minimum and maximums. You can specify a Step Size to require that the
input be divisible by the specified value. Snap Interval is the amount that
a number is increased or decreased by pressing the up or down button
respectively. The value for Step Size should be a multiple of the value for
Snap Interval unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected number is
entered into the variable.

l Numeric Interval—User selects a number and an item from a list. The
list item has a numeric value. The value entered into the variable is the
result of the multiplication. For example, if a user selects 2 and selects
High (with high having a value of 3), the value is 6 in the variable.

l Plugin—Not intended for use by most users. Contact your TAM for
additional information about its use.

l Separator—A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the
user input form.

l Text Area—User enters a large amount of text. The text is entered into
the variable.

l Text Input—User enters text input. Allowed entries can be controlled
with regular expressions. The user input is entered into the variable.

l Time—User selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be
subject to restrictions.

Sensor Preview Select a computer group or click Add to build one and then click Preview to
see test results for the sensor.

Import or export a sensor configuration

As a best practice, develop and test content in your lab environment before distributing it
to your production servers. The Tanium Console import/export XML feature supports this

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_parameterized_sensor.html
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practice.

EXPORT SPECIFIC SENSORS

1. Go to Content > Sensors.
2. Select one or more sensors and click Export in the toolbar above the table header.

3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

EXPORT THE COMPLETE SENSORS CONFIGURATION

1. Go to Content > Sensors and click Export All in the table header.

Tip: Alternatively, or if you want to export other configuration objects in
addition to sensors, go to any Content or Permissions page, click Export to
XML in the top right of the Tanium Console, select Sensors and any other
object types, and click Export.

2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT A SENSORS CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. Go to any Content or Permissions page and click Import from XML at the top right of
the page.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices, or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Manage sensor quarantines

Tanium Client 7.2 or later supports sensor quarantines which, when enforced, prevent a
sensor from running for the current question or action if that sensor exceeded the runtime

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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timeout during a previous question or action. Enforcing quarantines is useful for limiting
the impact on endpoint resources, such as CPU utilization, when questions and actions use
excessively long-running sensors. The non-configurable timeout is set to one minute. By
default, quarantines are not enforced: after a sensor exceeds the timeout and stops
running, the sensor will have quarantined status but will still run for future questions or
actions until it completes or times out. In this case, the Tanium Client uses the quarantined
status just to record that the sensor timed out. Regardless of whether you enable
enforcement, the Tanium Client stops any sensor at the moment it exceeds the timeout.
You can enable or disable quarantine enforcement for all clients through a global setting.
However, each client quarantines sensors and enforces the quarantines independently, so
a sensor might be quarantined on some machines and not on others.

When a Tanium Client quarantines a sensor, the Tanium Console displays the following
message in the Question Results grid: TSE-Error: Sensor evaluation timed
out. When you issue a question that uses a sensor that is already quarantined and
enforcement is enabled, the Question Results grid displays TSE-Error: The sensor
is quarantined. The Tanium Client adds entries to the client logs and sensor history
logs when it quarantines a sensor or prevents an already quarantined sensor from running.

If temporary sensors exceed the one-minute timeout, the Tanium Client quarantines the
original sensor as well as all current and future temporary sensors that are based on the
original sensor.

When enforcement is enabled, quarantined sensors do not run when used for targeting
endpoints, regardless of whether the sensors are contained in computer groups. However,
quarantined sensors might skew the targeting of a question that has a vague from clause,
such as from all machines with Is Windows not equals true. In this case, Windows
endpoints on which the Is Windows sensor is quarantined would match the condition not

equals true because their response would be TSE-Error: The sensor is
quarantined rather than true. As a best practice to avoid such outcomes, make the
target clause as specific as possible and do not use negative matching conditions such as
not equals true.

VIEW QUARANTINED SENSORS

Go to Content > Sensors > Quarantined Sensors to see details about the sensors that have
quarantined status. The page displays the same Sensor Runtime Metrics and filtering
options as the Sensor Management page (see View sensor configurations and runtime
metrics on page 138).
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ADD A SENSOR TO QUARANTINE

You can manually quarantine a sensor on an endpoint if you anticipate that running the
sensor will negatively affect the endpoint.

Note: Quarantining a sensor does not automatically enable quarantine enforcement;
only the EnableSensorQuarantine global setting controls enforcement.

1. In the URL field of the browser that you use to access the Tanium Console, enter
https://<Tanium_Server>/hash/<sensor>. For the <Tanium_Server>, enter the
FQDN or IP address of the Tanium Server. The <sensor> must match the sensor name
that the Tanium Console displays with respect to capitalization and spaces.
The browser displays the hash value associated with the sensor.

2. Access the operating system CLI on the endpoint and change directory (cd) to the
Tanium Client installation folder.

3. Enter the following command.

TaniumClient quarantine add <sensor_hash>

REMOVE SENSORS FROM QUARANTINE

You can use the Tanium Console to unquarantine a sensor on some or all endpoints if you
imported Initial Content - Base version 7.1.10.0000 or later (see Manage Tanium content
packs on page 52). After you unquarantine a sensor, the Tanium Client allows it to run for
subsequent questions and actions, but will stop and quarantine the sensor again if it
exceeds the timeout.

Note:
If you modify a sensor, Tanium Clients that receive its new definition will
automatically unquarantine that sensor.

The Tanium Server cannot unquarantine sensors on endpoints that are offline. If you
know that some endpoints might come online only at a later time, consider
scheduling an action that uses the Un-Quarantine Sensor or Un-Quarantine Sensor
(Non-Windows) package (see Deploying actions on page 114).

1. Go to Content > Sensors > Quarantined Sensors.
2. Select the sensors and click Unquarantine.
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3. Select the Action Group that includes the endpoints where you want to unquarantine
the sensors.

4. Preview the affected endpoints and then click Unquarantine.

ENABLE OR DISABLE ENFORCEMENT OF QUARANTINED SENSORS

After you enable quarantine enforcement, Tanium Clients do not answer questions that use
quarantined sensors and those sensors do not run for actions. After you disable
enforcement, clients still quarantine sensors and log quarantine events, but do not prevent
those sensors from running.

Note: Your user account must have a role with the Write Global Settings (micro
admin) permission to enable or disable quarantine enforcement. Users with the
Administrator reserved role have this permission.

The first time you enable enforcement, you must add the EnableSensorQuarantine setting
to the global settings on the Tanium Server as follows. By default, enforcement is disabled
and the setting does not appear in the Tanium Console. After you add the setting, the
Tanium Server applies it to all Tanium Clients.

1. Access the Tanium Console, go to Administration > Global Settings, and click New
Setting.

2. Enter the following values and click Save.
l Setting Name = EnableSensorQuarantine

l Setting Value = 1

l Affects = Client

l Value Type = Numeric

Perform the following steps if you want to change the enforcement setting after adding it to
the global settings:

1. Go to Administration > Global Settings.
2. Select EnableSensorQuarantine, click Edit, set the value to 1 to enable enforcement

or 0 to disable enforcement, and click Save.

Tip: If you want to change the enforcement setting in specific Tanium Clients instead
of all clients, add or edit the EnableSensorQuarantine setting in the local
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configuration of those clients (see Tanium Client Deployment Guide: Tanium Client
settings).

Managing packages

Packages overview

A package configuration includes settings, a command, a script, and any other files needed
to orchestrate an action on a managed endpoint. You can deploy a package from the
Interact Question Results grid by initiating the Deploy Action workflow.

The Tanium Client service runs with the permissions of the LocalSystem or root account, so
it can perform almost any command line instruction available to an Administrator logged
into the endpoint. Consequently, even if logged in users do not have administrative rights,
a Tanium Console user can deploy actions to the endpoint that install, update, or remove
client applications as long as those applications can be:

l Installed from a command line using the permissions of the LocalSystem account
(Windows) or root (non-Windows).

l Configured to suppress any interaction with an end-user logged into a target
endpoint at installation time.

l Dynamically customized at installation, if needed, through options, switches, or input
files passed to the application installer.

If the required executables, scripts, and configuration files do not natively have these
characteristics, you might be able to use a commercial software packaging tool such as
InstallShield or an open-sourced application like Nullsoft Scriptable Install System to create
a new version of the installer.

You can use the Tanium Core Platform to track the count of installed applications, as well
as whether those applications are being used. Therefore, before installing new software or
upgrading versions of existing software, verify that your organization owns the required
number of licenses or meets the Acceptable-Use criteria to centrally distribute and install
the commercial or open-sourced software to endpoints within your organization.

Note: To create, modify, or delete package configurations, your user account
requires a role with the Write Package permission. Users with the Administrator or
Content Administrator reserved roles have this permission.

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/troubleshooting.html#Tanium_Client_settings
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/troubleshooting.html#Tanium_Client_settings
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_deploying_actions.html
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Edit a package

As a best practice, do not edit predefined packages that are provided through content
packs imported from Tanium. For details, see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium
content on page 56. Consult your Technical Account Manager (TAM) if editing the Tanium-
provided packages is necessary. Alternatively, you can clone Tanium-provided packages
(see Clone a package on page 151) and edit the copies. You can also edit custom packages
that you created from scratch. Perform the following steps to edit a package:

1. Go to Content > Packages.
2. Use the search and column sorting features to find the package you want to edit.

3. Select the package row, click Edit, and complete the configuration as described in
Table 14.

4. Save your changes.

Re-download package files

The Tanium Server stores package files in its cache. If updated file versions are available,
or re-downloading the current file versions is necessary for troubleshooting, you can
manually re-download to the Tanium Server so that it deploys the correct files to
endpoints. Note that the server automatically retries downloading every few minutes if the
initial download failed for a package.

1. Go to Content > Packages.
2. Select the package for which you want to download files, and click Status.

A pop-up displays the status.

3. Click re-download for each file that you want to re-download, or click re-download
all to re-download all the files.
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Tip: You can also re-download package files from the Action Summary page: see
View action summary and status on page 122. If you want the Tanium Server to
automatically check for, and download, updated versions of package files, set a
Check for update interval in the package configuration (see Table 14).

Clone a package

Cloning is useful when you need to do the following:

l Create a modified version of a predefined package from a Tanium content pack. As a
best practice, do not modify the original Tanium package.

l Create a new package with settings that differ only slightly from an existing package;
this is often easier than creating a new package from scratch.

Perform the following steps to clone a package:

1. Go to Content > Packages.
2. Use the search and column sorting features to find the package that you want to

clone.

3. Select the package row, click Clone, and configure the settings as described in Table
14.

4. Save your changes.

Create a package

1. Go to Content > Package.
2. Click New Package and complete the configuration as described in Table 14.

3. Save the configuration.

Settings Guidelines

Package Name Configuration name to identify the package.

Display Name This name appears in the Packages page, the Deploy Action page, and the
Browse Packages dialog box (opened from the Deploy Actions page).

Content Set Assign to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which
you have Write Package permission.

Table 14: Package configuration guidelines
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Settings Guidelines

Command Specify the command to run on the endpoint.

Optionally, use the Add sensor variable link to insert a reference to a
sensor. When the command runs, the value that the sensor returns is
substituted for the variable. One example where a sensor-sourced
command is useful is when you want to kill a process currently running
on an endpoint. The Running Processes sensor returns a list of all the
processes running on each endpoint. You can deploy a package directly
from a question that uses the Running Processes sensor to then kill one
of the identified processes.

Command Timeout /
Download Timeout

The formula for estimating an action timeout is Command Timeout +
Download Timeout. If the action does not finish by the timeout, it must be
reissued.

Ignore action lock Enable endpoints to execute actions that include this package regardless of
whether the action lock is on for those endpoints. Use this option in
packages that promote hygiene. For details, seeManaging action locks on
page 131.

Launch this package in
a process group

(Requires Tanium Core Platform servers and Tanium Clients to run version
7.2 or later.) Run the package command in a process group. When the
command completes or times out, the process group and any remaining
descendant processes are killed.

By default, you cannot configure this setting. To make it configurable,
go to Administration > Global Settings and set allow_process_group_
flag_edit to 1. When you create a new package through the Tanium
Console, the setting is enabled by default. However, to enable the
setting in an imported package, you must set the <process_group_
flag> to 1 in the XML before importing, or configure allow_process_
group_flag_edit in the Tanium Console after importing.
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Settings Guidelines

Files Select files for the package using the following controls to upload or
download the files:

l Local File
Browse and select a file from your local host computer. When you
upload it, a SHA-256 hash is generated.

l Remote File
Specify the URL, its SHA-256 hash (optional), and a Check for update
option.

All the files related to packaging are stored in a subdirectory of the
Tanium Server directory.
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Settings Guidelines

Parameter Inputs (Parameterized packages only) Click + and Add Parameter to configure a
parameter. Options include:

l Checkbox—User enables a setting by checking a box. 0 or 1 is entered
into the variable. Returns 1 if checked and 0 if not checked.

l Date,Date Time,Date Time Range—User selects a date and time or a
range. The date time format is epoch with milliseconds. For a range, the
user specifies two date times separated by a pipe.

l Drop Down List—User selects only one option from a list.

l List—User selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a
pipe.

l Numeric—User enters a number. The input can be controlled with
minimum and maximums. You can specify a Step Size to require that the
input be divisible by the specified value. Snap Interval is the amount that
a number is increased or decreased by pressing the up or down button
respectively. The value for Step Size should be a multiple of the value for
Snap Interval unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected number is
entered into the variable.

l Numeric Interval—User selects a number and an item from a list. The
list item has a numeric value. The value entered into the variable is the
result of the multiplication. For example, if a user selects 2 and selects
High (with high having a value of 3), the value is 6 in the variable.

l Plugin—Not intended for use by most users. Contact your TAM for
additional information about its use.

l Separator—A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the
user input form.

l Text Area—User enters a large amount of text. The text is entered into
the variable.

l Text Input—User enters text input. Allowed entries can be controlled
with regular expressions. The user input is entered into the variable.

l Time—User selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be
subject to restrictions.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_parameterized_package.html
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Settings Guidelines

Verification Query 1. Click Add.
2. Use the Filter Bar or Filter Builder to build the filter part of a question

that will return machines that have successfully performed the action.

3. Specify a verification failure timeout. The clock begins with the start of
the action. If the action is not verified within the timeout period, the
Tanium Client reports the action status as failed.

After you configure a Verification Query and run the action, the Action
Summary page shows an additional progress bar and Client Status
Details show the machines for which the action is verified.

The Verification Query configuration uses a preview question. You
must have the Read Sensor permission on the Reserved content set to
ask the question, and therefore you also require that permission to add
a Verification Query.

Import or export a package configuration

As a best practice, develop and test content in your lab environment before distributing it
to your production servers. The Tanium Console enables importing and exporting XML files
to support this practice.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

Users can export specific packages for which they have Write Package permission. Users
with the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved role can export and import the
complete packages configuration.

EXPORT SPECIFIC PACKAGES

1. Go to Content > Packages.
2. Select one or more packages and click Export in the toolbar above the table

header.

3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.
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EXPORT THE COMPLETE PACKAGES CONFIGURATION

1. Go to Content > Packages and click Export All in the table header.

Tip: Alternatively, or if you want to export other configuration objects in
addition to packages, go to any Content or Permissions page, click Export to
XML in the top right of the Tanium Console, select Packages and any other
object types, and click Export.

2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT A PACKAGES CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. Go to any Content or Permissions page and click Import from XML at the top right of
the page.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices, or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Managing saved questions

Saved questions overview

Saved questions are questions that you can reissue without retyping them in the Interact
Question Bar. They are configuration objects for which you can define reissue intervals,
access permissions, associated actions, and other settings. You can issue saved questions
manually, through Tanium modules, or through custom applications that use the Tanium
XML API. For example, you can use Tanium™ Connect to periodically issue a saved question
and send the results to an external server. You can create saved questions by issuing a
dynamic question through the Question Bar and saving it. Tanium modules and content
packs that you import also provide predefined saved questions. The Interact module

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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organizes saved questions under categories and dashboards. Each category, dashboard,
and saved question is assigned to one content set.

Dashboard

A dashboard is a group of saved questions that are related with respect to the
information that they retrieve from endpoints. For example, the predefined Hardware
Inventory dashboard contains questions that retrieve CPU, disk, memory, and BIOS
information. You can issue all the questions in a dashboard simultaneously.

Category

A category is a group of dashboards. It serves as an umbrella term for questions that
you use for a particular purpose. For example, the Security category includes the
Data Leakage, Wireless Network Security, and USB Device Security dashboards, all
of which contain security-related questions.

Content set

A content set is a group of saved questions, dashboards, categories, and other
content to which you apply user role permissions to control access. Tanium provides
several predefined content sets through Initial Content packages and Tanium
modules, and you can also create custom content sets. For details and related tasks,
see Managing content sets.

Use the following Tanium Console pages to view, issue, and edit saved questions, and to
move the questions between content sets. You can also perform actions that are specific to
each page:

l Content > Saved Questions page: Use this page to see the configuration settings of
saved questions, and to copy, export, or delete questions.

l Interact Content page: Use this page to define categories and dashboards, and
assign saved questions to them. You can also select specific questions, dashboards,
and categories as favorites, and create new saved questions.

l Interact Home page. Use this page to see your favorite categories, dashboards, and
saved questions. You can also create new saved questions.

Note: For details about the user roles and permissions required to manage saved
questions, see Content management permissions on page 44.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_content_sets.html
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User-specific saved questions

When multiple users work with the same saved question, the following factors control
which users can see the question, and which question settings and results the users can
see:

l User role permissions: To view and edit a saved question, a user must have the
required role permissions for the content set to which the question is assigned (see
User role requirements). Additionally, the following settings in the question
configuration interact with role permissions to affect which users can see the
question and which other settings they can see:

l Visibility: Determines whether the question is visible only to the owner
(question creator) and administrators, or to any user who has the required role
permissions.

l Default Preferences: Determine the default values that users see for the User
Settings & Defaults in the question configuration.

l User-specific configuration changes: When a user saves changes to the question
configuration, the Tanium Server saves a copy of the question. Upon logging into the
server, users see only the copy with their own changes.

l Computer group management rights: The computer groups assigned to users and
user groups determine the visibility of the saved question Reissue interval and recent
question results.

For details, see the KB article Reference: User-specific saved questions.

Create a saved question

1. Use the Interact Question Bar to ask a dynamic question.

2. Click Save this question under the Question Bar to open the New Saved Question
page.

3. Complete the settings described in the following table.

Settings Guidelines

Name Specify a configuration name. The name appears in saved question lists that
are incorporated into Tanium Console workflows. Observe the existing
naming scheme so that you and other administrators can find it easily.

Content Set Assign to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which
you have Write Saved Question permission.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/requirements.html#user_roles
https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360031056571-Reference-User-specific-saved-questions
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Settings Guidelines

Visibility l According to RBAC. Users must have the Read Saved Question
permission for the content set to which the saved question belongs to
see the saved question.

l Only the Owner and Admins. Only the question owner (creator) and
users with the Administrator reserved role can see the saved question.

Reissue this
question every

If you want to periodically reissue the question, specify a number and unit
for the reissue interval:Minutes,Hours,Days. The Tanium Server first
issues the saved question immediately after you save the configuration.
Tanium Clients that are online at that time respond with their answers. You
can use the reissue option to account for machines that are not currently
online but are routinely online within predictable cycles (and even
unpredictable times). For example, employee laptops might be offline the
moment you save the saved question configuration, but you think you are
likely to find them online at least once if you were to check every eight
hours.

If you configure reissuing, the Tanium Server reissues the saved question
in the background at the interval you specify. For example, if you save
the saved question configuration at 9:00 a.m. local time and specify a
reissue interval of every eight hours, the Tanium Server reissues the
saved question at 5:00 p.m., 1:00 a.m., 9:00 a.m., and so on. The results
are archived. This improves the data quality of recent responses
displayed in the Question Results grid for machines that are not online
when you use Interact to issue the question. You can use the Question
History to verify that the saved questions are sent according to the
reissue interval you configured.

Notes:

l If you specify a reissue interval of eight hours, the Tanium Server reissues
the saved question exactly every eight hours, regardless of time changes
due to daylight savings time.

l Which users can see the reissue interval for a saved question depends
on the computer groups assigned to those users. For details, see the
KB article Reference: User-specific saved questions.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html#Question_history
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html#Question_history
https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360031056571-Reference-User-specific-saved-questions
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Settings Guidelines

Default
preferences

The User Settings & Defaults that users see for a saved question vary
based on their role permissions and the Default Preferences setting.
Default Preferences are useful when you want a question to initially have
the same User Settings & Defaults for all users until the users edit those
settings. Only users who have the Administrator or Content Administrator
reserved role can see and set Default Preferences. For details, see the KB
article Reference: User-specific saved questions.

Make this
question
available for
drilldown

Enabling this option makes the question available for drill-down operations
on question results. When you select results in the Question Results grid
and click Drill Down, the Select Drilldown Question dialog box opens and
displays the available questions in the Saved Questions tab. You can then
select the question and click Drill Down to filter the results based on that
question. For details, see Drill down.

Non-Counting
Question /
Counting
Question

Specify whether to turn the question into a non-counting question. Non-
counting questions have a larger data footprint because the Tanium Server
maintains data per computer ID. However, this enables storing recent data
for the endpoint. Furthermore, the Allow for merging option is available
only for non-counting questions.

The non-counting question option appears when the question is a
counting question that has exactly one sensor in the select clause. You
can configure the non-counting question option only in the New Saved
Question form, not the Edit Saved Question form.

You can configure the Enable collection and reporting of recent data
option only in the New Saved Question form, not the Edit Saved
Question form.

Default Tab Specify a default tab:Question,Grid, or Pie. The Default Tab setting is
saved as a user preference unless you set the Default Preferences to all
users.

Default Grid
Chart Zoom

Set the data period for the initial Question Results grid display:Current or
Recent.

Associated
Actions

Optional. Click Add Package and select the package that you want to be
the default when a user clicks the Deploy Action button in the Question
Results grid.

4. Click Preview to preview the results you will get when you use the saved question.

https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360031056571-Reference-User-specific-saved-questions
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_results.html#Drill_down
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_sq_associated_action.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_sq_associated_action.html
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5. Click Create Saved Question.

The Tanium Server reissues your question and displays the results in the Saved Question
Results grid. Depending on the settings you configured, the saved question might appear
in the saved question lists that are used in various Tanium Console workflows.

IMPORTANT: When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor
definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object called a temp sensor.
On the endpoint, the Tanium™ Client runs the temp sensor when it computes
answers to a saved question that calls it. A saved question that is reissued according
to a schedule continues to use the temp sensor even if the sensor from which it was
based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor is updated, and you want the saved question
to use the updated code, you must re-create the saved question.

Edit a saved question

As a best practice, do not edit saved questions that are provided through Tanium content
packs. For details, see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on page 56. If editing
Tanium-provided questions is necessary, review User-specific saved questions on page 158
and consult your Technical Account Manager (TAM). Alternatively, you can create copies of
Tanium-provided questions and edit the copies. You can also edit custom saved questions
that you created from scratch. Perform the following steps to edit a saved question:

1. Use one of the following methods to open the Edit Saved Question page:
l Go to Content > Saved Questions, select the saved question, and click Edit.
l Go to the Interact Content page, find the question in the Saved Questions

panel, mouse over the question, click Edit , and select Edit Properties.
l If the question is selected as a favorite, go to the Interact Home page, find the

saved question in the favorites sections, mouse over the question, click Edit ,
and then select Edit Properties.

2. Configure the settings described in Create a saved question on page 158 and then
save your changes.

Note: If you create a saved question based on a parameterized sensor and then
modify the sensor, the saved question behavior will still reflect the original sensor
definition. Only after you modify the saved question will it behave as expected with
the new sensor definition. For details on parameterized sensors, see Questions with
parameterized sensors on page 82.
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Filter saved questions

The number of saved questions tends to increase as your team uses the Tanium system
more. To find specific questions in a long list, you can apply filters. The available filters vary
by Tanium Console page. In the Content > Saved Questions page, you can filter by text
strings (in the filter field above the grid) or by column values (question settings). In the
Interact Content page, you can filter based on text strings, categories, dashboards, or
favorites.

FILTER BY COLUMN (SETTING) VALUE

The Content > Saved Questions grid displays a column for each question setting. Perform
the following steps for each setting that you want to use to filter the grid:

1. Click in the desired column header to open the drop-down list.

2. Select Filter and select an operator (such as Is equal to).
3. Enter a filter value and click Filter.

FILTER BY CATEGORIES AND DASHBOARDS

In the Interact Content page, you can click panel cards so that only items belonging to the
selected categories or dashboards appear. A card turns gray with a red left edge to indicate
you selected it as a filter. You can apply multiple filters. Click Deselect in a panel header to
clear all its filters.

Figure  23: Interact Content page filters
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FILTER BY TEXT STRINGS

In the Interact Content page, you can use text filters in the panels to find items that match
a specified string. Click the x in the text search box to clear the filter.

Figure  24: Text filters

FILTER BY FAVORITES

A favorite is a category, dashboard, or saved question that you want to appear on the
Interact Home page. You can also use favorites as an optional filter on the Interact Content
page. The Tanium Server saves favorites as a user-specific setting; your favorites selections
do not apply to other users.

Items that you selected as favorites before upgrading to Interact 2.0 or later remain
favorites after upgrading. If you did not have favorites before an upgrade or before
installing a new Tanium Server, all categories and dashboards for which you have read
permission are set as favorites anyway.

To configure the display of favorite content, perform the following steps:

1. Go to the Interact Content page.

Tip: On the Interact Home page, clicking the Favorites icon for an item
deselects it as a favorite and removes it from the page. However, the Home
page does not provide the option to show items that are not favorites, so you
cannot restore favorite status to items on that page.
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2. Beside the name of a category, dashboard, or saved question, toggle the Favorites
icon to select or deselect that item as a favorite.

Tip: To reduce clicks, click Favorite All or Unfavorite All in a panel header and
then toggle on or off individual items in that panel.

3. Toggle the Show only filter by clicking Favorites.
The button changes to a dark background to indicate that the panels display only
favorites. After you find and select your favorite Categories or Dashboards, you might
want to toggle off the Favorites filter so that the Saved Questions panel displays both
favorite and non-favorite questions.

Figure  25: Favorites filter

Issue a saved question

After you save a question, you can manually issue it anytime by performing one of the
following steps:

l Go to the Interact Content page and, in the Saved Questions panel, click the
question name.

l If the question is selected as a favorite, go to the Interact Home page, scroll down to
the Favorite Saved Questions, and click the question name. You can also find and
click the question name after navigating to it in the Favorite Categories or Favorite
Dashboards sections.

l Go to the Content > Saved Questions page, select a question, and click Load.

The Tanium Console displays the results in the Saved Question Results page.
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Tip: If you want the Tanium Server to automatically reissue a saved question, edit the
question configuration and set the Reissue interval: see Edit a saved question on
page 161.

If you want to simultaneously issue all the questions in a dashboard, see Issue a
dashboard of saved questions on page 165.

For details on working with question results, see Part 7: Managing question results
on page 96.

Issue a dashboard of saved questions

In some cases, it is useful to issue several saved questions that are related based on the
kind of information they retrieve from endpoints. In such cases, you can group the
questions in a single dashboard and issue them simultaneously. For example, the
predefined Hardware Inventory dashboard contains questions that retrieve CPU, disk,
memory, and BIOS information.

To issue all the questions in a dashboard, perform one of the following steps:

l Go to the Interact Content page and, in the Dashboards panel, click the dashboard
name.

l If you selected the dashboard as a favorite, go to the Interact Home page, scroll down
to the Favorite Dashboards, and click the dashboard name. You can also find and
click the dashboard name after navigating to it in the Favorite Categories section.

The Tanium Console displays the dashboard results page, which shows a results grid for
each saved question.

Figure  26: Dashboard results page
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The dashboard results page has all the features that are available in the Saved
Question Results page for each question, such as the Deploy Action button and
Zoom options (see Managing question results). The dashboard results page also has
the following features, which correspond to the numbers in Figure 26:

1. Use the dashboards drop-down list to issue a different dashboard.

2. Use the Filter All Questions Displayed drop-down list to filter to all the results grids
by computer group.

3. The page displays the dashboard name, favorite status ( for favorite, for non-
favorite), and number of saved questions.

4. Toggle all the results grids on the page between one or two columns.

5. The page displays the question name and runtime indicator icon (see Managing
question and sensor thresholds). The drop-down list provides options to show the
question syntax, copy the question to the Question Bar, or copy the question to the
Question Builder. You can click the question name to reissue the question. If you
want to change the question settings, click Edit (see Edit a saved question).

6. Expand (to full-page width) or contract (to half-page width) a particular results grid.
The Tanium Server saves this setting for each dashboard on a per-user basis. For
example, if you contract the Monitor Details grid in the Hardware Inventory
dashboard, the Tanium Console displays that grid contracted the next time you issue
that dashboard.

7. Select one or more display options: grid (default), pie chart, bar chart, and question
text.

8. Apply additional filters for each results grid. If you set Filter All Questions Displayed
to Filter by Computer Group and also select Filter by Computer Group in the filter
for a particular results grid, the Tanium Console uses a Boolean AND to combine the
filters.

Note: For details on working with question results, see Part 7: Managing question
results on page 96.

Manage categories and dashboards

Tanium modules and content packs that you import provide predefined categories and
dashboards as containers for organizing saved questions. You can also create custom
categories and dashboards, and assign saved questions to them based on how you set up

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_results.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_sensor_thresholds.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_sensor_thresholds.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_saved_questions.html#Edit_a_Saved_Question
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role-based access control (RBAC) for your Tanium deployment. You perform all the
following tasks on the Interact Content page.

CREATE A CATEGORY

1. In the Categories panel heading, click Settings and select New Category.
2. Specify a Name, Content Set, and Visibility option, and then click Save.

CREATE A DASHBOARD

1. In the Dashboards panel heading, click Settings and select New Dashboard.
2. Specify a configuration Name, Computer Group Filter, Content Set, and Visibility

option, and then click Save.

Note: By default, new dashboards belong to the Other Dashboards category. Only
users with the Administrator or Content Administrator role can see that category, and
therefore only those users, and the dashboard creator, can see the new dashboard.
If you want other users to see the new dashboard, a user with the required
permissions must move it to another category.

ASSIGN DASHBOARDS TO A CATEGORY

1. In the Categories panel, mouse over the category, click Edit , and select
Add/Remove Dashboards.

2. In the Dashboards panel, select the dashboards to include in this category and click
Apply.

ASSIGN SAVED QUESTIONS TO A DASHBOARD

1. In the Dashboards panel, mouse over the category, click Edit , and select
Add/Remove Saved Questions.

2. In the Saved Questions panel, select the saved questions to include in this dashboard
and click Apply.

EDIT CATEGORY OR DASHBOARD SETTINGS

1. In the Categories or Dashboards panel, mouse over the category or dashboard, click
Edit , and select Edit Category Information or Edit Dashboard Information.
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2. Edit the settings and save the configuration.

Tip: To edit saved questions settings, see Edit a saved question on page 161.

DELETE A CATEGORY OR DASHBOARD CONFIGURATION

When you delete a category, the Tanium Server reassigns its dashboards to the Other
Dashboards category. When you delete a dashboard, the Tanium Server does not assign its
saved questions to any other dashboard.

1. In the Categories or Dashboards panel, mouse over the category or dashboard and
click Delete .

2. Confirm that you want to delete the configuration.

Note: You cannot delete a saved question configuration from the Interact Content
page, only from the Content > Saved Questions page.
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EXPORT CATEGORIES, DASHBOARDS, OR QUESTIONS

1. Click Settings in the panel heading and select Export Categories, Export
Dashboards, or Export Questions.

2. Select items to export or Select all.
3. Click Export.
4. Specify a File Name and click OK.

The XML file is saved to the Downloads folder on the computer that you use to access the
Tanium Console.

Tip: You can also export and import saved questions through the Content > Saved
Questions page: see Import or export a saved question configuration on page 169.

Import or export a saved question configuration

As a best practice, develop and test content in your lab environment before distributing it
to your production servers. The Tanium Console enables importing and exporting XML files
to support this practice.

Note: Users can export specific saved questions for which they have Write Saved
Question permission. Users with the Administrator or Content Administrator
reserved role can export and import the complete saved questions configuration.

EXPORT SPECIFIC SAVED QUESTIONS

1. Go to Content > Saved Questions.
2. Select one or more saved questions and click Export in the toolbar above the table

header.

3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

EXPORT THE COMPLETE SAVED QUESTIONS CONFIGURATION

1. Go to Content > Saved Questions and click Export All in the table header.

Tip: Alternatively, or if you want to export other configuration objects in
addition to saved questions, go to any Content or Permissions page, click
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Export to XML in the top right of the Tanium Console, select Saved Questions
and any other object types, and click Export.

2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT A SAVED QUESTIONS CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. Go to any Content or Permissions page and click Import from XML at the top right of
the page.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices, or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Managing question and sensor thresholds

Question and sensor thresholds overview

The time that a Tanium Client takes to run a question varies widely, based on which
sensors, and how many, the question invokes. To assess the impact that running Tanium
questions has on endpoint resources, you can customize the question and sensor runtime
thresholds that trigger indicator icons in the Tanium Console.

Note: Your user account requires the Administrator reserved role to see and use the
Configuration > Sensor Thresholds page.

The Tanium Client tracks the runtime for each sensor when a question runs it, calculates
the average of all the past runtimes for that sensor, and sends the updated runtime
information to the Tanium Server every three hours. The Tanium Server calculates the
average runtime based on the latest updates from all the endpoints that reported runtimes
for the sensor.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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The following table lists describes the threshold icons and their default labels and values.

Threshold icon Description

Not Run The Tanium Server has not yet received runtime information from any
endpoints for this sensor.

This icon also displays for built-in sensors regardless of their runtimes.
The Tanium Server does not record runtime statistics for built-in sensors,
and does not account for those sensors when calculating runtimes for
questions that use them. The built-in sensors are:

l Action Statuses

l Download Statuses

l Computer Name

l Computer ID

l Manual Group Membership

l IP Address

Below any
threshold

The runtime average for a question or sensor does not exceed any threshold.

Low The runtime average exceeds the Low threshold but does not exceed the
Medium threshold. By default, the Low threshold is 100 ms for a sensor and
1,000 ms for a question. You can customize the threshold and the label.

Medium The runtime average exceeds the Medium threshold but does not exceed the
High threshold. By default, the Medium threshold is 500 ms for a sensor and
5,000 ms for a question. You can customize the threshold and the label.

High The runtime average exceeds the High threshold, which by default is 1,000 ms
for a sensor and 10,000 ms for a question. You can customize the threshold
and the label.

Table 15: Question and sensor runtime threshold icons

When viewing threshold indicators, note the following caveats:

l The Tanium Server does not use cached responses to questions when calculating
runtime averages.

l Sensors that require data sampling are more likely to exceed runtime thresholds.
However, the longer runtimes required for sampling do not necessarily indicate high
resource usage when endpoints run these sensors. Consult your TAM for details. The
affected sensors include:
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l CPU by Process

l CPU Consumption

l Disk IOPS

l High CPU Consumption

l High CPU Processes

l Network Throughput Inbound

l Network Throughput Outbound

l SQL Server CPU Consumption

l Tanium Client CPU

Before you begin

Work with your Technical Account Manager (TAM) to determine the runtime thresholds that
you expect will influence administrator decisions about whether to run a question, how
often to run it, and which sensors to include in the question. The goal is to plan questions
in a way that does not interfere with other, more critical tasks that endpoints perform. The
factors to consider are:

l The runtime for any question is the cumulative total of the average runtimes for all
the sensors it includes. Therefore, the best practice is to set question thresholds
higher than sensor thresholds.

l The best practice is to set thresholds that reflect decisions Tanium administrators
must make, based on the endpoint management policies of your organization. For
example, policies might dictate that administrators must never run a question that
takes longer than 10 seconds during peak traffic times on endpoints that perform
tasks with a higher priority than responding to questions.

Configure question and sensor thresholds

The Tanium Console displays threshold indicators by default. However, you can change the
default thresholds as follows.

1. Go to Configuration > Common > Sensor Thresholds.
2. Select whether you want the Tanium Console to Display thresholds to only those

Tanium users with predefined administrative roles (Admin) or to all users who are
allowed to see questions and sensors (Admin and Users).

3. Enter a label for each threshold or accept the defaults: High, Medium, and Low.
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4. Set the average runtime (in milliseconds) for each threshold or accept the defaults.

5. Save your changes.

Verify question and sensor thresholds

Threshold indicator icons appear wherever you view and select questions or sensors in the
Tanium Console. After modifying threshold values, verify that the Tanium Server applied
your changes.

Tip: The Content > Sensors page displays runtime statistics for all sensors.

1. Go to Interact.
2. In the Ask a Question field, type a question that uses a sensor expected to have a

short runtime, such as Computer Name, and a sensor expected to have a long
runtime, such as Running Processes of User. For example: Get Computer Name and

Running Processes Of User[admin] from all machines. Press Enter to display a
list of suggested questions.

3. Verify that the list of suggested questions displays the expected threshold icons. If
you see unexpected indicators, review the icon descriptions and caveats described in
Question and sensor thresholds overview on page 170.

4. Hover over the icon for the suggested question that you want, and verify that the
popup displays the expected runtime (in milliseconds) for the question and the
expected threshold icons for its individual sensors.

Signing content XML files

The Tanium Console supports importing and exporting content such as sensors and
packages as XML files. By default, content that you import into the Tanium Server requires
a digital signature. You maintain the public keys of trusted signers on the Tanium Server.
When you import content, the server checks the signature against its store of public key
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files. If the check fails, the server does not import the content, and the Tanium Console
displays failure messages.

Figure  27: Errors due to signature verification failure

IMPORTANT: As a best practice, develop and test content in your lab environment
before distributing it to the production servers in your Tanium deployment.

Note: Tanium signs content that you import as a component of Tanium solutions or
Tanium content packs. The public key is distributed to the Tanium Server during
installation.

Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML file

You can use the KeyUtility program to generate cryptographic key pair and sign
XML content files. Download the KeyUtility program from the Tanium Support Knowledge
Base article about signing content XML files (login required).

The Tanium installation includes a cryptographic key utility you use to sign content XML
files. The command-line utility and associated files are in the top-level installation directory
(for example, D:\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Server). You can run the
utility from the installation directory or copy the following files to a working directory:

l KeyUtility.exe

l libeay32.dll

l ssleay32.dll

To generate the signing keys, use the following command:

KeyUtility.exe makekeys outFile

For example:

KeyUtility.exe makekeys TaniumLab

The utility generates a public and private key pair. The following is an example of a working
directory after the keys have been generated:

https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/230181927
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D:\Tanium\Working>KeyUtility.exe makekeys TaniumLab

D:\Tanium\Working>dir

Directory of D:\Tanium\Working

09/05/2018 08:05 PM <DIR> .
09/05/2018 08:05 PM <DIR> ..
08/17/2018 03:04 AM 4,254,704 KeyUtility.exe
03/27/2018 07:03 PM 2,632,192 libeay32.dll
03/27/2018 07:03 PM 457,728 ssleay32.dll
09/05/2018 08:05 PM 158 TaniumLab.pub
09/05/2018 08:05 PM 241 TaniumLab.pvk
5 File(s) 7,345,023 bytes
2 Dir(s) 41,049,174,016 bytes free

Next, use the following command to sign the content XML file:

KeyUtility.exe signcontent TaniumLab.pvk <XMLfile>

For example:

KeyUtility.exe signcontent TaniumLab.pvk "Example Multicolumn Sensor Windows
Registry.xml"

The utility appends a signature at the bottom of the XML file. It looks similar to the
following:

<!--
hash=2a8bc7529c9fcdad037982bcbfc12306aa88ac8b9d95d02248ec369008188b7c0e356a
d1811609c7
54eb01dc97c09b9f2acb10331e2d9dbf77d309124c61950a;signature=01AF3D547A97CCBD
62A022F398
586DEAD4E29A30C29406283DA2E8F1E9FCF176194D66D4D9602538102F8F2FBBCFBC7AF370D
B44E839C04
7253A246447E9A146706F00E94CD26D2CF29D8916E6EE0F21C77F0E13A6769905E5DDC09458
912A94BB74
C1311C9B26301DB8D8C73AC043EBC6A5A836FB6815011F1ACB37E0248A30F100B631-->

Copy the content signing public key file to your Tanium servers

Before you import the XML file, copy the public key file to the Tanium Server keys folder,
such as D:\Tanium\Tanium Server\content_public_keys\content.
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Note: For information on adding the content signing key to the Tanium Server on a
Tanium Appliance, see the Tanium Appliance Installation Guide.

Example: Package files

Some package commands depend on utilities and resources that were previously installed
in known locations, while other commands depend on files distributed with the package.
For example, the Tanium Client uninstall utility resides in the top-level installation folder on
Windows (such as C:\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client).

You can easily develop a package that invokes the uninstall utility.

Figure  28: Package that invokes the uninstall application

IMPORTANT: The command syntax you specify in the Command box must include all
appropriate command line switches to ensure the task is executed silently. For
example, setup.exe /S,msiexec.exe /i installme.msi /qn, installme.exe /S /D=DIR,
and ipconfig /flushdns.

On macOS, the Tanium Client distribution does not include an uninstall utility. You can
create a shell script to uninstall the Tanium Client and use a package to deploy it.

https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/tanium_operations_menu.html#custom_signed_content
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/deploy_package_mac.html#uninstall
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Figure  29: Package that distributes and runs an uninstall script

Note: In these example actions, the Tanium Client is uninstalled. If an action to
uninstall the Tanium Client succeeds, the endpoint does not send a final success
message for the action. The Tanium Client has been removed, so the endpoint has
no means to communicate with the Tanium Server.

Example: Multicolumn sensors

Multicolumn sensors are designed to collect multiple pieces of related data in a single
answer.

Create multicolumn sensors when the data is more useful when presented as a single
record. For example, when you look into Windows Registry issues, you need to know
multiple pieces of information.

Registry Key Value Names with Data is a multicolumn sensor included in the Initial
Content pack. It returns: User (if User hive), Keypath, Value, Data, Data Type, and OS
architecture type.
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Figure  30: Results from a multicolumn sensor

Script

The script must add a delimiter between each property as it writes to the standard output
channel. The delimiter in the script must match the delimiter specified in the settings.

Figure  31: Multicolumn delimiters in sensor script

Settings

For multicolumn sensors, when you configure sensor settings, select Split into multiple
columns using delimiter, specify a string separator (a pipe is common), and use the
controls to specify the columns. Note that when creating questions that filter multicolumn
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sensors, single-column filtering works only if the sensor definition specifies column
delimiters with a single character (such as "|"), not multiple characters (such as "|:").

Figure  32: Multicolumn result settings

Example: Parameterized sensors

Parameterized sensors are designed to prompt the user to specify a value of interest when
asking a dynamic question. If it becomes a saved question, the value is saved and is
specified when the saved question is reissued.

Create parameterized sensors to use as tools for hunting specific values of interest that are
often variable, such as file names, process names, registry key values, and more.

Registry Value Data is a parameterized sensor included in the Initial Content pack. When it
is the basis for a dynamic question, the parser prompts you to specify values for the
Registry Key and Registry Value parameters.
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Figure  33: Question parser prompts for values to pass to the parameterized
sensor

When you specify values and click Go, the question is issued. The syntax in the Question
Bar shows the substituted values, and the Question Results grid is populated.

Figure  34: Results from a dynamic question with a parameterized sensor

IMPORTANT: When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor
definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object called a temp sensor.
On the endpoint, the Tanium™ Client runs the temp sensor when it computes
answers to a saved question that calls it. A saved question that is reissued according
to a schedule continues to use the temp sensor even if the sensor from which it was
based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor is updated, and you want the saved question
to use the updated code, you must re-create the saved question.
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Script

When you develop the sensor script, enclose the input parameters with double vertical bars
(||), like ||strKey|| and ||strValue|| in the following example.

Figure  35: Sensor script

UTF8 DECODING

Parameter data is percent encoded by the console before it is passed to the underlying
script and must be decoded before use. The Registry Value Data example shown in Figure
35 uses an @include to the i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs script. This script ensures user input via
the console form is properly encoded when passed to the sensor script.

'- Begin file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs
'========================================
' UTF8Decode
'========================================
' Used to convert the UTF-8 style parameters passed from
' the server to sensors in sensor parameters.
' This function should be used to safely pass non english input to
sensors.
'-----
'-----
Function UTF8Decode(str)

Dim arraylist(), strLen, i, sT, val, depth, sR
Dim arraysize
arraysize = 0
strLen = Len(str)
for i = 1 to strLen

sT = mid(str, i, 1)
if sT = "%" then
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if i + 2 <= strLen then
Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = cbyte("&H" & mid(str, i + 1, 2))
arraysize = arraysize + 1
i = i + 2

end if
else

Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = asc(sT)
arraysize = arraysize + 1

end if
next
depth = 0
for i = 0 to arraysize - 1

Dim mybyte
mybyte = arraylist(i)
if mybyte and &h80 then

if (mybyte and &h40) = 0 then
if depth = 0 then

Err.Raise 5
end if
val = val * 2 ^ 6 + (mybyte and &h3f)
depth = depth - 1
if depth = 0 then

sR = sR & chrw(val)
val = 0

end if
elseif (mybyte and &h20) = 0 then

if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h1f
depth = 1

elseif (mybyte and &h10) = 0 then
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h0f
depth = 2

else
Err.Raise 5

end if
else

if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
sR = sR & chrw(mybyte)

end if
next
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
UTF8Decode = sR

End Function
'- End file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs

In shell scripts, you can use a function similar to the following to decode the parameter
data:
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#!/bin/sh

percent_decode() {
local data=$(echo "$1" | sed 's/%/\\\x/g')
/usr/bin/printf '%b' "$data"

}

myVariable=`percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

The printf utility might not be available or might not work correctly on all Linux, macOS,
and UNIX platforms. A more fool-proof but less elegant implementation is:

#!/bin/sh

brute_force_percent_decode() {
# decode everything between 0x20-0x7E except:
#0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (0x30-0x39)
#A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z (0x41-0x5A)
#a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z (0x61-0x7A)
echo "$1" | sed -e 's/%20/ /g' \
-e 's/%21/!/g' \
-e 's/%22/"/g' \
-e 's/%23/#/g' \
-e 's/%24/$/g' \
-e 's/%25/%/g' \
-e 's/%26/\&/g' \
-e "s/%27/'/g" \
-e 's/%28/(/g' \
-e 's/%29/)/g' \
-e 's/%2[aA]/*/g' \
-e 's/%2[bB]/+/g' \
-e 's/%2[cC]/,/g' \
-e 's/%2[dD]/-/g' \
-e 's/%2[eE]/./g' \
-e 's#%2[fF]#/#g' \
-e 's/%3[aA]/:/g' \
-e 's/%3[bB]/;/g' \
-e 's/%3[cC]/</g' \
-e 's/%3[dD]/=/g' \
-e 's/%3[eE]/>/g' \
-e 's/%3[fF]/?/g' \
-e 's/%40/@/g' \
-e 's/%5[bB]/[/g' \
-e 's/%5[cC]/\\/g' \
-e 's/%5[dD]/]/g' \
-e 's/%5[eE]/^/g' \
-e 's/%5[fF]/_/g' \
-e 's/%60/`/g' \
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-e 's/%7[bB]/{/g' \
-e 's/%7[cC]/|/g' \
-e 's/%7[dD]/}/g' \
-e 's/%7[eE]/-/g'

}

myVariable=`brute_force_percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

Parameter input settings

Parameter input settings determine the user interface when users are prompted to specify
parameter values. In the Key field, specify the parameter names used in the script. Do not
enter the double vertical bars (||). The bars are included automatically when the
configuration is added to the list of Parameter Inputs names that appear in the navigation
menu of the left side of the form.

Figure  36: Parameter inputs

The most common UI for user input is a text box, but you have choices. You can select from
the following UI element options to format the user input control:

l Checkbox: User enables a setting by checking a box. 0 or 1 is entered into the
variable. Returns 1 if checked and 0 if not checked.

l Date, Date Time, Date Time Range: User selects a date and time or a range. The date
time format is epoch with milliseconds. For a range, the user specifies two date times
separated by a pipe.

l Drop Down List: User selects only one option from a list.
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l List: User selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a pipe.

l Numeric: User enters a number. The input can be controlled with minimum and
maximums. You can specify a Step Size to require that the input be divisible by the
specified value. Snap Interval is the amount that a number is increased or decreased
by pressing the up or down button respectively. The Step Size value should be a
multiple of the Snap Interval value unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected
number is entered into the variable.

l Numeric Interval: User selects a number and an item from a list. The list item has a
numeric value. The value entered into the variable is the result of the multiplication.
For example, if a user selects 2 and selects High (with high having a value of 3), the
value is 6 in the variable.

l Plugin: Not intended for use by most users. Contact your TAM for additional
information about its use.

l Separator: A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the user input form.

l Text Area: User enters a large amount of text. The text is entered into the variable.

l Text Input: User enters text input. Allowed entries can be controlled with regular
expressions. The user input is entered into the variable.

l Time: User selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be subject to
restrictions.

Example: Parameterized packages

Parameterized packages are designed to prompt the user to specify values for command-
line parameters when deploying an action from the Interact Question Results grid.

Create parameterized packages to use as flexible tools that enable you to set values at run
time.

Registry - Set Value is a parameterized package included in the Initial Content pack. When
you deploy an action that includes this package, the Deploy Action page prompts you to
enter values to be passed to the command line.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_results.html#Deploy_Action
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Figure  37: Parameterized package

IMPORTANT: If you configure the action to be reissued periodically, it becomes a
scheduled action. When a scheduled action is based on a parameterized package, the
package definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object called a
temp package. On the endpoint, the Tanium™ Client runs the temp package when it
has a directive to run the scheduled action that calls it. A scheduled action continues
to use the temp package even if the package from which it was based is updated.
Therefore, if a package is updated, and you want the scheduled action to use the
updated code, you must re-create the scheduled action.

Script and command-line parameters

The parameters coded in the script and the order in which values are specified at run time
are aligned according to position, not number. In this example, the script parameters are
numbers 0 through 4.
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Figure  38: set-value.vbs script parameters

The command-line parameters are numbered $1 through $5.

Figure  39: Command-line parameters

UTF8 DECODING

Parameter data is percent encoded by the console before it is passed to the underlying
script and must be decoded before use. The VB script for the Registry - Set Value example
shown in Figure 38 uses an @include to the i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs script. This script
ensures user input via the console form is properly encoded when passed to the package
script.

'- Begin file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs
'========================================
' UTF8Decode
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'========================================
' Used to convert the UTF-8 style parameters passed from
' the server to sensors in sensor parameters.
' This function should be used to safely pass non english input to
sensors.
'-----
'-----
Function UTF8Decode(str)

Dim arraylist(), strLen, i, sT, val, depth, sR
Dim arraysize
arraysize = 0
strLen = Len(str)
for i = 1 to strLen

sT = mid(str, i, 1)
if sT = "%" then

if i + 2 <= strLen then
Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = cbyte("&H" & mid(str, i + 1, 2))
arraysize = arraysize + 1
i = i + 2

end if
else

Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = asc(sT)
arraysize = arraysize + 1

end if
next
depth = 0
for i = 0 to arraysize - 1

Dim mybyte
mybyte = arraylist(i)
if mybyte and &h80 then

if (mybyte and &h40) = 0 then
if depth = 0 then

Err.Raise 5
end if
val = val * 2 ^ 6 + (mybyte and &h3f)
depth = depth - 1
if depth = 0 then

sR = sR & chrw(val)
val = 0

end if
elseif (mybyte and &h20) = 0 then

if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h1f
depth = 1

elseif (mybyte and &h10) = 0 then
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h0f
depth = 2
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else
Err.Raise 5

end if
else

if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
sR = sR & chrw(mybyte)

end if
next
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
UTF8Decode = sR

End Function
'- End file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs

In shell scripts, you can use a function similar to the following to decode the parameter
data:

#!/bin/sh

percent_decode() {
local data=$(echo "$1" | sed 's/%/\\\x/g')
/usr/bin/printf '%b' "$data"

}

myVariable=`percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

The printf utility might not be available or might not work correctly on all Linux, macOS,
and UNIX platforms. A more fool-proof but less elegant implementation is:

#!/bin/sh

brute_force_percent_decode() {
# decode everything between 0x20-0x7E except:
#0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (0x30-0x39)
#A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z (0x41-0x5A)
#a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z (0x61-0x7A)
echo "$1" | sed -e 's/%20/ /g' \
-e 's/%21/!/g' \
-e 's/%22/"/g' \
-e 's/%23/#/g' \
-e 's/%24/$/g' \
-e 's/%25/%/g' \
-e 's/%26/\&/g' \
-e "s/%27/'/g" \
-e 's/%28/(/g' \
-e 's/%29/)/g' \
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-e 's/%2[aA]/*/g' \
-e 's/%2[bB]/+/g' \
-e 's/%2[cC]/,/g' \
-e 's/%2[dD]/-/g' \
-e 's/%2[eE]/./g' \
-e 's#%2[fF]#/#g' \
-e 's/%3[aA]/:/g' \
-e 's/%3[bB]/;/g' \
-e 's/%3[cC]/</g' \
-e 's/%3[dD]/=/g' \
-e 's/%3[eE]/>/g' \
-e 's/%3[fF]/?/g' \
-e 's/%40/@/g' \
-e 's/%5[bB]/[/g' \
-e 's/%5[cC]/\\/g' \
-e 's/%5[dD]/]/g' \
-e 's/%5[eE]/^/g' \
-e 's/%5[fF]/_/g' \
-e 's/%60/`/g' \
-e 's/%7[bB]/{/g' \
-e 's/%7[cC]/|/g' \
-e 's/%7[dD]/}/g' \
-e 's/%7[eE]/-/g'

}

myVariable=`brute_force_percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

Parameter input settings

Parameter input settings determine the user interface when users are prompted to specify
parameter values. Add a configuration for parameters one at a time. The first one you add
is matched to the command line variable $1, the second is matched to variable $2, and so
on.
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Figure  40: Parameter input settings

Tip: You can select and drag to rearrange the items in the Parameter Inputs list that
appears in the navigation menu on the left side of the form. Be sure the final order is
lined up with the numbered parameters in the command.

The most common UI for user input is a text box, but you have choices. You can select from
the following UI element options to format the user input control:

l Checkbox: User enables a setting by checking a box. 0 or 1 is entered into the
variable. Returns 1 if checked and 0 if not checked.

l Date, Date Time, Date Time Range: User selects a date and time or a range. The date
time format is epoch with milliseconds. For a range, the user specifies two date times
separated by a pipe.

l Drop Down List: User selects only one option from a list.

l List: User selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a pipe.

l Numeric: User enters a number. The input can be controlled with minimum and
maximums. You can specify a Step Size to require that the input be divisible by the
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specified value. Snap Interval is the amount that a number is increased or decreased
by pressing the up or down button respectively. The Step Size value should be a
multiple of the Snap Interval value unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected
number is entered into the variable.

l Numeric Interval: User selects a number and an item from a list. The list item has a
numeric value. The value entered into the variable is the result of the multiplication.
For example, if a user selects 2 and selects High (with high having a value of 3), the
value is 6 in the variable.

l Plugin: Not intended for use by most users. Contact your TAM for additional
information about its use.

l Separator: A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the user input form.

l Text Area: User enters a large amount of text. The text is entered into the variable.

l Text Input: User enters text input. Allowed entries can be controlled with regular
expressions. The user input is entered into the variable.

l Time: User selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be subject to
restrictions.

Example: Sensor-sourced packages

Sensor-sourced packages are designed like parameterized packages, but instead of taking
user input as run-time arguments, these packages take sensor output. The command
syntax requires a sensor result that is passed from the Interact Question Results grid when
the Deploy Action workflow is invoked.

Start Service - || Stopped Service || is a sensor-source package included in the Initial
Content pack. You can use it in Interact to find endpoints with stopped services and deploy
an action to start the service.
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Figure  41: Deploy an action with a sensor-sourced package

On the Deploy Action page, the Browse Packages list includes sensor-source packages
only if the rows selected on the Interact Question Results grid have a value to pass to the
package. In the following example, the row showing Windows Defender in the Stopped
Service column was selected, so the Start Service - ||Stopped Service|| package appears in
the list. If the row showing [no results] were selected, this package would not be available
in the list.
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Figure  42: Browse Packages list

Note the targeting criteria includes the name of the stopped service. This value is passed to
the package command line.
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Figure  43: Targeting Criteria

Script

In the startservice.vbs script, the value passed to strService must be UTF8-decoded, just as
if it were a parameterized package that took user input. For information on parameterized
packages and UTF8 decoding, see Example: Parameterized packages on page 185.
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Figure  44: startservice.vbs script

Settings

When you configure package settings, in the command text box, specify the name of the
sensor. Enclose the name with double vertical bars (||), like ||Stopped Service|| in the
following example.
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Figure  45: Package command with sensor output arguments

IMPORTANT: You cannot use a sensor that has an underscore character (_) in the
name. The underscore is a delimiter for sensor subcolumns. If the sensor name has
an underscore, it causes errors and unexpected results in sensor-sourced packages.

Example: Saved questions with associated actions

A saved question configuration can include an optional associated action, which is a
recommendation from the question creator about the best package to deploy when acting
on results. An associated action is just a default selection. The Tanium Server does not
deploy it automatically, and users can select an alternative instead of the default selection.
Add associated actions to create workflow associations, especially when another person
might use the saved question you are creating as a tool to detect and remediate status.

Note: For details on the permissions required to manage associated actions, see
Saving questions.

Has Tanium Standard Utilities is a saved question included in the Initial Content pack. It
checks the Tanium™ Client installation directory for the existence of utilities that Tanium
questions or actions rely on, and it returns Yes, No, or the names of missing files.
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Figure  46: Has Tanium Standard Utilities

When you click Deploy Action, the associated package is preselected. In this example, the
package Distribute Tanium Standard Utilities is preselected.

Figure  47: Associated package is preselected

When you configure the saved question, use the Associated Actions section to add a
package.

Figure  48: Adding a package to a saved question
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Part 11: Role-based access control
RBAC overview

Tanium RBAC implementation and concepts

Role-based access control (RBAC) enables you to configure granular permissions that
control what individual Tanium Console users can see and do with the Tanium Core
Platform, and which endpoints they can monitor and manage. The permissions derive from
roles and computer groups that are assigned to user accounts and that users inherit from
user groups. The Tanium implementation of RBAC involves the following key concepts and
configuration objects. Figure 49 and Figure 50 illustrate how the configuration objects
interact to determine the effective permissions of users.

Permissions

Permissions define the read, write, and execute activities that a user or user group is
allowed to perform in the Tanium Core Platform.

l Content Set permissions determine access to specified plugins, sensors, packages, saved
questions, dashboards, and categories.

l Micro admin permissions determine access to the system administration pages of the
Tanium Console.

l Module permissions determine access to Tanium solution module workbenches and
features.

l Global permissions determine access rights for specified activities across all modules,
such as the ability to create and manage content sets.

For more information, see Implied role permissions on page 218 and Effective role
permissions on page 227.

Roles

A role assigns grant permissions to specify allowed activities, or deny permissions to
specify prohibited activities. You can assign the following types of roles to users and
user groups:
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l Advanced roles assign content set permissions.

l Micro admin roles assign Tanium system administration permissions.

l Module roles (grant only) assign Tanium solution module permissions.

l Reserved roles assign permissions that enable special-purpose capabilities that other
roles cannot control, such as managing action groups.

For related tasks and details, see Managing roles on page 210.

Content sets

A content set is a group of plugins, sensors, saved questions, dashboards, categories,
and packages for which permissions control access. Actions are not explicitly
considered content but are treated as belonging to the same content set as the
packages from which they were built. Tanium provides several predefined content
sets through Initial Content packages and Tanium solution modules. You can create a
content set to contain custom content or to accommodate changes in the RBAC
configuration of your Tanium deployment. You can assign content to only one
content set. A role can specify permissions for multiple content sets. For details and
related tasks, see Managing content sets on page 205.

Users

A Tanium user configuration associates user groups, computer groups, and roles
with a user account. A user can have one or more grant and deny roles. Users have
no permissions other than what their roles provide. A user with no roles can log in,
but is directed to a page indicating insufficient permissions. You can assign one or
more computer groups and zero or more user groups to a user. For details and
related tasks, see Default user on page 244 and Managing users on page 244.

User groups

A Tanium user group configuration associates computer groups and roles with a set
of users who inherit all the permissions of the group. A user group can have one or
more grant and deny roles, one or more computer groups, and zero or more users.
For details and related tasks, see Managing user groups on page 253.

Computer groups

Computer group management rights determine which endpoints a Tanium user can
interact with. Roles do not control access to computer groups, but roles do control
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which content is available to the user for interacting with endpoints. For details and
related tasks, see Managing computer groups on page 239.

Note: The introduction of RBAC in Tanium Core Platform 7.1 did not change
computer group management rights.

The following figure shows an example of how RBAC components are assigned and interact
to determine user permissions.

Figure  49: Roles, computer groups, users, and user groups

The following steps summarize the workflow for configuring users, and correspond to the
numbers in Figure 49:

1. Define advanced roles, module roles, and micro admin roles (not shown in the
preceding figure). Figure 50 illustrates the relationships among content, content sets,
and permissions in each role configuration (roles A to C, in this example).

2. Define computer groups.

3. Define user groups, and assign one or more roles and computer groups to each user
group.

4. Define users, and assign one or more user groups, roles, and computer groups to
each user.

The following figure shows the configurations of roles A to C in Figure 49:
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Figure  50: Content, content sets, permissions, and roles

The following steps summarize the workflow for configuring roles and correspond to the
numbers in the preceding figure:

1. Optionally, define any custom content that you need and assign it to content sets.
You can also create custom content sets. Tanium content packs and solution
modules provide predefined content and content sets.

2. Define advanced roles, module roles, and micro admin roles (not shown in the
preceding figure). A role can specify multiple permissions for multiple content sets.
Assign one or more roles to each user group and user.

Plan your RBAC implementation

The following are important items and best practices to discuss with your team and Tanium
Technical Account Manager (TAM) when planning the RBAC implementation for your
Tanium deployment.

UPGRADES

If you are upgrading from Tanium Core Platform 7.0 or earlier, see the KB article Setting up
RBAC after upgrading the Tanium Core Platform.

NAMING CONVENTION

Before configuring custom roles, content sets, computer groups, and other RBAC objects,
devise a naming convention that enables Tanium users to easily determine the purpose for
each object and to distinguish it from similar Tanium-provided objects that are imported
through Tanium modules and content packs. Distinguishing custom objects is important

https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360025606451
https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360025606451
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because it is a best practice to avoid modifying Tanium-provided objects (see Tip 4: Limit
customizations to Tanium content on page 56). For example, you can use the name of your
organization as a prefix in the names of custom objects.

COMPUTER GROUPS

Identify the sets of endpoints that you want to manage as a group with respect to
operations that Tanium users and modules perform. For example, you might configure
computer groups based on the geographical organization of your organization, with a
group for each region. You can also base computer groups on function (such as data
centers and branch offices), operating system (Windows, macOS, and Linux), or any other
criteria.

Computer groups can have overlapping membership. For example, a computer group for
all Windows endpoints might include endpoints that are also members of region- or
function-based computer groups. Be sure to consider the impact of overlapping
membership when configuring and assigning computer groups. For example, you might
want users in a security operations center to have management rights to Windows
endpoints so that the users can deploy security updates. However, you might not want
those users to have management rights for the subset of Windows endpoints that store
sensitive financial information. Defining computer group membership through sensor-
based filters instead of static lists is a best practice, and enables granular control over
which endpoints to include or exclude in the groups.

CONTENT SETS

Determine how to organize content set permissions for controlling access to specific data
and deploying actions on endpoints. As a best practice, ensure that the content in any
particular content set is similar to minimize the risk of assigning unintended permissions to
user roles. You can organize content sets based on the following:

l Capability: read or write

l Content type: for example, saved questions, sensors, or packages

l Subject matter: for example, Tanium Client administration or Windows system
administration

For content that is provided through Tanium modules and content packs, the best practice
is to keep the content objects in their original Tanium-provided content sets. As much as
possible when moving content between content sets, create copies of Tanium-provided
content and move the copies instead of the original versions. If moving original Tanium-
provided content becomes necessary, consult your TAM before proceeding.
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ROLES

The following are best practices for managing roles:

l Configure module roles before advanced or micro admin roles. Module permissions
grant access to a specific module and often provide additional advanced and micro
admin permissions.

l When configuring roles, take advantage of their modularity and cumulative effect on
user permissions. For example, instead of creating a role with all the permissions that
a particular user needs, and creating another role with only slightly different
permissions for another user, create several roles with smaller but unique
permissions sets. You can then mix and match these minimalistic roles among
various users to achieve the same effective permissions as individual roles that have
comprehensive permissions. For details, see Effective role permissions on page 227.

CAUTION: Avoid modifying Tanium-provided module roles. The process of
upgrading or re-importing a module overwrites the module role configurations,
along with any modifications that you made.

USERS AND USER GROUPS

LDAP support

If you plan to import users and user groups from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) or Active Directory (AD) server, do so before assigning roles. The Tanium Server
automatically synchronizes with the LDAP server every five minutes, and you can manually
synchronize at any time. The synchronization updates the Tanium Server with any changes
that occurred on the LDAP server, including any new or deleted users, new or deleted user
groups, and changes to user group membership. Optionally, you can use an LDAP server to
authenticate the imported users. For details and related tasks, see Integrating with LDAP
servers on page 257.

User group permissions

The best practice is to control permissions at the user group level as much as possible
instead of at the user level. Assigning roles and users to user groups minimizes the
administrative effort required to update your RBAC configuration. For example, instead of
modifying role assignments for each user who might join or leave your organization, or
whose responsibilities might change, you can configure user groups that use sensor-based
filters to dynamically adjust group membership when such changes occur.
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User permissions

To identify which permissions are needed, consider what each team in your organization
needs to accomplish through the Tanium system. In particular, consider the following:

l Which users require access to which Tanium module workbenches?

l Do you want to use the Administrator global permission to assign full administrator
permissions to a few users or assign granular micro admin permissions that grant or
deny page-specific read and write access to the Tanium Console Administration
pages?

SAML authentication

You can use a Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) identity provider to provide
single sign-on authentication for Tanium Console users. For details and related tasks, see
Integrating with a SAML IdP on page 270.

Managing content sets

Content sets overview

A content set is a group of sensors, saved questions, packages, dashboards, categories, and
plugins to which a permission applies. Tanium provides several predefined content sets
through Initial Content packages and Tanium solution modules. You can create a content
set to contain custom content or to accommodate changes in the role-based access control
(RBAC) configuration of your Tanium deployment. For example, you can create a content
set for sensors and packages related to Tanium Client maintenance, and then configure
roles that grant a wide group of users read access to the content but write access to a
smaller group of users. You can assign content to only one content set. A role can specify
permissions for multiple content sets. Configure advanced roles to define content set
permissions across modules. If you create a custom module that has module-specific
content, you can configure module roles that define permissions for those content sets.
For details, see Managing roles on page 210.

Note: To see and use the Content Sets or Content Alignment pages, and to import
or export content set and role configurations, you must have the Administrator or
Content Set Administrator reserved role, or a custom role with administrator or
content set administrator permissions.
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Filter content sets

Go to the Permissions > Content Sets page to review and manage content sets. Use the
filtering text box to filter the items by content set name, or expand Filter Results to filter by
sensor or question runtime threshold (see Managing question and sensor thresholds on
page 170). If you have custom solution modules with module-specific content, you can
select a module in the Content for drop-down list so that the content sets on the page
show only the content types associated with that module. By default, the drop-down list is
set to Platform, so the content sets display the content types that are common to the
entire Tanium Core Platform: sensors, saved questions, packages, dashboards, categories,
and plugins.

Create content sets

1. Go to Permissions > Content Sets and click New Content Set.
2. Specify a configuration Name and Description, and click Save.
3. Click Preview to Save and click Confirm & Save.

Move content between content sets

Move content between content sets as necessary to accommodate changes to the RBAC
configuration of your Tanium deployment. For example, if a sensor collects sensitive
information from endpoints, you might want to move that sensor to a content set that only
highly privileged user roles can access. Before moving content, be sure that you
understand how the move affects workflows. For example, if a user configures a scheduled
action, and you later move the associated package to a content set for which that user does
not have permission, the Tanium Server will not deploy the action. For the predefined
content that is included in Tanium modules and content packs, the best practice is to keep
that content in the original predefined content sets. As much as possible, create copies of
Tanium-provided content and move the copies to other content sets when necessary. If
moving original Tanium-provided content becomes necessary, consult your Tanium
Technical Account Manager (TAM) before proceeding.

You can move content between any content sets except:

l The Reserved content set, which includes fundamental sensors that the Tanium Core
Platform uses.

l Certain Tanium solution module-based content sets.

Perform the following steps to move content:
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1. Go to Permissions > Content Sets and expand the content set that contains the
content you want to move.

2. Select the content that you want to move.

3. Click Move to and select the target content set.

4. Click Preview to Save and review your changes.

5. Click Confirm & Save.

Tip: Because the Content pages have descriptions of the sensors, packages, and
saved questions, you might find it helpful to use the Content pages for moving
content to familiarize yourself with the content first. For example, when you select
one or more sensors in the Content > Sensors page, the Move to Content Set button
appears above the table. You can also move content through the Content Set drop-
down list when modifying content (see Specify a content set when you create or edit
content on page 208). You can move content between content sets for which you
have write permission. Users with the Administrator or Content Set Administrator
reserved role can move content between any content sets except the Reserved
content set and certain module-based content sets.
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Specify a content set when you create or edit content

When creating or editing content, you use a drop-down list to select the associated content
set. The Content Set drop-down list includes only the content sets for which you have write
permission. The following example shows the drop-down list for a sensor (go to Content >
Sensors and click New Sensor).

Figure  51: Content Set drop-down list

Review content set permissions

When modifying or troubleshooting the RBAC configuration of your Tanium deployment, it
is useful to know which roles or users or user groups currently have permissions to access
different types of content in a content set.

1. Go to Permissions > Content Sets and expand the content set that you want to
review.

2. Find the content (such as a sensor) that you want to review.

3. Click the appropriate icon to open a dialog box that displays the roles or users
or user groups that have permissions for the content.

4. Click OK to close the dialog box.

Import or export the content sets and roles configuration

As a best practice, test content sets and roles in your lab before importing their
configuration into your production environment. The configuration that you export and
import is an XML file that specifies the settings for content sets and roles. The content set
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section of the file includes the content set names but not the content set assignments. To
include the assignment settings, you must also export the content object types: Sensors,
Packages, Saved Questions, Categories, and Dashboards.

EXPORT

1. Go to any Content or Permissions page and click Export to XML at the top right of
the page.

2. Select Content Sets and Roles and click Export.
3. Enter a File Name or use the default name, and then click OK. The Tanium Server

exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system that you use to access
the Tanium Console.

IMPORT

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. Go to any Content or Permissions page and click Import from XML at the top right of
the page.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices, or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Delete a content set

You must empty a content set configuration before you can delete it.

1. Go to Permissions > Content Sets and move all the objects from the content set that
you want to delete: see Move content between content sets on page 206.

2. Click Delete at the top right of the content set tile.

Align content for modules

Some Tanium solution modules require module-specific sensors, packages, and saved
questions to remain in their module-specific content sets. Moving that content might
disrupt the module workflow. Modules report misaligned content to the Content
Alignment page. To realign content:

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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1. Go to Content > Content Alignment.
2. Review the list.

3. Click Align All Content, or select the specific content that you want to align and click
Align Selected Content.

Managing roles

Roles overview

In the context of Tanium role-based access control (RBAC), a role assigns grant permissions
to specify allowed activities, or deny permissions to specify prohibited activities. You can
assign the following types of roles to users and user groups.

Advanced roles

Advanced roles grant or deny content set permissions, which control access to
sensors, packages, saved questions, and other types of content.

Micro admin roles

Micro admin roles grant or deny permissions that control access to system
administration functions of the Tanium Server, such as the Administration > System
Status page or API token requests.

Module roles

Module roles grant Tanium solution module permissions, which control access to
module workbenches and features. Module roles do not have deny roles. Users who
do not have a role that grants module access cannot access the module workbench
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or features. Some module permissions automatically enable additional provided
permissions. For example, if you select the Patch Module Write permission in a
module role, it automatically provides the Ask Dynamic Questions permission.

Reserved roles

The predefined reserved roles assign permissions that enable special-purpose
capabilities, such as managing action groups or using the Tanium Console
Configuration pages. These special permissions are not available to non-reserved
roles. In addition to the special permissions, reserved roles can have some or all of
the permissions associated with advanced, micro admin, and module roles.

The following figure shows the configurable components of the different role types, and
the order in which you assign them.

Figure  52: Role configurations

For an overview of how roles relate to other RBAC configuration objects such as
content sets, users, user groups, and computer groups, see Tanium RBAC
implementation and concepts on page 199.

Roles have a many-to-many relationship with users and user groups. For example, all
Tanium Interact users can have the Interact Show module role, and each of those users can
have additional advanced roles that provide access to the sensors and questions they will
use in Interact. Similarly, you can configure permissions for the same content set across
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multiple roles, and each role can specify permissions across multiple content sets. As a
best practice when configuring roles, take full advantage of their modularity and
cumulative effect on user permissions. For example, instead of creating a single role with
all the permissions that a particular user needs, and creating another role with only slightly
different permissions for another user, create several roles with smaller but unique
permissions sets. You can then mix and match these minimalistic roles among various
users to achieve the same effective permissions as individual roles that have
comprehensive permissions. For details, see Effective role permissions on page 227.

Roles that assign write permissions, such as Write Sensor, implicitly assign read
permissions, such as Read Sensor. For details, see Implied role permissions on page 218.

Users inherit roles from the user groups to which you assign those users. For details, see
Inherited roles on page 221.

Note:
To add, edit, or delete roles, you must have the Administrator or Content Set
Administrator reserved role, or a custom role with administrator or content set
administrator permissions. However, a Content Set Administrator cannot manage the
assignment of reserved roles to users and user groups.

Roles do not control access to computer groups (see Computer groups overview on
page 239) or action groups (see Managing action groups on page 128).

Grant and deny roles

You can assign multiple grant and deny roles to a user. The Tanium system bases the
effective permissions of a user on the cumulative effect of all the roles assigned to that
user: all permissions granted or implied, minus those explicitly denied. For details, see
Effective role permissions on page 227.

In advanced roles, the permission and content set in the deny role must match the
permission and content set in the grant role to effectively negate the grant permission. In
this example, the deny Write Sensor permission on Content Set A matches the grant Write
Sensor permission on Content Set A, so the grant permission is negated.
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Figure  53: Grant and deny roles on content set permissions (match)
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In the following example, the deny Write Sensor permission on Content Set D does not
match any grant permissions, so it has no impact on Erin’s effective permissions.

Figure  54: Grant and deny roles on content set permissions (no match)
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When you assign content sets to permissions in advanced roles, the Add all Content Sets
that exist or will exist to the permissions option is equivalent to listing each and every
content set. In this case, the deny Write Sensor permission on Content Set D has effect.

Figure  55: Add All Content Sets option
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Grant and deny micro admin roles follow the same rules as advanced roles. In the following
example, Erin is assigned a grant role with specified permissions, and two deny roles with
specified permissions. Exact matches are factored out. Erin has all of the capabilities
afforded by the grant role assigned to her, minus the capabilities that are specified in the
deny roles that are assigned to her.
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Figure  56: Grant and deny roles on micro admin permissions
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Note: Module roles do not have deny roles. You can only grant module access. Users
who do not have a role that grants module access cannot access the module
workbench or functionality.

Implied role permissions

In grant roles, the write permission implies the read permission. The advanced role
assigned to Erin and Grace has the write permission on the specified content sets, so the
configuration does not need to specify the read permission. A role that has only the Read
Sensor permission on the same content set is created for “read-only” type of users, like
Bob in this example.
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Figure  57: Erin and Grace effectively have both read and write permissions
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In deny roles, permissions are not implied. Permissions must be explicitly denied and must
exactly match the permission configured in the grant role to be factored out. For example,
if a deny role asserts that Write Sensor permission is denied on a specified content set, it
does not imply that the Read Sensor permission is denied. When effective permissions are
evaluated in the following example, the deny role permissions do not exactly match any
grant role permissions, so no grant permissions are struck. The deny role is disregarded,
and Bob still has Read Sensor permission on the specified content set.
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Figure  58: Bob effectively has read permissions

Inherited roles

Users inherit roles from the user groups to which they are assigned. Erin belongs to the
user group named David’s Team, so she inherits the permissions that are assigned to that
user group. She also has the permissions that are assigned to her user configuration. The
system enforces the net effect. In the following example, Erin has all the capabilities
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afforded by group assignment and user specific grant roles, minus the capabilities that are
specified in any deny roles assigned to her.

Figure  59: Inherited roles

Reserved roles

The predefined reserved roles assign permissions for special-purpose capabilities, such as
managing action groups or using the Tanium Console Configuration pages. The
permissions are implicit, so you cannot edit or delete them. The permissions are not
available to non-reserved roles. In addition to the special permissions, reserved roles can
have some or all of the permissions associated with advanced, micro admin, and module
roles. Special logic applies when you assign both a reserved role and non-reserved roles to
a user, as described in the following sections.

ADMINISTRATOR RESERVED ROLE

The Administrator role has all permissions to all content, modules, and administrative
functionality. When you assign this role to a user, other grant roles are superfluous and
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deny roles (not including Deny All) are ineffective.

Figure  60: Administrator reserved role

Exception: An advanced role with the Bypass Action Approval permission does have
effect when assigned to a user with the Administrator reserved role. The
Administrator reserved role does not have this permission by default. Due to the
sensitive nature of bypassing approval, this permission must be assigned explicitly in
all cases.

CONTENT SET ADMINISTRATOR RESERVED ROLE

The Content Set Administrator role assigns a permission to read and write content set and
role configurations, including role assignments within user and user group configurations.
When a user has this role, any other grant role is ignored. Deny All is the only role that can
affect a user with the Content Set Administrator role.
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Figure  61: Content Set Administrator reserved role

IMPORTANT: Notice the result when both the Content Set Administrator and
Administrator roles are assigned. Only the Content Set Administrator role remains
effective. Be careful not to assign the Content Set Administrator role to users who
must have other roles. Be careful not to assign (directly or by user group inheritance)
the Content Set Administrator role to users who are assigned the Administrator role.

CONTENT ADMINISTRATOR RESERVED ROLE

The Content Administrator role grants read and write permissions for all content sets, as
well as action management permissions. A user with this role can also have grant module
roles and micro admin roles. When determining effective permissions, the Tanium system
adds grant module roles, factors micro admin roles, and disregards any additional
advanced roles.
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Figure  62: Content Administrator reserved role

DENY ALL RESERVED ROLE

Users with the Deny All role cannot access anything in the Tanium Core Platform,
regardless of any other role that you assign to them, including the Administrator role. In
the following example, the only role assigned to Frank that has any effect is Deny All.
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Figure  63: Deny All

TASKS THAT REQUIRE RESERVED ROLES

To perform the following tasks, a user must have a reserved role because the tasks are not
associated with micro admin permissions that you can assign to micro admin roles.

Task Administrator Content
Administrator

Content Set
Administrator

Action Group

Create, modify, or delete action
groups.

X

Content Alignment

Use the Content Alignment page
to move module-specific content
to the appropriate module
content set.

X

Table 16: Tasks requiring a reserved role
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Task Administrator Content
Administrator

Content Set
Administrator

Permissions

Create, modify, or delete user
role or content set
configurations.

X X

Users, User Groups

Edit role settings in the user or
user group configurations.

X X

Solutions

Import Tanium modules, content
packs, or Tanium Console User
Interface updates. View and
import lab content.

X

Configuration

View or manage any of the
Configuration pages, including
proxy settings, logging levels,
plugins, plugin schedules, cache
info, client subnets, LDAP Sync,
SAML, or console color.

X

Question History

Load a question from the
Question History page.

X

Interact Categories

Read and manage the Other
Dashboards temp category.

X X

Effective role permissions

The effective permissions of a user are based on the cumulative effect of all the assigned
and inherited roles, including:
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l Permissions specified in grant roles minus permissions specified in deny roles

l Implied permissions in grant roles

l Roles directly assigned to the user configuration

l Roles inherited from user groups

The user and user group configuration pages have a Roles and Effective Permissions
section that clarifies how the Tanium system derives effective permissions.

Figure  64: Effective permissions
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Tip: In the roles section, hover over the tile for an inherited role to see the group
from which it was inherited. Click the tile for a role to highlight the associated
permissions in the permissions sections. Click the All Roles tile to redisplay the
permissions without highlighting.

Create an advanced role

Advanced roles grant or deny content set permissions, which control access to sensors,
packages, saved questions, and other content.

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Click New Role and then select Grant Advanced Role or Deny Advanced Role to

display the role configuration page.

3. Specify a configuration Name.
4. (Optional) In the All Content Sets Option section, select Add all Content Sets that

exist or will exist to the permissions selected below to grant or deny permissions
across all existing and future content sets. This option is useful, for example, when
you want a user to always be able to read sensors or never be able to write actions.

5. In the Ask Dynamic Question section, click Add + to enable users with this role to ask
dynamic (ad-hoc) questions.

IMPORTANT: Ask Dynamic Questions is a global permission. If it is enabled in
any role assigned to a user, the user has permission to create dynamic
questions that use any of the sensors for which they have read access.

6. In the Advanced Permissions section, click Add + to add a permission to the
configuration. See Table 17 for descriptions of the permissions.

7. Add content sets to each permission: click Add in the permission tile, select content
sets, and click Save.

8. Save the configuration.
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Permission Description

Bypass Action Approval Actions created by a user with this permission are not subject
to approval requirements.

No role, including the Administrator reserved role, includes
this permission by default.

This is the one advanced permission that has effect when
granted to a user with the Administrator reserved role.

Read Sensor Can view sensors in the Question Builder and similar user
interfaces throughout the console. Can use sensors in
questions if the user also has the ability to ask questions.
Cannot view the Content > Sensors page unless the user
also has the Write Sensor permission.

Write Sensor Can view the Content > Sensors page. Can create, modify,
and delete sensor configurations. Implies the Read Sensor and
Show Preview permissions.

Read Action Can view the Actions pages. Visibility of rows in the grid
depends on the Read Action permission on the content set for
the underlying package. The permission enables users to re-
download package files and copy grid rows to the clipboard.

Implies the Read Own Action permission.

Read Own Action Determines whether the actions of the logged in user appear
in the Actions > All Pending Approval grid.

Table 17: Content Set Permissions
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Permission Description

Write Action Can view the Actions > Scheduled Actions page. Users can
see rows for actions they issued. If a user has the Read Action
permission on the content set for the underlying package,
that user can see rows for actions that other users issued.

Can see and use the Deploy Action button on the Question
Results grid for dynamic questions and saved questions.

Implies the Read Own Action, Read Package, and Show
Preview permissions.

To deploy an action, edit an action, or check action status,
a user also needs Read Sensor and Read Saved Question on
the Reserved content set. The Reserved content set
includes content used to ask preview and polling
questions.

Write Action for Saved Question Can see the Actions > Scheduled Actions page, but the only
rows are for the actions that the user has deployed.

Can see and use the Deploy Action button on the Question
Results grid but only for saved questions that have
associated actions. The Read Package permission is not
required for the associated actions. If the saved question
does not have associated actions, the Deploy Action
button does not appear.

Tip: Use this permission instead of the Write Action
permission to limit use by action users who use Tanium
products to execute standard operating procedures that
someone else created.

Approve Action Can approve actions that another user created. Users with this
permission cannot approve their own actions.

To view the actions on the Actions > Actions I Can
Approve and Actions > All Pending Approval pages, you
must also have the Read Package and Read Own Action
permissions.

Read Plugin Reserved for future use.

Execute Plugin Reserved for future use.
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Permission Description

Read Package Can view packages in the Browse Packages dialog box
opened from the Deploy Actionworkflow page. Cannot view
the Content > Packages page unless the user also has the
Write Package permission.

Write Package Can view the Content > Packages page. Can create, modify,
and delete package configurations. Implies the Read Package
and Show Preview permissions.

Read Saved Question Can view saved questions in the Question Results grid drill-
down and similar user interfaces. Can view the Interact Saved
Questions page, if the user also has access to the Interact
workbench. Cannot view the Content > Saved Questions
page unless the user also has the Write Saved Question
permission.

To issue a saved question as expected, the user also
requires the Read Sensor permission for the pertinent
sensor.

Write Saved Question Can view the Content > Saved Questions page. Can create,
modify, and delete saved question configurations. Implies the
Read Saved Question permission.

Note: Does not imply the Ask Dynamic Questions
permission.

Read Dashboard Can view the Dashboards pages, if the user also has
permission to the Interact workbench.

A user also needs the Read Saved Question and Read
Sensor permission for the related content to use the
dashboard.

Write Dashboard Can create, modify, and delete dashboard configurations.
Implies the Read Dashboard permission.

Read Dashboard Group Can view the Categories pages, if the user also has permission
to the Interact workbench.

A user also needs the Read Dashboard, Read Saved
Question, and Read Sensor permissions on the related
content to use the category.
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Permission Description

Write Dashboard Group Can create, modify, and delete category configurations.
Implies the Read Category permission.

Show Preview Not an explicit permission. Implied in the Write Action, Write
Action for Saved Question, Write Package, and Write Sensor
permissions. Enables authors to ask questions necessary to
preview the impact of new and changed configurations. To ask
preview questions, the user also needs Read Sensor on the
Reserved content set. The Reserved content set includes
content used to ask preview questions.

Read Associated Packages Not an explicit permission. Implied in the Write Action for
Saved Question permission.

Create a micro admin role

Micro admin roles assign Tanium system administration permissions.

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Click New Role and then select Grant Micro Admin Role or Deny Micro Admin Role to

display the role configuration page.

3. Specify a configuration Name.
4. Click Add + to add a permission to the configuration. See Table 18 for descriptions of

the permissions.
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Note: Some administrative tasks in the Tanium Console are not associated with
micro admin permissions; only users who have a reserved role can perform
these tasks. For details, see Tasks that require reserved roles on page 226.

5. Save the configuration.

Permission Description

Read System Status Can view the Administration > System Status page.

Read Question History Can view the Administration > Question History page. To
load and ask a question for the Question History page, the
user would also need the underlying content permissions.

Read User Can view the Administration > Users page and view users
that are listed on the Administration > User Groups and
Permissions > Roles pages.

Write User Can create, modify, and delete user configurations. Implies the
Read User permission.

Read User Group Can view the Administration > User Groups page.

Write User Group Can create, modify, and delete user group configurations.
Implies the Read User Group permission.

Read Computer Group Can view the Administration > Computer Groups page.

Write Computer Group Can create, modify, and delete computer group
configurations. Implies the Read Computer Group permission.
To create or edit computer groups, the user also needs the
Read Sensor permission on the Reserved content set. The
Reserved content set includes content used to ask preview
questions.

Read Global Settings Can view the Administration > Global Settings page.

Write Global Settings Can create, modify, and delete global settings. Implies the
Read Global Settings permission.

Read Whitelisted URLs Can view the Administration > Whitelisted URLs page.

Write Whitelisted URLs Can create, modify, and delete the whitelisted URLs
configuration. Implies the Read Whitelisted URLs permission.

Table 18: Micro admin permissions
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Permission Description

Read Audit Can view:

l Last Login information on the Administration > Users
page

l Last Modified on information on the user details page
(select Administration > Users and click View User)

l Last Modification information on the Administration
> Global Settings page

Read Server Status Can view the https://<Tanium_Server>/info page.
For details, see View the info page.

View Token Can view the Configuration > Authentication > API Tokens
page.

Use Token Can send requests to the Tanium Server for new API tokens.

Revoke Token Can revoke API tokens that are used to access the Tanium
Server.

Create a module role

Module roles grant Tanium solution module permissions, which control access to module
workbenches and features. Module roles do not have deny roles. Users who do not have a
role that grants module access cannot access the module workbench or features. Some
module permissions enable provided permissions, which a role configuration includes
automatically when you select module permissions. For example, if you select the Patch
Module Write permission, the role automatically includes the Ask Dynamic Questions
permission.

Refer to the module user guides for information about module-specific roles.

Module Link

Asset User Guide

Comply User Guide

Connect User Guide

Deploy User Guide

Detect User Guide

https://docs.tanium.com/asset/asset/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/comply/comply/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/deploy/deploy/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/detect/detect/requirements.html#user_roles
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Module Link

Direct Connect User Guide

Discover User Guide

End-User Notifications User Guide

Health Check User Guide

Incident Response User Guide

Integrity Monitor User Guide

Interact User Guide

Map User Guide

Network Quarantine User Guide

Patch User Guide

Performance User Guide

Protect User Guide

Reputation User Guide

Reveal User Guide

Threat Response User Guide

Trace User Guide

Trends User Guide

Perform the following steps to create a module role:

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Click New Role and then select Grant Module Role to display the role configuration

page.

3. Specify a Name to identify the role.

4. (Optional) In the All Content Sets Option section, select Add all Content Sets that
exist or will exist to the permissions selected below to grant permissions across all
existing and future content sets that are associated with the module. This option
appears only for custom modules that have module-specific content.

https://docs.tanium.com/direct_connect/direct_connect/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/discover/discover/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/end-user_notifications/end-user_notifications/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/health_check/health_check/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/ir/ir/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/integrity_monitor/integrity_monitor/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/map/map/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/network_quarantine/network_quarantine/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/patch/patch/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/performance/performance/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/protect/protect/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/reputation/reputation/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/reveal/reveal/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/threat_response/threat_response/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/trace/trace/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/requirements.html#user_roles
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5. In the Module Permissions section, click Add + to add a module to the configuration.

6. Click Edit to open the permissions selection box for the module.

7. Select permissions and click Save to close the selection box.

8. If this role is for a custom module that has module-specific content, add content sets
to each permission: click Add in the permission tile, select content sets, and click
Save. Skip this step if you selected Add all Content Sets that exist or will exist to the
permissions selected below.

9. Save the configuration.

Assign users and user groups to a role

You can assign users and user groups to roles in the role configuration (as follows) or in
the user and user group configurations.

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Select a role and click Edit to display the role configuration page.

3. Click Edit User Assignment to display the Assign Users and User Groups page.
4. Next to User Groups, click Edit. Select groups and click Save to close the selection

box.

5. Next to Users, click Edit. Select users and click Save to close the selection box.

6. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes. Review the
effective permissions and save the configuration.

7. Save your changes.
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Clone a role

When you want to add a role that has many settings in common with an existing role,
cloning the existing role and then modifying the clone is often a quicker method than
configuring a new role. Note that you must still assign users and user groups to the clone,
and optionally enter a description; the clone will not inherit those settings from the original
role. You can clone any role except the reserved roles.

1. Go to Permissions > Roles, select a role, and click Clone.
2. Enter a Name to identify the role (default is Copy of <original_role_name>), update

the permissions as needed, and save your changes.

3. Assign users and user groups to the role (see Assign users and user groups to a role
on page 237).

Export and import roles

Exporting and importing roles is useful when you need to copy the roles between Tanium
deployments. For example, you might export roles to a lab deployment for testing before
using the roles in a production deployment.

EXPORT ALL ROLES

1. From any Content or Permissions page, click Export to XML in the top right of the
Tanium Console.

2. Select Content Sets and Roles and click Export.
3. Enter a File Name or use the default name, and then click OK. The Tanium Server

exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

EXPORT ONE OR MORE ROLES

1. Go to Permissions > Roles, select one or more roles, and click Export .

2. Enter a File Name or use the default name, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT ROLES

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
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2. Go to any Content or Permissions page and click Import from XML at the top right of
the page.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices, or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Delete a role

When you delete a role configuration, the role is removed from any user and user group
configurations that had included it. When deleting a role configuration, we recommend:

1. Delete the users and user group assignments from the role configuration.

2. Go to the effective permissions page for your users and review the resulting impact
on the users' effective permissions.

3. Delete the role configuration.

Managing computer groups

Computer groups overview

A computer group defines a set of endpoints that you want to manage as a group with
respect to operations that Tanium users and modules perform. For example, you can
define a computer group that includes all endpoints that are in a data center, and assign
the group only to users who will issue questions and deploy actions to data center
endpoints. Use computer groups for the following tasks:

Control endpoint management rights

A Tanium user can issue questions and deploy actions only to endpoints for which
that user has computer group management rights. Roles do not control access to
computer groups, but roles do control which content is available to the user for
questions and actions. For example, if you want a user to see the processes running
on endpoints in a data center, you must assign the user a role with Read Sensor
permissions on the content set containing the Running Processes sensor, and also
assign a computer group containing the data center endpoints. For details, see
Computer group management rights on page 240.

Filter questions, results, lists, and action targets

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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You can use computer groups to filter question results (see Filter question results on
page 98), filter which endpoints process a question (see Use computer group filters),
and filter various lists in the Tanium Console (such as the Administration > Users
page). Computer groups are also the building blocks of action groups, which you use
to filter the target endpoints for actions. For details, see Managing action groups on
page 128.

Note: You must be assigned a role with the Write Computer Group (micro admin)
permission to create, modify, or delete computer group configurations. To create a
configuration, you also need the Read Sensor permission on the Reserved content
set. The Reserved content set includes content used to ask preview questions. Users
that are assigned the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved roles have
these permissions.

Computer group management rights

You assign computer group management rights by assigning computer groups to user
configurations. A user can also inherit the rights through a user group assignment. When a
user asks a question, the Tanium Server distributes a question message to the Tanium
Clients, and all the clients that are online see the message. The message has three
components:

1. The computer group management rights of the user

2. The target filter clause

3. The select statement

When processing a question message, the Tanium Client first evaluates whether the user
has management rights for the computer group to which the client belongs. If the answer is
no, the client does not process the question further, and does not add its answer to the
answer message. If the answer is yes, the client then evaluates all of the sensors in the
target filter clause. If the target filter expression evaluates to true, the client evaluates the
select statement sensors and adds the results to the answer message. Note that the client
does not process any select statement filters. The answer messages include all results from
select statement sensors, and the Tanium Server handles results filtering.

In the following example, the user has management rights for the Windows, West branch,
and Manual 12 computer groups. The user asks the question Get Operating System

contains 2008 from all machines with Is Windows contains true. The Tanium
Server distributes the question message, and Tanium Clients A, B, and C are online to

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/example_advanced_questions.html#computer_group_filters
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receive it. The user does not have management rights for any of the groups to which
Tanium Client B belongs, so Tanium Client B does not process the question further. The
user does have management rights for groups to which Tanium Client A and Tanium Client
C belong, so these two clients do evaluate the question, starting with the target filter
clause. Tanium Client A runs on a Windows endpoint, so the target filter clause evaluates to
true, and the client then evaluates the Operating System sensor. The client does not
process the contains 2008 filter because the Tanium Server handles select statement
filters. Tanium Client C runs on a Solaris endpoint, so the target filter clause evaluates to
false, and the client does not evaluate the Operating System sensor.

Figure  65: Computer group management rights

Create computer groups

You can define groups in two ways:

Filter-based computer groups

These computer groups define membership based on the results of a sensor filter
expression, such as is Windows equals true. Tanium Clients process the expression
to determine whether their endpoints belongs to the group.

IMPORTANT: Whenever possible, define computer groups based on sensor
filters instead of manual groups. Computer groups are building blocks for the
management rights assigned to users and for the action groups and targeting
questions used throughout the system. After creating a computer group, you
cannot change how it defines membership. Unlike manual computer groups,
filter-based groups dynamically adjust to changes as endpoints are added or
removed from your network. For example, say you use a manual group called
Critical Servers for three special servers. Then you add a fourth server to the
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cluster. To update your computer groups, you will have to create a new manual
group and then update the management rights configurations and re-create
pertinent action groups and saved questions that you want to target the new
computer group. A better approach would be to define the computer group
based on a sensor that identifies which servers qualify as critical.

Manual computer groups

These computer groups define membership based on a specified list of computer
names or IP addresses. The Tanium Client obtains manual group configuration
information when registering with the Tanium Server.

Tip: If you need to create a new computer group with membership that differ only
slightly from an existing group, cloning the existing group is often easier than
creating a new group from scratch. For details, see Clone computer groups on page
243.

CREATE A FILTER-BASED COMPUTER GROUP

1. Go to Administration > Computer Groups.
2. Click New Group and enter a Name to identify the group.

3. Add a sensor filter. The Filter Bar takes input similar to the from clause in the Interact
Ask a Question field. The Filter Builder takes input similar to the from computers
with fields of the Interact Question Builder. For details, see Asking questions.

4. Save the configuration.

CREATE A MANUAL COMPUTER GROUP

1. Go to Administration > Computer Groups.
2. Click New Manual Group and enter a Name to identify the group.

3. Enter a list of computer names or IP addresses. Computer names must match the
results that the Computer Name sensor returns. Short forms or alternative names do
not work.

4. Save the configuration.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html
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Edit computer groups

You can edit only the display name of a computer group, not the definition. Editing the
name does not change the object ID.

1. Go to Administration > Computer Groups.
2. Select the computer group and click Edit.
3. Enter a new Name and save the configuration.

Clone computer groups

Cloning is useful when you need to create a new computer group with filtering conditions
that differ only slightly from an existing group.

1. Go to Administration > Computer Groups.
2. Select the computer group you want to copy, and then click Clone.
3. Enter a Name to identify the new computer group.

4. Enter the filtering conditions that determine which endpoints are Members of the
group. For details, see Create computer groups on page 241.

5. Review the Preview list of members, and then save the configuration.

Delete computer groups

Deleting a computer group involves the following tasks and considerations:

l Account for user and user group configurations that might reference the computer
group to assign management rights to users. Be prepared to make changes to those
configurations as needed.

l Account for other configurations that might have referenced the computer group,
such as action groups, scheduled actions, and saved questions. The scheduled
actions and saved questions that are configured to target the computer group
continue to do so because they do not depend on the computer group ID, just the
information that the computer group provided at the time it was created.

l Endpoints continue to match targeting questions as long as they match the sensor
filter expression or manual group ID. The manual group ID obtained during
registration is never erased from the Tanium Client configuration, so targeting
questions based on a manual group ID continue to match as well.

l If you intend to stop the scheduled activities that target those computers, you must
disable, edit, or delete those configurations.

When you are ready to delete a computer group:
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1. Go to Administration > Computer Groups.
2. Select the computer group, click Delete Selected , and click OK at the confirmation

prompt.

Managing users

The user configuration associates user groups, computer groups, and roles with a user.
Use the Administration > Users page to view, add, edit, or delete user configurations. You
can use the text field above the grid to filter by user name, display name, or domain name.
You can also use the Filter Results options to filter the list by User Group and Computer
Group assignments.

Note:
Selecting a Computer Group filters the list based only on the computer groups that
are explicitly assigned to users. For example, say a user configuration has a role that
specifies unrestricted management rights to all computer groups but does not have a
Windows-only computer group assigned. If you filter by the Windows-only computer
group, the list will exclude that user even though the Windows-only computer group
is a subset of all the computers to which the user has management rights.

For the user role permissions required to manage users, see RBAC management
permissions on page 47.

Tip: To import users and user groups from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) or Active Directory (AD) server, see Integrating with LDAP servers on page 257.

Default user

The Tanium Server installation process creates a Tanium Console user account that has
permissions like a superuser (like the root or admin user in operating systems). This initial
user has the All Groups computer group permission and the Administrator reserved role,
enabling this user to do anything in the Tanium Core Platform. However, unlike root and
admin, this user is not a built-in user. You can modify or delete this user.

Create a user

When you create a new user configuration, by default it has no computer groups, user
groups, or roles until you assign them. A user with no roles can log into the Tanium
Console but cannot access anything.
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1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click New User.
3. Specify a user name that corresponds with:

l (Most common) An Active Directory (AD) account name. Specify just the user
name, not the domain name.

l A local Windows user account that is defined on the Tanium Server.

With both options, the Tanium Console uses Windows Authentication. The Tanium
Core Platform does not store or manage its own set of user credentials.

4. Save the configuration.

Edit user properties

You can add name-value pairs to document user details such as full name, organization,
email address, and phone number.

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the User Name of the user configuration that you want to edit.

3. Click Properties .

4. Click Add Property.
5. Use the controls to add name-value pairs.

6. Save the configuration.

Assign computer groups to a user

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the User Name of the user configuration that you want to edit.

3. Click Manage Computer Groups and Edit.
4. Specify Selected Management Rights, select the computer groups that you want the

user to manage, and click Save.
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Note: Selections are logically combined. The union of All Computers and No
Computers is effectively All Computers. Tanium strongly recommends that you
do not select Unrestricted Management Rights, unless you want the user to be
able to ask questions of all endpoints across all computer groups regardless of
security considerations.

5. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

6. Save the configuration.

Assign user groups to a user

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the User Name of the user configuration that you want to edit.

3. Click Manage Users Groups and Edit.
4. Select user groups and click Save.
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5. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

6. Save the configuration.

Assign roles to a user

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the User Name of the user configuration that you want to edit.

3. Click Edit Roles.
4. In the Grant Roles section, click Edit, select roles, and click Save.
5. In the Deny Roles section, , select roles, and click Save.
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6. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

7. Save the configuration.

View effective permissions

1. Go to Administration > Users to open the users summary page.

2. Click the User Name of the user configuration that you want to review.

3. Review the role assignment, inherited roles, and the lists of the resulting global,
micro admin, and content set permissions.

4. Click Back to all Users to return to the users summary page.

Delete or lock out a user

When employees depart your organization, you have a few options to lock down access to
Tanium:

l Assign the Deny All role to the user. The user can still log into the Tanium Console,
but cannot access any console functionality. Usernames are grayed out in the
Administration > Users page for users with the Deny All role.

l Delete the Tanium Console configuration for a manually created user.

l Disable the Active Directory or LDAP user account that is associated with the Tanium
Console user configuration or change the password if it is an administrator alias
account. If the user was imported via an LDAP sync connection, it is important to
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manage the user details in your LDAP server so that the user is no longer imported
when the Tanium Server initiates a sync.

CONSIDERATIONSWHEN DELETING USERS

When you delete a user:

l Plugin schedules associated with the user continue to run.

l Saved question schedules associated with the user continue to run.

l Scheduled actions associated with the user stop running.

After you delete the user, you can go to the Transfer Content page to delete the user's
content or to complete a workflow to associate the content with an active user.

LOCKED-OUT USERS

Users that were created by LDAP sync connectors are designated as "locked out" when the
LDAP sync data indicates that the user's LDAP account is disabled or when the LDAP sync
data for the user account is missing. While the user has "locked out" status, the user
cannot log in, but scheduled content that is associated with the user continues to run.

The status of locked out users is shown on the Users grid:

l Locked out - disabled
The data returned in the latest sync indicates the account is disabled. When off-
boarding employees, it is a best practice to disable the user's LDAP account rather
than delete it so that associated records are not deleted.

l Locked out - missing
There was no data for the user in the latest sync. Data might be missing if the user
was deleted from the LDAP server or otherwise no longer matches the filter
expression used by the LDAP sync connector.

Typically, you should check with your organization on how to handle locked out users. You
can delete them, and you can transfer content associated with them to another user.
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DELETE A USER

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Select the row for the user and click Delete .

TRANSFER CONTENT FROM A DELETED USER TO AN ACTIVE USER

The Manage Non-Active User Content page lists users that are deleted or "locked out" and
have content associated with their user accounts. Complete the workflow to delete the
content or transfer it to a matching active user.

You can use the Manage Non-Active User Content page to delete some of the deleted user's
content and to assign some of it to one or more matching users. You must perform delete
or transfer actions one at a time. Complete the workflow multiple times until all of the
deleted user's content has been disposed.

1. Go to Content Alignment > Manage Non-Active User Content.
2. Select the row for the user and click Manage Content.
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3. Select an option to manage the content associated with the user:
l Delete Selected Content. Use this option to clean up objects that were created

by the user and are no longer needed.

l Disable Selected Scheduled Content. Use this option to disable activities that
repeat on a schedule, such as saved questions with reissue intervals, scheduled
actions, or plugin schedules that run in the context of the deleted user.

l Transfer Selected Content to Matching User. Use this option to transfer
ownership of content that is still needed.

4. If you select the transfer option, select a matching user. The matching user list is
populated by users that have exactly the same computer group management rights
and RBAC permissions.

5. Select content.
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6. Click Confirm.

Tip: To transfer content from a deleted user to an active user, the active user's
computer group management rights and RBAC permissions must exactly match the
deleted user's. This ensures your RBAC restrictions continue to be enforced. It is a
best practice to have users inherit rights and permissions from user groups. This
makes it easy to find a matching user when it comes time to transfer a deleted user's
content.

Note: When you delete a user, it is possible that a solution module feature
associated with the user, such as a scheduled Tanium™ Connect job that was created
by the user, stops running. If this is the case, go to the solution module and update
the configuration. For example, in Connect, you can go to the Connections page and
click the Take Ownership link to give the logged in user ownership of the scheduled
connection.

Copy the users configuration summary

You can copy the details of the users configuration page to a message, text file, or
spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.

COPY A SINGLE ROW

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Select the row for a user.

When you select a row, tools appear above the grid.

3. Click Copy above the grid to copy the row details to the clipboard.

COPY ALL ROWS

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click Copy All in the grid header.

Export the users configuration

You can export the users configuration to a JSON file that can be examined during
troubleshooting.

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click Export All in the grid header.
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Managing user groups

The user group configuration associates users, computer groups, and roles with a user
group. Use the Administration > User Groups page to view, add, edit, or delete user
groups. You can use the text field above the grid to filter by user group name or use the
Filter Results options to filter by User and Computer Group assignments.

Tip: To import users and user groups from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) or Active Directory (AD) server, see Integrating with LDAP servers on page 257.

Note: For the user role permissions required to manage user groups, see RBAC
management permissions on page 47.

Create a user group

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click New User Group.
3. Specify a configuration name and save the configuration.

Assign computer groups to a user group

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click the Name of the user group configuration that you want to edit.

3. Click Manage Computer Groups and Edit.
4. Select items and click Save.

Note: Specify No Management Rights Assigned if you do not want users to
inherit computer groups from this configuration. Otherwise, specify Selected
Management Rights and then select the computer groups that you want users
to inherit from this configuration.
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5. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

6. Save the configuration.

Assign users to a user group

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click the Name of the user group configuration that you want to edit.

3. Click Manage Users and Edit.
4. Select users and click Save.
5. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.
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6. Save the configuration.

Assign roles to a user group

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click the Name of the user group configuration that you want to edit.

3. Click Edit Roles.
4. In the Grant Roles section, click Edit, select roles, and click Save.
5. In the Deny Roles section, click Edit, select roles, and click Save.
6. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

7. Save the configuration.

Delete a user group

When you delete a user group configuration, users no longer inherit computer group rights
and roles from the user group configuration. When deleting a user group configuration, we
recommend:

1. Delete the users from the user group and review the resulting impact on the users'
effective permissions.

2. Delete the user group configuration.

View effective permissions

1. Go to Administration > User Groups to open the user groups summary page.

2. Click the Name of the user group configuration that you want to review.
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3. Review the role assignment, inherited roles, and the lists of the resulting global,
micro admin, and content set permissions.

4. Click Back to all User Groups to return to the user groups summary page.

Copy the user groups configuration summary

You can copy the details of the user groups configuration page to a message, text file, or
spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string: User Group name,
computer group count, user count, grant role count, deny role count.

COPY A SINGLE ROW

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Select the row for a user group.

When you select a row, tools appear above the grid.

3. Click Copy above the grid to copy the row details to the clipboard.

COPY ALL ROWS

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click Copy All in the grid header.
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Export the user groups configuration

You can export the user groups configuration to a JSON file that can be examined during
troubleshooting.

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click Export All in the grid header.

Integrating with LDAP servers

LDAP overview

You configure an LDAP sync connector for each Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) or Active Directory (AD) server from which the Tanium Server must import users and
user groups. The Tanium Server automatically synchronizes with each LDAP server every
five minutes, and you can manually synchronize at any time. The synchronization updates
the Tanium Server with any changes that occurred on the LDAP server, including: new,
updated, disabled, or deleted users; new, updated, or deleted user groups; and changes to
user group membership. In each LDAP sync connector configuration, you specify whether
to authenticate the synchronized users through the LDAP server. Otherwise, the Tanium
Server applies whatever other authentication methods you configured.

Note: You require the Administrator reserved role to see and use the Configuration
> Authentication > LDAP / AD Sync Configuration page.

Figure 66 illustrates LDAP synchronization and authentication for the following example
deployment:

l The Tanium Server is installed on a Tanium Appliance and uses Secure LDAP (LDAPS)
encryption for connections to LDAP servers.

Note: The available encryption options depend on the operating systems of the
Tanium Server and LDAP servers.

l All the LDAP configurations specify that the LDAP servers will authenticate the
imported users.

l One account (Tanium_Admin) with the Administrator reserved role is not imported
from an LDAP server, and the Tanium Appliance uses its local authentication service
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for that user. This configuration ensures that at least one user can access the Tanium
Console even if LDAP connections go down.

Figure  66: LDAP synchronization and authentication

The following steps summarize LDAP synchronization and authentication processes for this
example deployment, and correspond to the numbers in Figure 66.

1. When a synchronized user logs into the Tanium Console, the Tanium Server uses the
login user name, such as jdoe@acme.com, to search the directory for the
corresponding distinguished name (DN), such as cn=jdoe,ou=noc,dc=acme,dc=com.
The Tanium Server then uses that DN and the login password to authenticate
through the LDAP server from which it imported the user account. After the LDAP
server returns an authentication success message, the Tanium Server provides the
user access to the Tanium Console.

2. When a user configured locally (Tanium_Admin) logs in, the Tanium Server uses the
local authentication service to authenticate the user, and then provides access to the
Tanium Console.

3. Each LDAP sync connector identifies which users and user groups to synchronize with
which LDAP server. For details, see User and user group filtering on page 259.

4. The Tanium Server initiates connections with the LDAP servers to perform the initial
import of users and user groups, periodically query for updates, and send
authentication requests for user logins. All the LDAP server configurations specify
LDAPS encryption in this example, so the Tanium Server connects to port 636 on the
LDAP servers.
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User and user group filtering

Before configuring LDAP sync connectors, be sure to understand the interactions among
the following settings, which the Tanium Server uses to filter users and user groups that it
synchronizes with LDAP servers. For example, because the best practice is to configure
role-based access control (RBAC) for Tanium users based on group permissions instead of
user permissions, you might want to exclude users who are not assigned to groups. Figure
67 and Figure 68 illustrate an example of the steps that the servers perform in that use
case, with separate workflows for filtering users on the LDAP servers and Tanium Server.

l Group Base: When the Tanium Server sends a synchronization request (Step 1 in
both figures), the LDAP server searches only for user groups that are under this base
DN, such as cn=adm,ou=tanium,dc=acme,dc=com.

l Group Filter: The LDAP server uses this field to filter the user groups in the Group
Base. In this example, the LDAP server returns groups only if their objectClass
attribute is set to group (Step 2 in both figures). The Tanium Server then
synchronizes those groups (Step 3 in both figures).

l Users Base: The LDAP server searches only for users that are under this base DN,
such as cn=adm,ou=tanium,dc=acme,dc=com.

l Users Filter: The LDAP server uses this field to filter the users in the Users Base. In
this example, the LDAP server returns users only if their objectClass attribute is set
to user (Step 4 in both figures).

l Filter Users: If you want to exclude users who are not assigned to user groups that
are synchronized with the Tanium Server, select one or both of the following options:

l Filter on LDAP Server (Figure 67): The LDAP server returns users only if they
have a value (DN) in their User’s Group Membership Attribute (the memberOf

attribute, in this example) that matches one of the groups from the group
search (Step 4). Selecting this option is the best practice because filtering on
the LDAP server is faster and results in less network traffic than filtering on the
Tanium Server. Most LDAP servers support this option. Upon receiving the
filtered users, the Tanium Server synchronizes them (Step 5).

l Filter on Tanium Server (Figure 68): The LDAP server returns all users to the
Tanium Server if they match the Users Filter (Step 4); the LDAP server does not
filter by the User’s Group Membership Attribute. The Tanium Server then
discards any users (Step 5) if none of the synchronized user groups have the
user DN in their Group Membership Attribute (the member attribute, in this
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example). This option is intended as a backup in cases where the LDAP server
does not support filtering by the User’s Group Membership Attribute.

After consolidating any duplicates in the synchronized users and groups, the Tanium
Server updates the Tanium database (Step 6 in both figures).

The following figure illustrates user filtering on LDAP servers.

Figure  67: Filtering on LDAP servers

The following figure illustrates user filtering on the Tanium Server.
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Figure  68: LDAP user and group filtering

Before you begin

l For synchronization, the Tanium Server initiates the connection with the LDAP server.
The standard port for LDAP is 389 (3268 for an AD global catalog). The standard port
for LDAPS is 636 (3269 for an AD global catalog). In the LDAP sync configuration, you
can specify whatever port your LDAP server listens on for its inbound LDAP traffic.
Network security must be configured to allow this traffic.

l You must know the base distinguished name (DN), IDs, and filter expressions for the
users and user groups that you want to import.

l The LDAP server must allow the LDAP sync connector user to query the LDAP server
using the configured filter expressions.

l Review the Best practices on page 269 for integrating with an LDAP server.

Configure the LDAP server connection

1. Go to Configuration > Authentication > LDAP / AD Sync.
2. Click Add Server to display the Add Server Configuration page.

3. Complete the settings using the guidance provided in Table 19.
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4. Click Show Preview to Continue and review the users and groups to be imported.

5. Save the configuration.

Settings Guidelines

Configuration Enable or Disable the configuration.

If you enable the configuration, synchronization occurs every five
minutes.

As a best practice, never disable the configuration. If you do, at
the next sync time (within five minutes) the Tanium Server locks
out the users and deletes the user groups that it previously
imported. If you subsequently re-enable the configuration, the
Tanium Server unlocks the users and re-adds the user groups.
The re-added user groups will not have any RBAC or
management rights configured. Also note that the re-added
groups will have new Tanium IDs but will use the same LDAP
objectGUIDs as the deleted groups.

Table 19: LDAP server configuration
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Settings Guidelines

Name Enter a name to identify this LDAP sync connector.

Host Fully-qualified domain name (FQDN) or IP address of the
LDAP server. If you connect using LDAPS, the Host value must
match the hostname value in the LDAP server certificate.

Port Specify the number of the port on which your LDAP server listens for
its inbound LDAP traffic. The standard port depends on the
protocol:

l LDAP: The standard port is 389 (3268 for an AD global catalog).
The LDAP server uses this port for unencrypted connections,
connections that use StartTLS, and AD connections that use the
Sign and encrypt option.

l LDAPS: The standard port is 636 (3269 for an AD global catalog).

Referrals Select this option to disable referrals. If the LDAP server is a
Microsoft AD server, disabling referrals is mandatory.

Encryption Select one of the following options:

l None. Do not use in production.

l Sign and encrypt. The LDAP connector turns on the LDAP_OPT_
SIGN and LDAP_OPT_ENCRYPT session options. The session is
encrypted, but it does not use TLS. Use this option only for
Tanium Server on Windows and the external LDAP server is an AD
server.

l StartTLS. The LDAP connector calls ldap_start_tls_s to set up a
TLS connection. You can use this option with Tanium Server on
Windows or the Tanium Appliance.

l LDAPS. The LDAP connector initiates an SSL connection to the
LDAPS server.

NTLM Uses NTLM for the connection with the LDAP server. This option is
enabled by default. Using NTLM is a best practice when the Tanium
Server is installed on a Windows Server and the connection is to an
AD server. If you use NTLM, the Tanium Server service account is
used, and you do not need to configure a user name and password.
The LDAP server must allow this account to query with the filter
expressions configured for the LDAP sync connector.
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Settings Guidelines

LDAP User Name /
Password

If you cannot use NTLM, specify an LDAP server user name and
password. As a best practice, provision a special account for this
purpose with permissions that are low but sufficient to query the
LDAP server.

Group Base This is the base DN for the user groups container. The Tanium Server
synchronizes groups from all locations below this path.

Example: cn=Ops,ou=TaniumAdmins,dc=tam,dc=local

Note: If setting the Group Base or Users Base to the root of a
domain produces errors, select Disable referrals in the General
section.

Group Filter The LDAP server uses this field to filter the user groups in the Group
Base. For example, if you enter objectClass=group, the LDAP
server returns groups only if their objectClass attribute is set to
group.

Note: Use a backslash (\) to escape special characters in a group
name. For Windows, use one backslash (example:
name=\#myGroup). For the Appliance (Linux), use two
backslashes (example: name=\\#myGroup).

Group Unique
ID Property

Enter the attribute (such as objectGUID) that uniquely identifies
each user group.

Note: The value is case sensitive.

Group Name
Property

Enter the attribute (such as cn) that identifies the name of a user
group.

Note: The value is case sensitive.

Group Membership
Attribute

Enter the user group attribute (such as member) that indicates which
users are members.

Note: The value is case sensitive.
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Settings Guidelines

Filter Users If you want to exclude users who are not assigned to user groups
that are synchronized with the Tanium Server, select one or both of
the following options:

l Filter on LDAP Server. Specify an attribute in the User's Group
Membership Attribute text box. The most common LDAP
attribute is memberOf. You must enter an attribute name, not an
expression. The LDAP server returns users only if they have a
value (DN) for that attribute that matches one of the groups from
the group search. Selecting this option is the best practice
because filtering on the LDAP server is faster and results in less
network traffic than filtering on the Tanium Server. Most LDAP
servers support this option.

l Filter on Tanium Server. The LDAP server returns all users to
the Tanium Server if they match the Users Filter; the LDAP
server does not filter by the User’s Group Membership
Attribute. The Tanium Server then discards any users if none of
the synchronized user groups have the user DN in their Group
Membership Attribute. This option is intended as a backup in
cases where the LDAP server does not support filtering by the
User’s Group Membership Attribute.

User Domain Enter the domain of the users (such as tam.local).

Users Base This is the base DN for the users container. The Tanium Server
synchronizes users from all locations below this path.

Example: cn=Users,dc=tam,dc=local

Note: If setting the Group Base or Users Base to the root of a
domain produces errors, select Disable referrals in the General
section.
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Settings Guidelines

Users Filter The LDAP server uses this field to filter the users in the Users Base.
For example, if you enter objectClass=user, the LDAP server
returns users only if their objectClass attribute is set to user.

To exclude an account from synchronization, use the following
filter, where <account_name> is the user name:

((&(objectClass=user)(!sAMAccountName=<account_
name>)))

Note: If you create an LDAP sync connector for the local
authentication service of a Tanium Server running on a Tanium
Appliance, you must use the following user filter:

(&(objectClass=person)(uidNumber>=20000))

User Unique ID
Property

Enter the attribute (such as objectGUID) that uniquely identifies
each user.

Note: The value is case sensitive.

User Name Property Enter the attribute (such as cn or sAMAccountName) that identifies
the name of a user. The value that the Tanium Server imports for
this field becomes the user name that users type to log into the
Tanium Console. Be sure to specify the attribute that is suitable for
this purpose and be sure to communicate the expected form to your
users.

Note: The value is case sensitive.

User Display Name
Property

Enter the attribute that identifies the display name for users
(typically displayName).

Authentication Select Use LDAP for user authentication to use the configured
server as the authentication source. If you do not select this option,
the Tanium Server will use the LDAP sync connection only to
synchronize users and groups; to authenticate users, the server will
use whatever other methods you configure, such as local, Windows,
or SAML authentication.

Clone an LDAP server configuration

Cloning an LDAP server configuration enables you to quickly add connections for multiple
domains.
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1. Go to Configuration > Authentication > LDAP / AD Sync.
2. Click Clone in the panel that has the name of the LDAP server that you want to

clone.

3. Click Edit in the panel for the cloned configuration.

4. Edit the settings (such as User Domain) as necessary using the guidance provided in
Table 19.

5. Click Show Preview to Continue and review the users and groups to be imported.

6. Save the configuration.

Manually synchronize with an LDAP server

The Tanium Server automatically synchronizes with LDAP servers every five minutes. If you
want to synchronize immediately to account for changes made on the LDAP servers (such
as changes to user group membership), perform the following steps:

1. Go to Configuration > Authentication > LDAP / AD Sync.
2. Click Sync Now.

Delete an LDAP sync connector

When you delete an LDAP sync connector, the Tanium Server stops updating the users and
user groups that it previously imported from the associated LDAP server. The next time the
Tanium Server performs synchronization for the remaining LDAP sync connectors, it
removes the users and groups associated with deleted connector.

Disabling a configuration and deleting a configuration have the same effect. Delete the
configuration when you no longer want that information saved in the Tanium Server. For
details about disabling a configuration, see Configuration on page 262.

Import or export the LDAP server configuration

You can export the LDAP server configuration to an XML file and import a signed XML file
into the same or different Tanium Server. You might do this, for example, to share the
connection information when troubleshooting the LDAP query with your
LDAP administrator.

EXPORT

1. From any Content or Permissions page, click Export to XML in the top right of the
Tanium Console.
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2. Select LDAP Synchronization Connectors and click Export.

3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. Go to any Content or Permissions page and click Import from XML at the top right of
the page.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices, or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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Best practices

When transitioning from manually-created users to LDAP-synchronized users, you might
inadvertently create multiple configuration objects for a single real user. For example, say
you use the Tanium Console to manually create a user named john.doe, and you also
synchronize with an LDAP server that returns the same user name. In this case, the Tanium
Server has two user configurations for john.doe, and automatically assigns a unique object
ID to each one (object IDs 2 and 3, in this example).

Figure  69: Redundant user configurations

Before correcting such redundancies, it is important to understand the ramifications of
deleting users in different ways:

l If you delete a user configuration that was created manually on the Tanium Server,
but the user still matches the filters defined in an LDAP sync connector, the Tanium
Server retains a configuration for the user.

l If you use the Tanium Console to delete a user account that is synchronized with an
LDAP server, that user remains deleted after the next synchronization.

l If you delete a user from the back-end LDAP server configuration, the Tanium Server
marks that user as locked out after the next synchronization. The user cannot log in,
but the Tanium Server does not automatically delete the user account. Any scheduled
questions and actions that the user has configured continue to run. This gives other
Tanium administrators the chance to re-create the scheduled questions and actions
under a different user account if necessary.

When setting up and managing the integration between Tanium Servers and LDAP servers,
the following are best practices to avoid unexpected issues:

l When deleting user configurations to correct redundancies, be sure to understand
the impact on associated configuration objects, such as scheduled actions, saved
questions, Tanium Connect objects, solution plugins, or solution module services. In
the Figure 69 example, the objects that john.doe - ID 2 created do not also belong to
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john.doe - ID 3. If you delete the john.doe - ID 2 configuration, you must be ready to
re-create the configuration objects that run under that ID. See the user management
topic for details.

l On the back-end LDAP server, create LDAP user groups that correspond with Tanium
user groups, and create user accounts for the users who require access to the
Tanium system.

l Manage Tanium access through the back-end LDAP server configuration instead of
the front-end Tanium Console configuration. For example, the best way to on-board
and off-board users is to modify the membership of synchronized user groups.

l Control access to the back-end LDAP server configuration so that
LDAP administrators who are not familiar with your Tanium deployment cannot make
changes that affect it.

l On the Tanium Server, maintain at least one account in the Users configuration that
the Tanium Server does not import from an LDAP server. Assign the Administrator
reserved role to this user so that you can use the account to log into the Tanium
Console and re-configure the LDAP sync connectors in case they fail. Some
organizations provision multiple administrator users outside of the LDAP sync
connectors for this reason. To avoid creating duplicate user configurations in cases
where the account name also exists on an LDAP server, you can configure the Users
Filter in the LDAP sync connectors to prevent synchronization for the account (see
Table 19).

Integrating with a SAML IdP

SAML overview

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is a standard for exchanging authentication
requests and responses between service providers (SPs) and identity providers (IdPs). It
enables SPs to give users access to applications across multiple security domains through a
single sign-on (SSO) authentication service that the IdP provides. Upon receiving an
authentication request, the IdP responds with a SAML assertion, which is a message that
indicates whether a user authenticated successfully. In the context of the Tanium Core
Platform, enabling SAML means configuring the Tanium Server as an SP to give users
access to the Tanium Console. You can configure the following types of SAML SSO
authentication for console access:

l Tanium Server 7.2.314.3181 and later integrates with Okta as an IdP, and supports
IdP-initiated SSO.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#Delete
http://docs.oasis-open.org/security/saml/Post2.0/sstc-saml-tech-overview-2.0.html
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l Tanium Server 7.2.314.3476 and later integrates with any IdP, and supports both IdP-
initiated and SP-initiated SSO.

After logging into the IdP, a user can start new Tanium Console sessions repeatedly without
re-authenticating, until the IdP session times out. The IdP session timeout is configured on
the IdP server; consult your IdP administrator for more information.

Note:
The Tanium Server does not support user authorization (role-based access control)
through SAML. To control the features, settings, and information that users are
allowed to see and use after accessing the Tanium Console, configure user role
permissions. For details, see RBAC overview on page 199.

Only users who have the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration > Authentication > SAML Configuration page.

IMPORTANT: As a best practice, maintain at least one user account on the Tanium
Server that does not require SAML authentication and assign that account the
Administrator reserved role. You can use this account to access the Tanium Console
if SAML authentication stops working (for example, if the connection to the IdP is
down).

IDP-INITIATED SSO

An IdP-initiated workflow has the following phases:

1. A user signs into the IdP SSO portal using an enterprise username and password,
and clicks an application tile (the Tanium Console tile, in this example).

2. The IdP generates a signed SAML assertion that indicates the user authenticated
successfully. The user's browser automatically forwards the assertion to the SP (the
Tanium Server in this example).

3. The SP uses the IdP certificate to verify that the SAML assertion signature is valid.

4. The SP provides the user access to the application.
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Figure  70: IdP-initiated SAML SSO

SP-INITIATED SSO

An SP-initiated workflow has the following phases:

1. The user tries to access the application (the Tanium Console in this example) directly
through the SP (the Tanium Server in this example).

2. The SP redirects the user to authenticate through the IdP. The user's browser
processes the redirection automatically.

3. The user logs into the IdP.

4. The IdP returns a signed SAML assertion that indicates the user authenticated
successfully. The user's browser automatically forwards the assertion to the SP.

5. The SP uses the IdP certificate to verify that the SAML assertion signature is valid.

6. The SP provides the user access to the application.

Figure  71: SP-initiated SAML SSO
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Before you begin

l Work with the IdP administrator to identify which users must access the Tanium
Console through the IdP. The IdP administrator is responsible for configuring
authentication through an Active Directory or LDAP server and managing user access
through the IdP. For information about setting up an application through an IdP,
refer to your IdP documentation.

IMPORTANT: A Tanium administrator must create the Tanium Console users if
they authenticate through a domain-joined Active Directory back end (see
Create a user on page 244) or configure an LDAP Sync connector to import
users (see Integrating with LDAP servers on page 257).

l Work with the IdP administrator when rolling out changes in the URLs where Tanium
Console users access the IdP SSO portal (IdP-initiated SSO only).

Configure SAML authentication

1. Go to Configuration > Authentication > SAML and then Choose an IdP.
2. In the Tanium URIs for <IdP> Configuration section, copy the Single sign on URL

and Audience URI (SP entity ID) values and share them with the IdP administrator.
The administrator needs this information to configure the IdP to support the Tanium
Console application.
Before you perform the remaining steps, the IdP administrator must send you the IdP
certificate that the Tanium Server will use to validate SAML messages received from
the IdP service.

3. In the <IdP> Configuration Information section, use the controls to upload the IdP
certificate file. Later in this procedure, after you save all your configuration changes,
this section displays the certificate name as a link, which you can click to open a
popup containing the certificate contents.

4. (Custom IdP only) Configure the following settings in the Custom IdP Settings
section. All the settings are required except where otherwise noted. These settings
refer to elements, attributes, and values in the XML-based SAML response messages
that the IdP sends to the Tanium Server after users attempt to authenticate.

Setting
s

Guidelines

Name Name that identifies the IdP.

Table 20: Custom IdP settings
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Setting
s

Guidelines

xp_
respons
e_
destinati
on

Xpath selector for the response destination within the Response element.
For example: @Destination. The destination is the URL to which the IdP
sends the SAML response. The Tanium Server uses the sec_response_
allowed_destination setting to validate the destination.

xp_
respons
e_issuer

Xpath selector for the response issuer identifier within the Response
element. For example: Issuer/text(). The Tanium Server uses the
sec_response_allowed_issuer setting to validate the issuer identifier.

xp_
respons
e_status

Xpath selector for the response status code within the Response element.
For example: Status/StatusCode/@Value. The status code indicates
whether authentication succeeded at the IdP.

xp_
respons
e_id

Xpath selector for the response identifier within the Response element.
For example: @ID. The Tanium Server uses the identifier to ensure the
response signature refers to the correct element.

xp_
respons
e_issue_
instant

Xpath selector for the response issue time within the Response element.
For example: @IssueInstant. The Tanium Server uses the issue instant
to ensure the response did not expire.

xp_
assertio
n_issuer

Xpath selector for the assertion issuer identifier within the Assertion
element. For example: Issuer/text(). The Tanium Server uses the
sec_assertion_allowed_issuer setting to validate the issuer identifier.

xp_
assertio
n_
audience

Xpath selector for the expected assertion audience within the Assertion
element. For example:
Conditions/AudienceRestriction/Audience/text(). The
Tanium Server uses the sec_assertion_allowed_audience setting to
validate the expected audience.

xp_
assertio
n_
usernam
e

Xpath selector for the username within the Assertion element. For
example: Subject/NameID/text(). The Tanium Server uses the setting
to retrieve the username of the user who tried to authenticate.
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Setting
s

Guidelines

xp_
assertio
n_
recipient

Xpath selector for the recipient value within the Assertion element. For
example:
Subject/SubjectConfirmation/SubjectConfirmationData/@Re
cipient. The recipient is where the IdP sends the SAML assertion. The
Tanium Server uses the sec_assertion_allowed_recipient setting to
validate the recipient.

xp_
assertio
n_auth_
class

Xpath selector for the authentication class within the Assertion element.
For example:
AuthnStatement/AuthnContext/AuthnContextClassRef/text
(). The authentication class represents the method that the IdP used to
authenticate the user. The Tanium Server uses the sec_assertion_
allowed_auth_context_classes setting to validate the authentication
class.

xp_
assertio
n_cond_
before

Xpath selector for the not-before condition within the Assertion element.
For example: Conditions/@NotBefore. The not-before condition
indicates the date and time before which the assertion is not valid. If you
set sec_check_assertion_time_constraints to true, xp_assertion_
cond_before requires a value.

xp_
assertio
n_cond_
after

Xpath selector for the not-on-or-after condition within the Assertion
element. For example: Conditions/@NotOnOrAfter. The not-on-or-
after condition indicates the date and time when the assertion becomes
invalid. If you set sec_check_assertion_time_constraints to true, xp_
assertion_cond_after requires a value.

sec_
check_
assertio
n_time_
constrain
ts

Optional setting that enables (select the check box) or disables (clear the
check box) validation of the not-before (xp_assertion_cond_before) and
not-on-or-after (xp_assertion_cond_after) date and time conditions for
the assertion.

sec_
assertio
n_
allowed_
auth_
context_
classes

Optional comma-separated list of possible values for the authentication
class that represents the method that the IdP used to authenticate the
user. For example:
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:ac:classes:PasswordProtecte
dTransport.
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Setting
s

Guidelines

sec_
assertio
n_
allowed_
issuer

Optional validation value for the assertion issuer identifier. For example:
http://www.saml-provider.com/YWJjZGVmMTIzNA.

sec_
assertio
n_
allowed_
recipient

Optional validation value for the assertion recipient URL. For example:
https://myhost.company.com/saml2/auth/custom.

sec_
assertio
n_
allowed_
audience

Optional expected value for the assertion audience. For example:
tanium-saml2.

sec_elt_
assertio
n_signed

Select this option if you want the Tanium Server to verify the signature of
the assertion from the IdP.

sec_
respons
e_
allowed_
issuer

Optional validation value for the response issuer identifier. For example:
http://www.saml-provider.com/YWJjZGVmMTIzNA.

sec_
respons
e_
allowed_
destinati
on

Optional validation value for the response destination URL. For example:
https://myhost.company.com/saml2/auth/custom.

sec_
respons
e_
expiratio
n

Optional time period in seconds when a response is valid and reusable. If
you do not specify a value, the default period is 300 seconds (five
minutes).

5. (SP-initiated SSO only) In the Service Provider Initiated SSO section, select Enable
SP-initiated SSO and configure the following required fields.
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Settings Guidelines

idp_sso_service_url SSO URL where users access the service through the IdP. For
example: https://company.saml-
provider.com/app/companyinc_
tanium/dGFuaXVtc2FtbA/sso/saml.

idp_sso_issuer Expected issuer identifier for the SAML response. For example:
http://www.saml-provider.com/YWJjZGVmMTIzNA. The
value must match the sec_assertion_allowed_issuer and
sec_response_allowed_issuer values.

idp_sso_force_
reauth

Select enabled if you want to force users to enter login
credentials when they start a new Tanium Console session even
if they already authenticated for a previous session that ended
due to inactivity or a manual logout event. By default, this
option is disabled and users can just click Login with SSO to
start another Tanium Console session without entering login
credentials.

Table 21: SP-initiated SSO settings
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Settings Guidelines

Disable password
login for Tanium
Console

Select this option if you want to force all users to authenticate
through SAML SSOwhen they log into the Tanium Console. The
option applies only to Tanium Console access and does not
prevent access to the Tanium Server CLI or API through any
authentication method. You must wait up to three minutes for
your selection to take effect. Alternatively, restart the Tanium
Server service to apply the change immediately: seeManage
the Tanium Server service on page 283. After the change takes
effect, the login page no longer displays a Login with
password option.

IMPORTANT: If you disable password logins and SAML
authentication later stops working (for example, the
connection to the IdP goes down), no users can
access the Tanium Console. In such cases, you must
disable SP-initiated SSO through the CLI to re-enable
local or LDAP password authentication: see Disable
SP-initiated SSO through the CLI on page 279.

Note: To disable LDAP password-based
authentication at the API level, disable the
Authentication option in the LDAP server
configuration: see Configure the LDAP server
connection on page 261.

6. Save your changes. The Tanium Server SAML SP service then starts.

Note: If you enabled a password prompt for configuration changes, the
Tanium Server automatically changes it to a Yes/Cancel prompt.

For the steps to log into the Tanium Console through SAML SSO, see Log in using
SAML SSO authentication on page 22.

Secure SAML communication

Optionally, you can improve the security of SAML communications by digitally signing
authentication requests from the Tanium Server and encrypting responses (assertions)
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from the IdP. The Tanium Server installation includes a utility for generating an RSA private
key to sign the requests and a self-signed certificate to encrypt the responses. The
certificate uses the AES-256-CBC cipher for encryption.

1. Access the Tanium Server CLI and change directory (cd command) to the Tanium
Server installation directory (such as D:\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Server).

2. Run the following command to create the certificate and private key. For the
<hostname>, specify the FQDN of the Tanium Server. In a high availability (HA)
deployment, separate the hostnames with a comma (such as
ts1.example.com,ts2.example.com). For the output (<out>), specify the certificate
and key name (such as SAMLEncryption). The utility automatically appends the .crt
and .key suffixes to the certificate and key filenames.

KeyUtility selfsign <hostname> <out>

The utility creates the certificate and key (such as SAMLEncryption.cert and
SAMLEncryption.key) at the top level of the Tanium Server installation
directory. As long as you keep the certificate and key there, the Tanium Server will
automatically use the certificate to sign SAML authentication requests and use the
private key to decrypt IdP responses.

Tip: Alternatively, you can add the SAMLEncryptionCertPath and
SAMLEncryptionKeyPath settings on the Tanium Server to configure a different
location for storing the certificate and key. For details, consult your Technical
Account Manager (TAM).

3. Provide the certificate to the IdP. Work with your IdP administrator to configure the
IdP to use the certificate for encrypting SAML responses, using RSA-OAEP-MGF1P
(recommended) or RSA version 1.5 for secure key transportation.

Disable SP-initiated SSO through the CLI

If you ever need to disable SP-initiated SSO without accessing the Tanium Console, you can
set the global setting console_saml_sp_enabled through the CLI.

1. Access the Tanium Server CLI (for details, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment
Guide for Windows: Tanium Server CLI).

2. Go to the Tanium Server installation directory.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/cli.html#Windows
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/cli.html#Windows
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3. Run the following command:

TaniumReceiver global-settings set console_saml_sp_enabled 0

Wait up to a minute for the change to apply, or restart the Tanium Server to apply the
change immediately.

Turn off the Tanium Server SAML SP service

If you ever need to stop the Tanium Server from functioning as a SAML SP, you can stop
the SP service by removing the IdP settings.

1. Go to Configuration > Authentication > SAML.
2. Set Choose an IdP to No Provider and save your changes.

Managing API tokens

API tokens overview

API authentication tokens enable users to establish long-lived sessions with the Tanium
Server without repeatedly re-authenticating for workflows that are long-lived but not
continuously running. For example, the service account for a solution module might
periodically access the Tanium Server for updates to computer groups that the module
targets for actions. In Tanium Core Platform 7.3, you can configure custom modules and
API user accounts to use tokens, but not the current set of Tanium-provided modules.
Future Tanium modules that are designed for version 7.3 will support tokens.

The Tanium Server generates and stores a token in response to an API request. The token
is bound to the user account that sent the request. Each user can have multiple tokens. A
token can authenticate only the user who requested it, not other users. The authentication
credentials and authorization permissions of a token are those of the requesting user.

Tokens have a configurable expiration interval. To prevent interruptions to long-lived
workflows, users must rotate tokens: request new tokens and revoke the current ones
before they expire. Consult your Tanium Technical Account Manager (TAM) for the
procedures to manually or automatically request and revoke tokens through the Tanium
Server REST API. You can also see and manually revoke tokens through the Tanium
Console, as described in the following sections.
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Note: To manage API tokens, users require a role with the micro admin permissions
View Token, Use Token, and Revoke Token. The Administrator reserved role has
these permissions.

View API tokens

Go to Configuration > Authentication > API Tokens to see a list of valid and expired
API tokens. Valid tokens appear in regular text, while expired tokens are grayed out. The
API Tokens grid stops displaying tokens that you revoke. The grid identifies each token by
its ID and indicates the User for whom the token is valid.

Enable API tokens

You must whitelist the systems from which users with API tokens will access the Tanium
Server.

Note: By default, the Tanium Server allows token requests from the Tanium Module
Server, so you do not have to add the Module Server to the whitelist.

1. Go to Administration > Global Settings.
2. Select the api_token_trusted_ip_address_list setting and, in the Selected System

Setting pane, click Edit.
3. Populate the Setting Value with the FQDNs or IP addresses of the host systems from

which users will use tokens to access the Tanium Server.

4. Save your changes.

Set the expiration interval for API tokens

By default, API tokens expire one week after you create them. Changes to the expiration
interval apply only to tokens that are created after you change the setting; you cannot
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change the interval for existing tokens. Perform the following steps to change the
expiration interval:

1. Go to Administration > Global Settings.
2. Select the api_token_expiration_in_days setting and, in the Selected System Setting

pane, click Edit.
3. Set the Setting Value to the desired expiration interval in days.

4. Save your changes.

5. Verify your change: create a new token (consult your TAM for the steps), go to
Configuration > Authentication > API Tokens, and verify that the Expiration Time for
the new token reflects the changed setting.

Revoke API tokens

You might want to revoke an API token if you have doubts about its security or if its
associated user is no longer with your organization.

1. Go to Configuration > Authentication > API Tokens.
2. Select one or more API tokens and click Revoke.

The revoked tokens no longer appear in the API Tokens grid.
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Part 12: Troubleshooting
Use the following procedures, settings, and logs to troubleshoot issues relating to the
Tanium Console and Tanium Interact. For additional troubleshooting information, see the
Tanium Support KB: Tanium Console.

Basic troubleshooting tips

l Check with your Technical Account Manager (TAM) to ensure the Tanium™ software
version is a recommended version.

l Ensure all Tanium Core Platform components are the same version. For example,
make sure all have build number 7.3.314.4103. The Build number appears at the top
right of the Tanium Console.

l Review any error messages reported to the Tanium Console: see View and copy the
Tanium Console error log on page 283.

l If authentication errors prevent access to the Tanium Console, check the
authentication logs (auth<#>.txt) in the <Tanium_Server>/Logs directory.

l If the Tanium Console is unavailable, check the status of the Tanium databases on
the database server. Also check the status of the Tanium Server service and, if
necessary, restart it: see Manage the Tanium Server service on page 283.

Manage the Tanium Server service

The steps to check the status of, and restart, the Tanium Server service vary by platform:

l Windows infrastructure: You can find the Tanium Server service under Windows
Services.

l Tanium Appliance: Access the taniumserver service through the Tanium
Operations menu: see Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Start, stop, and restart
Tanium services.

View and copy the Tanium Console error log

The Tanium Console maintains an error log on the local host computer for your web
browser. It includes details on errors returned to the Tanium Console in response to
actions taken with the browser, such as attempting to save a configuration or import an
XML file.

https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/sections/206620967-Tanium-Console
https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/tanium_operations_menu.html#tanium_service_control
https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/tanium_operations_menu.html#tanium_service_control
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To view the log, click the selector next to the logged in username and select Local Error
Log.

Click Copy to copy the log details to the clipboard.

Monitor Tanium Client registration and communication

Go to the Administration > System Status page to see the real-time status of Tanium Client
registration and communication.

Note: You must have a role with the Read System Status (micro admin) permission to
see the System Status page and filter the table. Users with the Administrator
reserved role have this permission.
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Column Description

Host Name Computer hostname.

Network Location (from
client)

Client IP address returned from a sensor on the client.

Network Location (from
server)

Client IP address recorded on the server during the last registration.

Direction The circle represents the client, and arrows in relation to the circle represent
connections:

l Up arrow—Connection to the Tanium Server.

l Right side—Inbound and outbound connections to forward peers.

l Left side—Inbound and outbound connections to backward peers.

An X in the circle indicates a connection is blocked (probably by a
firewall).

A dashed line indicates a slow link.

Valid Key No indicates a problem with the public key that has been installed with the
Tanium Client. Redeploy the public key file or reinstall the Tanium Client.

Send State l Backward Only

l Forward Only

l None

l Normal

Receive State l Next Only

l Previous Only

l None

l Normal

Status The Connection Status of each Tanium Client is either Normal or one or
more of the following states:

l Slow Link

l Leader

l Blocked

Last Registration Timestamp of the last time the Tanium Client registered with the server.

Protocol Version Tanium protocol version. This column is hidden by default.

Version Tanium Client version.

Table 22: System Status columns
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Configure server logging levels

Your TAM might instruct you to change the log verbosity levels for the Tanium Server and
Tanium Module Server when troubleshooting issues.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration > Common > Log Level page.

1. Go to Configuration > Common > Log Level.
2. Set the logging levels. The following decimal values are best practices for specific use

cases.

l 0: Logging disabled.

l 1: Normal log level.

l 41: Best practice value during troubleshooting.

l 91 or higher: Most detailed log level. Enable for short periods of time only.

3. Save your changes.

View plugins and plugin schedules

A plugin is an extension to a Tanium Core Platform component or solution module. A
scheduled plugin is a process that is set to run at a specified interval. Plugin operations are
usually transparent to users. However, your TAM might instruct you to review plugin details
when troubleshooting unexpected behavior.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can access the
Configuration pages for viewing plugin information.

To see details about installed plugins, go to Configuration > Common > Plugins.

To see details about scheduled plugins, go to Configuration > Common > Plugin
Schedules.

To review the history of plugin executions, see the module-history<#>.txt logs in
the <Module_Server>/Logs folder on the Tanium Module Server.
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View cache usage

Your TAM might instruct you to monitor cache usage when troubleshooting download
issues.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration > Tanium Server > Cache Info page.

Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Cache Info and review the information.

View the info page

Your TAM might instruct you to review settings or counters displayed on the info page.

1. Open a browser and go to https://<FQDN>/info.

2. When prompted, specify credentials for a user assigned the Administrator reserved
role.
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Tanium Support

Your TAM is your first contact for assistance with preparing for and performing an
installation or upgrade, as well as verifying and troubleshooting the initial deployment. If
you require further assistance from Tanium Support, please be sure to include version
information for Tanium Core Platform components and specific details on dependencies,
such as the host system hardware and OS details and database server version. Log into
https://support.tanium.com and submit a new ticket or send us an email at
support@tanium.com.

https://support.tanium.com/
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Reference: Example questions
This reference provides examples to help you understand the kinds of questions you can
ask.

Example starter questions

This section gives examples of common questions.

How can I get a list of running services or be able to single out a specific
endpoint?

Get Running Service from all machines

Get Service Details from all machines

Get Running Service from all machines with Computer Name containing
"hostname"

How can I get a list of running processes or be able to single out a specific
endpoint?

Get Running Processes from all machines

Get Running Processes from machines where Computer Name contains "hostname"

Get Running Processes and Computer Name contains "hostname" from all
machines

How can I display Registry keys and values?

Get Registry Value Data[registry key path, value-name] from all machines

Get Registry Value Data[HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion, CommonFilesDir] from all
machines
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Get Registry Key Value Exists[registry key path, value-name] from all
machines

Get Registry Key Exists[HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion, CommonFilesDir] from all
machines

How can I get a list of open ports?

Get Computer Name and Open Port from all machines

Get Open Port from machines where Computer Name contains "hostname"

Get Open Port from all machines with Computer Name containing "hostname"

How can I get user authentication information?

Get Logged In Users contains "username" from all machines

Get Logged In Users containing "BABOON08D9ANGUI\Administrator" from all
machines

Get Logged In Users and Computer Name from all machines

Get Local User Login Dates from all machines

Get Logged In Users and Client Date from all machines

Get Last Logged In User and Client Date from all machines

Get Computer Name and Last Date of Local Administrator Login from all
machines with Last Date of Local Administrator Login not containing "no
results"

Get Local Administrators from all machines
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How can I see the current logged on user?

Get User Sessions from all machines

How can I see when users last logged in?

Get local User Login Dates from all machines

How can I get the Service Account Logons?

Get Service Login Names from all machines

How can I get certificate information?

Get Machine Certificates[authroot] from all machines

Get Machine Certificates[disallowed] from all machines

Get Machine Certificates[root] from all machines

For Intermediate Certs:

Get Machine Certificates[CA] from all machines (Intermediate Certs)

How can I detect all running Oracle instances within our Linux environment?

Get computer name and running processes that contains "ora_pmon" from
machines with running processes contains "ora_pmon"

How can I get asset information?

Get Cpu and Cpu Details and Chassis and Architecture and Serial Number and
Computer Name and Bios and IP Address and Mac Address and serial number
from all machines

Example dashboard questions

Reviewing the predefined list of saved questions included in dashboards and categories is
a good way to learn how to use questions to get meaningful results. A few of these
predefined questions are repeated here to illustrate this.
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Security > Data Leakage

Get Computer Name and Non-Approved Established Connections from all
machines with Non-Approved Established Connections containing ":"

Security > Wireless Network Security

Get Wireless Networks Visible from all machines

Get Hosted Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks from all machines with Hosted Wireless
Ad-Hoc Networks containing "started"

Get Unencrypted Wireless Networks from all machines with Unencrypted
Wireless Networks containing "open"

Get Wireless Networks Using WEP from all machines with Wireless Networks
Using WEP containing "wep"

Security > Proactive Security

Get Firewall Status containing "disabled" from all machines with Firewall
Status containing "disabled"

Get Computer Name and Open Share Details from all machines with Open Share
Details not containing "No shares"

Security > Workstation USB Write Protection

Get USB device details from all machines

Get Computer Name and Username from all machines with ( Operating System
not containing "server" and USB Write Protected containing "False" )

Get Computer Name and Username from all machines with ( Operating System
not containing "server" and USB Write Protected containing "True" )
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Reference: Advanced question syntax
The advanced question syntax described in this article applies to Tanium Server 7.2 and
later.

Use regular expressions

The question parser supports regular expression matching (Boost syntax).

The following example matches computer names that begin with the letter t in the
tam.local domain.

Figure  72: Matching a regular expression

The Detect Primary Alerts saved question uses a regular expression to collect results that
match any digit 0-9. Because Detect alerts have numeric IDs, this expression would exclude
empty results.

Figure  73: Regular expression to exclude empty results

https://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_54_0/libs/regex/doc/html/boost_regex/syntax/perl_syntax.html
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You can also use a combination of negation and regular expressions to build filter
expressions. For example, the built-in computer group No Computers uses a question with
the not matches expression and a regular expression (.*) to match empty results. The
author knows that Computer Name always returns a string, so it is a clever way to turn off a
scheduled action. The default action group includes only No Computers so that no
computers are targeted until an administrator knowingly changes the configuration.

Figure  74: Regular expression to not match anything

Use computer group filters

In 7.2 and later, you can form questions that specify computer group filters in the from
clause.

For dynamic computer groups, the question parser converts the specified computer group
name into the question that determines membership. In the following example, the
computer group named Windows is parsed into its definition: is Windows contains
true.
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Figure  75: Dynamic computer group in from clause

For manual computer groups, the question parser lists possible manual group object IDs.
In the following example, the computer group named Infrastructure is parsed into its
manual group object ID: Manual Group Membership equals 95.

Figure  76: Manual computer group in from clause

Use sensor column filters

Multicolumn sensors are designed to collect multiple pieces of related information in a
single answer.
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Figure  77: Results from a multicolumn sensor

Using the regular expression starts with, ends with, or contains to filter results for a
multicolumn sensor, such as Installed Applications, can be tricky because the result string
for a multicolumn sensor is actually a single string with column delimiters. If you are not
careful, you might match a string in an unexpected column or unknowingly match a string
in a hidden column that you were not even aware of. In Tanium Core Platform 7.2 and later,
you can specify which column to match results from multicolumn sensors. The syntax is
get sensor having sensor:column contains value. The column name is case sensitive.
Note that single-column filtering works only if the sensor definition specifies column
delimiters with a single character (such as |), not multiple characters (such as |:). To
match results from all the columns, the syntax is get sensor contains value.

The following example uses a sensor column filter in the get clause.

Figure  78: Sensor column filter in the get clause

The following example uses a sensor column filter in both the get clause and the from

clause.
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Figure  79: Sensor column filter in the get clause and the from clause

Use $substring() filters

You can use $substring() filters to match result string patterns. The $substring()

function takes the following arguments: sensor name, starting position (where 0 is the first
position), number of characters.

The following example matches results from the Computer Name sensor where the first
two characters match the string ts.

Figure  80: $substring() filter

The following example matches results from the MAC Address column of the Network
Adapters sensor where the fourth and fifth characters match the string e8.
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Figure  81: $substring() filter on specified sensor column

Use the in operator

You can use the in operator to specify a collection of matching sensor results. The
operator takes a comma-separated list of arguments that is parsed into a Boolean OR.

The following example uses the in operator to match a sensor filter in the from clause with
results containing Virtual or Physical.

Figure  82: in operator in the from clause

The following example uses the in operator to match a sensor column filter in the from

clause.
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Figure  83: in operator with a sensor column filter

Use nested filters

In the from clause of a question, you can configure multiple filters, including nested filters.

The following example shows nested filters in the Question Builder. The example combines
one matching expression with either one of the nested expression.

Figure  84: Nested filters in the Question Buider

You can also specify nested filters in the Ask a Question field.
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Figure  85: Nested filters in the Ask a Question field

The following example shows different Boolean logic: match both of these OR this one.

Figure  86: Nested filters in the Ask a Question field

Specify advanced sensor settings

Tanium Client answers must conform with any advanced sensor settings that are specified
in a question message. In releases before Tanium Server 7.2, you could configure advanced
sensor settings only with the Question Builder.
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Figure  87: Question Builder: Advanced sensor settings

In Version 7.2 and later, you can specify advanced sensor settings in the Ask a Question
field.

Settings Guidelines

Case Sensitivity Group strings:

l Ignore case: Group and count result values regardless of differences in upper-
case and lower-case characters.

l Match case: Group and count result values with strict attention to lettercase.

Table 23: Advanced Sensor Options
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Settings Guidelines

Matching This option is valid in the from computers with clause.

For some sensors, a Tanium Client might compute multiple results. When the
sensor is used as a filter in the from clause, specify whether any or all of the
results must match the filter:

l Match Any Value: Any value in the answer must match the value specified in
the question.

l Match All Values: All values in the answer must match the value specified in
the question.

For example, in response to the IP Address sensor, it is possible for a Tanium
Client to return both an IPv4 address and an IPv6 address. A question based
on the IP Address sensor containing 192.168 for example could possibly
match the IPv4 address but not the IPv6 address. In this case, you probably
want to match "any".

Treat Data As Sensor values are treated as the type of data you specify:

l Date/Time (BES)

l Date/Time (WMI)

l File Size

l Integer

l IP Address

l Numeric

l Text

l Time Duration

l Version

Maximum Data
Age

Maximum amount of time that the Tanium Client can use a cached result to
answer a question. For example, the maximum data age for the File Size sensor is
15 minutes by default. When a Tanium Client is asked a question that executes
the File Size sensor, it caches the result. Over the next 15 minutes, if the Tanium
Client is asked a question that includes the File Size sensor, it responds with the
cached answer. After 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client is asked a question that
includes the File Size sensor, it executes the sensor script again to compute a
fresh answer.

Use shorter ages for sensors that return values subject to change frequently,
such as status and utilization sensors. Use longer ages for values that
typically change infrequently, such as the chassis type or Active Directory
Domain membership.
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The following example specifies the Treat Data as <type> option. The syntax is
sensor?type=value.

Figure  88: Advanced sensor settings - Treat Data as type

Note: Only use the Treat Data as type option with comparison operators, such as
Free Memory greater than 300, as shown in the example.

The following example specifies the Max Age option. The syntax is sensor?maxAge=value.
When specifying maxAge in the Ask a Question field, specify a number of seconds.

Figure  89: Advanced sensor settings - maxAge

The following example specifies the Ignore Case option. The syntax is
sensor?ignoreCase=value. 0 means match case and 1 means ignore case.
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Figure  90: Advanced sensor settings - ignoreCase

The following example specifies the Matches all option. A machine might have multiple
interfaces and multiple IP addresses for those interfaces. In this example, the Matches all
option is used to filter results for only computers with all IP addresses matching the
specified string. You can specify this option only in the from clause. The syntax is with all

sensor contains value.

Figure  91: Advanced sensor settings - matching all

The following examples shows how to specify multiple advanced sensor options.

Figure  92: Advanced sensor settings - multiple settings
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Specify advanced question settings

In Tanium Server 7.3.314.3639 and later, you can enable a Force Computer ID setting to
convert a counting question into a non-counting question by forcing Tanium Clients to
include the computer ID in their answers. Converting to a non-counting question is a
workaround that resolves cases where a counting question returns the too many
results answer. For details, see the KB article Troubleshooting Errors / Informational
Messages (too many results message). You can enable the setting in the Ask a Question
field by using the get?forceComputerIdFlag=1 statement. You can also enable the setting
in the Question Builder, under Advanced Question Options. The following figure shows
the results for a question converted to a non-counting question.

Figure  93: Question converted to non-counting question

The following figure shows the results for the same question issued as a counting
question.

Figure  94: Counting question

https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/231604407-Troubleshooting-Errors-Informational-Messages-e-g-TSE-Error-
https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/231604407-Troubleshooting-Errors-Informational-Messages-e-g-TSE-Error-
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Manage sensor string growth
You can mitigate the impact that question results have on Tanium Server memory and disk
usage by setting age limits on the answer strings that the server stores for individual
sensors.

Tip: To configure sensors so that they generate fewer unique strings and therefore
consume less memory and disk space, see the KB article: Best practices for writing
sensors.

The Tanium Server stores strings in the <Tanium_Server>/strings folder and loads
the strings into memory (the string cache) when it uses them. To prevent string growth
from consuming too much space, the server clears a portion of the strings for all sensors
when the total strings exceed a default threshold. However, the default string-cleaning
settings do not distinguish among sensors in terms of how likely they are to generate
strings that are unique and that are used only once. This matters because unique strings
consume more space and clearing single-use strings has less impact on server processing
and traffic (the Tanium Server does not have to reissue questions to regenerate the strings
for future use). For example, the Detect Primary Alerts sensor often generates many
unique, single-use strings. To account for these factors, Tanium Server 7.3.314.4101 or
later enables you to use the Tanium Console to configure string cleaning for individual
sensors based on a Maximum String Age. The server bases string ages on when it last used
the strings or received them from Tanium Clients and discards strings that exceed the
maximum.

The following procedure describes how to determine which sensors are producing the
most string growth and to set the Maximum String Age for those sensors. For most
sensors that require a limit, use the default maximum of seven days as a best practice.
Setting a lower maximum is required only in rare cases, such as for sensors that produce
results containing date or time stamps. The best practice is to avoid including date and
time stamps in string results when writing a sensor, because they tend to result in
unusually large string growth. However, if such sensors are necessary, you can set the
maximum as low as one day for sensors that use date stamps and as low as six hours for
sensors that use time stamps. Consult a Tanium Technical Account Manager (TAM) if you
are considering setting the Maximum String Age to lower than six hours; only exceptional
cases require such limits.

https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360021671672-Best-practices-for-writing-sensors
https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360021671672-Best-practices-for-writing-sensors
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Before you begin

Install the Tanium™ Health Check module if it is not already installed. For details, see
Tanium Health Check User Guide: Installing Health Check.

Configure string cleaning based on string age

1. Access the Tanium Console and go to Tanium Services > Health Check.
2. Under Manual Report Generation, click Run TPAN Report Now.

3. Under Reports click the HTML link for the Full Report that you just ran.

4. At the top of the report, select Environmental Details > String Details.
5. Review the grids that list the top sensors by string count and memory usage to

determine which sensors produce the most string growth.

6. Return to the Tanium Console and go to Content > Sensors. Perform the remaining
steps for each sensor that you determine requires a string age limit.

7. Select the sensor and click Edit.
8. Enable and set the Max String Age.

Note: For almost all sensors, setting the Max String Age will reduce string
growth to a manageable level and setting the Max Strings (string count limit) is
unnecessary. In extreme cases that might require a string count limit for
individual sensors, consult your TAM before setting the Max Strings.

9. Save your changes.

10. Over the next two days, repeat the steps to run a TPAN report and verify that string
counts and memory usage are reduced as expected for the sensors that have string

https://docs.tanium.com/health_check/health_check/installing.html
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limits. If necessary, set a lower Max String Age for sensors that still produce too
much string growth.
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